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"Four times it stalled before the gateway, at the very threshold; four times the arms clashed loud 
inside its belly. Nevertheless, heedless, blinded by frenzy, we press right on and set the 
inauspicious monster inside the sacred fortress."  
- Virgil, The Aeneid, Book 2 
  
“He who fights with monsters might take care lest he thereby become a monster. And if you gaze 
for long into an abyss, the abyss gazes also into you.” 
-Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, Aphorism 146 
 
“Time takes its crazy toll, and how does your mirror grow?  Better watch yourself when you jump 
into it, cause the mirror’s gonna steal your soul” 
-Sonic Youth, The Diamond Sea 
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Abstract:	   This dissertation is about development and multiculturalism in 
Colombia.  My ethnographic work focuses on the Iku, an indigenous pueblo in the Sierra 
Nevada de Santa Marta mountains in Northern Colombia (SNSM), as they work to resist 
development projects and wrestle with political changes brought on by multiculturalism. 
The Iku have traditionally resisted the state, capitalism and development.  The 
multicultural paradigm for addressing development in indigenous territory in Colombia 
has been adapted from international frameworks for “special indigenous rights”.   
Colombia has served as a model multicultural nation, because of its progressive 
constitution and its practice of implementing Free, Prior and Informed Consultations 
about development projects for indigenous people.  These changes have had profound 
effects on the governance of indigenous peoples, and have garnered internal cultural 
responses from the Iku.  The reaction to development and multicultural politics has been 
dissonant from the state at an ontological level – that is at the basic level of understanding 
reality.  Multiculturalism is tied to liberal state governance and industrial capitalist 
	   ix	  
economies, rooted ontologically in colonial-modernity.  The Iku have a relational 
ontology tied to their culture-territory.  This dissertation does not elaborate a discursive 
Iku critique of capitalism or mystify readers with a re-telling of their cultural mythology.  
Instead, I explore ontological politics as both colonizing, in the form of extractive 
industries’ disregard for the natural world, and resistant, in the Iku practices of 
reproducing their culture-territory.  This dissertation explores this political space with an 
eye towards building decolonial politics that respond to the challenges faced by the Iku 
and the multicultural state. 
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“We are tired of all this discourse”:  
Distinct Worldviews and the Procedural Act of Colonization 
 
 
 “You have to save the whole world to save the indigenous.  The world is sick because of the ways 
of the whites.  It’s not about our territory.  It’s about all territory.  It’s about changing the way that 
people live and relate to the Earth.”   
-Mamo Faustino Torres, Gunsé, SNSM 
 
 
Part 1 - Meeting with Mamos Mayores in Windiwa, 
Kochkwa and Gunsé, SNSM - December 15-20th 2011 
 
 Colombia’s 1991 constitution is a multicultural document that includes provisions 
from the International Labor Organization’s Treaty 169, which grants special rights to 
indigenous peoples including the right to Free Prior and Informed Consultation (FPIC) 
before there is state sponsored development on their lands.  In 2011 the United Nations 
High Commission for Human Rights (UNHCHR) designed a project to assess indigenous 
and Afro-descendant responses to Colombia’s FPIC laws.  Because Colombia has strong 
laws in favor of consultation, the UN saw this as a test case to promote a solution to the 
global phenomenon of industrial development displacing indigenous peoples.  External 
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teams working as temporary employees of the UNHCHR researched different 
geographical regions in Colombia.  In the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (SNSM) on the 
Northern Atlantic coast, the team was initially composed of one indigenous Iku man 
named Moisés Villafaña, one UN Human Rights lawyer, and an external unpaid research 
assistant – myself.  The plan was to travel to secluded areas of the SNSM, where the 
traditional authorities would be asked to respond to the FPIC and express their ideas and 
cultural interpretations on how the laws could be improved in theory and practice.  
 Moisés told me to bring all of my own food and supplies for five days of meetings 
and meet him in his home village of Kochkwa, deep in the central region of the SNSM.  
The cars to Nabusimake, the Iku capital, had been cancelled on the day I travelled, so 
when I arrived at the last colonial village I had to seek other transportation.  I found a local 
taking up farming equipment and paid him to ride up and laid out in the back with shovels, 
hoes and concrete blocks.  I didn’t get to Nabusimake until 2pm.  The driver told me that 
Kochkwa was a four-hour walk, which was about how much time I had before the sun 
went down, so I hit the trail.  My pack was very heavy.  Immediately after I started 
walking it began to rain. 
 I walked a long way in what turned into muddier and muddier trails.  At times my 
feet sank into the clay up to my knees and it was hard to free my legs.  At times my legs 
ached, pushing up the steep rocky paths because of the weight of my pack.  The rain 
continued.  I came to a fork in the road.  Because I had no guide, and it was too late to run 
into people on the pathway, I had no choice but to choose one way or the other.  This 
happened again and again, and each time I chose the path with a bird on it.  The rain 
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continued and so did I.  I walked alone for hours.  I came upon scenic views of the 
expansive mountains, I crossed rivers, I could often see little huts in the distance. 
 It started to get dark.  I had been walking for four hours, so I thought that I should 
be arriving soon.  The chance that I could have taken a wrong turn gave power to my 
doubts.  I was hoping to find a village soon, Kochkwa or otherwise, even though this was 
not necessarily comforting.  I was walking in territory where foreigners are illegal.  I 
imagined myself in an old western movie, entering a dusty cantina:  
“Who are you stranger?” they would ask. “We don’t like your kind in these parts.” 
“A friend”, I say in my deep scratchy voice. 
“That’s what they all say.” They reply.  
In my head it’s all very romantic.  This distracts from the rain, the cold, the mud, the 
solitude and the uncertainty. 
I had permission to be there.  Not only by Moisés in Kochkwa, but I also carried a 
signed note from the cabildo (the chief of the pueblo), which I allegedly needed to cross 
into the territory.  Showing this document, however, is as likely to generate scorn as 
approval (something I had learned the hard way in other parts of the SNSM) because of 
the lack of trust between the local pueblos and the central authority. 
 I had walked for hours over beautiful expansive mountains and had come down 
into a darker narrower trail.  I felt lost.  I thought to myself that the worst-case scenario 
was that I would walk alone in the rainy mountains all night long.  I saw a house and went 
off the trail to see if anyone was there.  I could ask for directions or a place to stay or at 
least find out if I was on the right trail.  The house was empty.  I had walked about five 
hours at this point. 
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 Then all of a sudden, on the trail up ahead I saw a man coming towards me with a 
group of mules.  He acted in true Iku fashion by trying to ignore me despite my obvious 
foreignness.  I spoke to him in Spanish (my Iku is still pretty rusty, and also people usually 
freak out when I try to speak their sacred native tongue).  “Excuse me”, I asked, “I’m 
looking for Kochkwa.  I was told its about four hours from Nabusimake.  Is it around 
here?”  “Kochkwa?” he replied “its about four hours down the road.”  He pointed the way 
I was walking, and I fell silent.  “There are some houses about forty minutes up ahead.” 
He added, “You should stop and sleep there.” He walked on, and I hurriedly shuffled 
through the dark muddy path searching for shelter. 
 It was still raining and completely dark when I came to a small farm with a single 
traditional hut.  I could see a fire inside inviting my aching, soaked bones.  I walked up to 
the front of the house and called out: “Hello.  Excuse me, is anybody there?”  No 
response.  I called out a few more times – no response.  I went to the door and knocked on 
it.  A shy Iku man answered, looking scared and surprised.  “I’m on my way to Kochkwa.”  
I told him.  “I’m supposed to meet Moisés Villafaña there.”  “Moisés?” replied the man, 
perking up.  “He’s my cousin.”  Of course he is, I thought to myself. When you’re this 
deep in the country, everybody is somebody’s cousin. 
 The man invited me into the house, where his wife was preparing soup for him and 
their five children aged about four months to six years. They were very excited to have me 
as company.  I gave them some eggs and they gave me some soup.  I took off my wet 
clothes, got into my dry sleeping bag and faded out, while the man, woman and baby slept 
on a cowhide by the fire and the other four children snuggled and giggled under a blanket. 
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 I woke up later than I had planned, profusely thanked the man and woman and 
walked down the road for four hours.  It was not raining anymore, but was a rather 
beautiful day.  I came to a couple more forks in the road, but confidently strode along 
until, upon a slight ridge I saw Moisés standing at the entrance to a farm.  I walked up, 
greeting him and the man he was talking to, who turned out to be his brother.  They both 
looked at me perplexed.   
“How did you get here?” they asked.   
“I walked”, I responded.   
“But did you have a guide?”  
“No. Just me.”   
“So, how did you get here?  There are a lot of forks in the road.”   
“I just had to choose and I guess I chose right.” I told them.   
They were clearly impressed.  For a brief moment, after my 24-hour trek, I felt proud and 
accepted.   
“Well it’s a good thing you got here when you did.” Moisés told me.  “Cause we’ve got a 
long walk ahead of us.” 
 
The Mamos of Windiwa 
 I walked while the others rode mules.  One donkey carried our previsions, 
including my pack.  I felt light.  We traveled for another four hours to arrive in one of the 
largest pueblos in the SNSM, with three thousand people living in the surrounding farms.  
We spent the day waiting while the Iku spiritual leaders, the mamos, attended their 
spiritual business outside the village in a sacred natural site.  Nelson Mamian, a Yanacona 
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lawyer from Southern Colombia, and a well-known expert on FPIC, arrived in Windiwa 
late that night by mule.  He had traveled to Nabusimake the night before and waited for a 
guide who never showed up. The next day Nelson and I began the process of questioning 
the mamos while Moisés translated.   
 We sat outside in a kankurua, a natural spiritual site where the mamos have direct 
communication line to the Earth.  Present were authorities from the surrounding area of 
Windiwa and Kochkwa, representing about 4000 people, also the senior spiritual 
authorities or mamo mayores from the region.  Because of the official nature of the project 
we were able to film, take photographs and audio record the session – this is rare.  We also 
had a lot of time to press questions and follow up, another thing I’ve often wished for in 
these situations.  Mamos don’t usually answer questions directly.  Three investigators 
from three separate fields all asking questions together, as well as the large number of 
authorities present, too, fostered an ideal space for getting clear answers about what the 
spiritual authorities thought about what was going on in the world.   
 The only thing getting in our way was quickly evident.  The whole project was 
conceived of and programmed by the UN and specifically geared towards getting answers 
that were not forthcoming.  The project was investigating FPIC, so the first question: 
“what do you think about FPIC?” was answered thusly: “What’s FPIC?”  We explained it.  
They asked us to explain it again.  We did. They asked us to clarify.  We did so.  It was 
discussed amongst them in their language for some time.  They wanted more explanation.  
And so it went on, and on and on.  After a time I wondered who was interviewing who. 
 Finally a response came from Tomas, the cabildo of Kochkwa.  He said: 
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“There are so many laws to protect the indigenous, but they’re made without listening to 
indigenous people or attending to their problems.  The law of the bunachi1 is always 
changing.  Our law never changes.  We are tired of all this discourse.  It’s as if you’ve 
come here to see if we’re still alive and if we are still Indians.  The state doesn’t change 
the way that it interacts with us.  Only the laws change.  All of what you say is 
meaningless to us.” 
 
Another leader asked what the UN was doing to help them really anyway.  I let Nelson 
field that one, while I thought of how to move the conversation forward. 
 I asked the mamos, if they were tasked with writing the laws concerning 
development, or what land could or could not be used for, what would this look like?  The 
principal mamo of the region, Mamo Pedro Niño, answered this question angrily: 
 
“We don’t respond to small laws concerning the conduct of men.  We understand the code 
of nature and we comply.  Everything that lives has their laws.  The White man only has 
laws to put limits on the Earth. The Law of Origin has no limits – it is everything.  It 
begins and ends through nine levels of this world.  Our relationship is with everything, 
visible and invisible.  The whites think only of the visible. The state says that our place is 
where we live.  We say that it is beyond the physical.  We will never understand the law of 
the bunachi. Our law is to protect the world, while theirs is to destroy it.” 
 
He continued with interjections from another mamo and the cabildo who had spoken 
earlier.  The translated message stayed on the same track: 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  Bunachi is an Iku word, meaning foreigner.  I use it throughout the dissertation as a general 
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“For us, the law is lived.  It is written in the heart.  Those who are not indigenous do not 
understand.  They sell their mother.  When they ask us “what is your territory?” It is as if 
they are implying we have forgotten where we came from, because they ask again and 
again.” 
 
 “The only use of law for the state is to remove people from their lands and be rulers of the 
land.  They must comply with the Law of Origin – to protect the Earth.  The animals have 
their duties.  The rivers have their duties.  The rocks have theirs too, and they all comply.  
The only ones who do not comply with the Law of Origin is the white man.” 
 
“The role of the whites has always been to remove others from their land.  Laws have 
never been favorable to any indigenous people anywhere.  Roads and ports and dams are 
like the military for the whites that just want to control the Indigenous. The white man is 
the most dangerous of predators.  He is the devil of this world.” 
 
 With this, the conversation turned to what the Iku wanted from us, what could we 
do, and what they wanted in general, outside of the legal realm.  They told us that friends 
and enemies always have traveled together:  people who want to steal their lands and 
people who want to help protect it; people who respect their culture and “hippies” who 
want to steal it for themselves.  They told us that they needed the good ones to help them 
get rid of the bad ones. 
 With all the demonizing of “Whites”, or bunachi as they say, it was clear that 
Nelson and I were represented as good bunachi.  “Listening” was key to this distinction 
and kept popping up throughout the days of discussion that followed.  “What is the point 
of asking us what we think when they don’t even listen?” was repeated whenever direct 
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questions were asked.  When it was clear that we were listening, the conversation made its 
way back to FPIC.  I had all but given up on this point and was much more interested in 
other things, but Nelson and Moisés had a job to do (one they were getting paid for).   
 The mamos’ understanding of the consultations was remarkably astute for their 
level of cultural distance only hours earlier.  Their ideas about the procedure and legal 
framework of the FPIC process reflected many that I had heard from technocrats around 
the country.  “These consultations are already decided, before they even get here.  It’s all 
for show anyway.  Its just to make the state look good,” we were told.  I couldn’t agree 
more, but was intrigued as to how they came to this realization.  
 Another response, that echoed the words of the many indigenous bureaucrats 
working for the cabildo, misunderstood the FPIC questioning process, as the state asking 
permission to initiate development projects. Interpreting state overtures as such, 
indigenous bureaucrats tended to respond authoritatively in the negative.  They will accept 
the consultation with the intention of rejecting the project.  The mamos also expressed the 
idea that because the state already knew the indigenous stance to be oppositional to their 
aims, the FPIC process is extended just for show. 
 The mamos also responded to the UN, NGO’s and government constantly talking 
about FPIC.  Their annoyance at the presence of foreigners and foreign concepts came in 
the form of a jab, showing a unique sense of humor.  One mamo said: 
 
  “To us it’s as if consulting has become a religion and you are all the proselytizers of 
consultation.  It’s all you talk about.  All you want to do.  You think everything will be 
solved by consultation.  We have seen your religions before.  We don’t believe in them.”   
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It is meaningless to give voice or space to the Iku if their message will be ignored through 
the actions of the state. It is the entire worldview of the West that the mamos are opposed 
to.  They are not just against “development”, but the entire way of thinking that is tied to 
it: the way of the bunachi, the separation of the people from the Earth. 
 How can we imagine the state or the international community using the responses 
of the mamos?  What does the FPIC illuminate about the governance of people and 
variation in worldview?  An evaluation of a procedure that is so small, so particular and so 
meaningless to the people it is meant to serve, provides a view of the world that is far 
more illuminating than the initial question could beg.  The mirror that the mamos hold to 
the Modern West, their derogatory use of the words “bunachi” and “White” strike a 
unique chord with me.  It is not the disdain that they feel for the Western way of life and 
its destructiveness that gives their position power.  It is the truth that they see.  It is the 
knowledge to which they are tied, and we are not.  It is that when we speak to them, I 
understand that the entire program is misguided and so is every other aspect of our lives. 
  This dissertation is about how development politics and multiculturalism affect 
the Iku.  The Iku have traditionally resisted the state, capitalism and development, and 
now wrestle with the internal changes that multiculturalism has brought to their people. 
The multicultural state paradigm for addressing development on indigenous territory has 
been adapted from international frameworks for “special indigenous rights” designed to 
bring Indigenous peoples in to the state.   Colombia has served as a model multicultural 
nation because of its progressive constitution and its practice of implementing more Free, 
Prior and Informed Consultations than any other country in the world.  These changes 
have had profound effects on the governance of indigenous peoples, and have garnered 
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internal cultural responses from the Iku.  The reaction to both development and 
multicultural politics as expressed by the mamos in the above narrative responds at the 
ontological level – that is at the basic level of understanding reality.  Multiculturalism is 
tied to liberal state governance and industrial capitalist economies all of which is rooted 
ontologically in colonial-modernity.  On the other hand, the Iku have a relational ontology 
tied to their culture-territory.  My project does not elaborate a discursive Iku critique of 
capitalism, or mystify readers with a re-telling of their cultural mythology.  Instead, I 
explore ontological politics between the Iku and the capitalist state.  Ontological politics 
are both colonizing in the form of extractive industries disregard for the natural world, and 
they are resistant in the Iku practices of reproducing their culture-territory.  This 
dissertation explores this political space with an eye towards building decolonial politics 
that respond to the challenges faced by the Iku, the multicultural state, and anyone 
interested in the cultural politics of resistance. 
 
The Institutionalization of Misunderstanding 
 After Windiwa we all rode mules back up to Kochkwa.  Well, I walked by myself 
while everyone else rode mules.  Another day was lost to waiting around and we spent the 
afternoon talking about how well everything had gone in Windiwa.  There had been a 
feedback session in the afternoon and Nelson and Moisés were perfect for the job – both 
of them intent on listening and not pushing any agendas.  Both of them being indigenous 
and having experience with this sort of thing was helpful.  They appreciated my 
contribution to the project, and we all got along. 
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 That night we rode to Gunsé, where we met with three UNHCHR workers who 
had arrived by mules earlier that day.  It was in Gunsé where I had stayed on my long 
journey down and people had heard about the crazy bunachi who walked through the night 
alone.  I clearly stood out from the UN workers who were clad in their blue vests and 
huddled together in dependence around their guides.   
 The UNHCHR folks were eager to learn about Iku culture, and since the Iku 
guides don’t like to talk about these things I ended up filling them in on many cultural 
curiosities.  I was getting ready to see these bureaucrats have their socks blown off the 
next day during the meeting, which I imagined being similar to what we had done in 
Windiwa.  But I was also weary of what I perceived as a closed-mindedness coming from 
the chief investigator, a Spaniard, who was the only full-time UNHCHR employee.  He 
was assuming charge of the project. 
The UNHCHR workers told me about how they had given a ball to some of the 
kids and were amazed to see them play with it “as if they had never seen a ball before.”  I 
was kind of disgusted by the liberal naiveté, but they meant well.  This also opened up a 
chance for conversation.  I told them that the children in the Sierra primarily work, not 
play; and that their social and spiritual economies depend on this.  “Don’t tell Geneva.” 
The UN folks teased playfully.  “Whoa, yeah, the UNICEF folks wouldn’t stand for that.”  
They laughed, but I tensed up with what I thought might cause problems later.  After all, 
these people were tasked with assessing Human Rights from the cultural perspective of the 
Iku, so I figured I should set some things straight. 
“You know” I said, “The Iku, like many other indigenous peoples, don’t believe in 
the concept of rights.  They instead believe in duties.  In the case of these children, it is 
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important that they perform the duties that allow all Iku to live, and when they are old 
enough, they will perform their spiritual duties.  They have no “rights.”  “Wow” they 
responded.  “The Iku have such a different concept of rights - how interesting!”  Then they 
continued, “Oh, they don’t have basic health services.  That’s a violation of their Human 
Rights. The government needs to provide health services.  These kids are sick.  And who 
runs the schools?  Don’t the kids go to school?  That’s a violation of their rights, too.” 
I pushed back.  “Why should we expect those who fully reject Western thought to 
embrace any of it?  Because you think some of the stuff is good, or that you may see value 
in it?  That’s a pretty colonial mentality.”  I wasn’t making any friends.  Worse still, in my 
attempts at doing my job, I was finding myself unable to navigate the dominant language 
and relationships where power lies.  The way I see it, power will not accept rejection.  The 
question seems not to be whether or not the subaltern can speak (Spivak 1988), but 
whether or not the dominant can shut up. 
 The following day, about ten members of the community entered a small 
classroom with the four official UN reps, Moisés and myself to talk about FPIC.  It all felt 
very formal and absolutely distinct from the meeting in Windiwa a few days earlier, which 
had been held outside with a clear dominating presence of the indigenous leaders who 
surrounded the three foreigners and barraged them with strong discourse.  In Gunsé, the 
community members meekly sat at desks while the UN representatives sat up front with 
marker and paper.  The only one eager to talk was the Spaniard. 
 The questions started out the same as in Windiwa: “What do you want the FPIC to 
look like?” which was followed by a back and forth conversation between Moisés, the 
only member of the team fluent in Iku, and the other community members that lasted 
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about an hour with no Spanish translation.  Periodically, Moises would inform us that they 
did not understand the question, and their conversation would continue.  Finally a 
response came: “We don’t understand what this is.”   
 The Spaniard tried to explain things in simple terms.  This was a mistake, because 
he ended up explaining the FPIC in terms of consent and not consultation.  To make his 
own job easier, he sold the whole idea of FPIC by suggesting that under Colombian law, 
indigenous people have the right to veto megaprojects during the FPIC process.  Although 
compelling, the Spaniard’s description simply was not true. Rather, the FPIC always gives 
the final decision to the state and only seeks participation from indigenous and other 
groups. 
 One of the mamos present, Mamo Faustino, spoke on this point: “Everything 
comes to us already decided.  We have never truly had the opportunity to decide about 
these things because the government has already decided everything.”  Mamo Faustino 
continued to explain that the rights that were being violated were those of the plants and 
the animals and the Earth and that they were not asking for any “special rights”, but were 
merely trying to comply with their duties as dictated by the Earth. 
 The UN bureaucrat responded by going still further than his initial 
misrepresentation of what FPIC is, by giving examples of what it could be.  He began 
suggesting laws that he thought they would like.  I didn’t understand this move.  It was in 
essence trying to move the conversation along but in a way that was disingenuous. One of 
the other UN workers explained that the state is obliged to consult with them now because 
of the constitution.  The idea that the indigenous people didn’t accept the state’s power 
over them or the obligations that come along with being state subjects was lost on the UN 
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workers.  They pushed along.  I was getting pissed off.  The UN officials wanted to make 
it clear that it was in their interest to protect the indigenous lands.  To which the mamos 
responded: 
 
“You want to talk about this place and what affects us.  Ok, its true this does affect us, but 
it is much more than the SNSM.  We are being destroyed by what is happening all over the 
world.  What happens out there affects us also, and coming here to talk about it changes 
nothing.  The errors of the whites are destroying this world, and if the state wants for the 
indigenous people to survive, if it wants anyone to survive, it must protect all that exists, 
not just what is in the SNSM.  We seek not to protect only this place, but the entire world, 
from the depths of the Earth, up to the clouds in the sky.  What we need is for the whites 
to understand this.  What we don’t need is the previous consultation.” 
 
The Spaniard persisted: “Why is the law bad though?” he asked.  “Couldn’t it be 
good, if it was done right?” I couldn’t tell if the Iku were being ignored, if they were 
misunderstood, or if the UN folks simply could not listen to what was being told to them.   
For the mamos to dismiss the concept of law being imposed by man, and to associate this 
with the destruction of the world, only generated a response in favor of more law.   Mamo 
Faustino ended the session with this crucial intervention: 
 
“There have been so many meetings with the state and they never listen to us.  What’s the 
point of having these conversations if we are not heard?   We are not on the same level 
with the whites.”   
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 We broke for lunch and then everyone met up for a feedback session.  I was 
curious to see how the officials were going to interpret the lack of clarity between them 
and the mamos.  To my dismay, the officials had changed the Iku ideas to fit into a rights 
based model.  Every concern that was expressed had been worded to fit a modern liberal-
rights worldview.  The commissioner of the village looked concerned and asked for 
clarification on what was being presented.  “That’s not what we said.”  He said to the 
group.  “Yes it is.”  He was told with a smile, and the Spaniard continued to explain what 
was going on. 
 Afterwards I expressed my disappointment to Moisés and Nelson, but they were 
unfazed by it.  “That’s how it always is,” they told me.  I gave a strong argument against 
what was happening, but it only pushed me out of the loop.  Apparently, the Spaniard 
thought that the meeting had been a huge success.   
 The follow-up meeting was held two months later.  I was not invited to participate, 
but notes were later given to me by my allies in the pueblo.  The Spaniard wrote and 
presented the report given to the central authorities.  In the final document, he had grafted 
everything that the mamos had said that could fit into some aspect of the FPIC procedure 
into a framework for doing the consultations.  It was a precise subversion of the mamos’ 
sentiments, an utter rejection of the intercultural nature of the proposal in favor of another 
idea altogether.  If the mamos had agreed that the FPIC was good, or could be good with 
some tweaks, or could be good if it was completely redesigned, then the UN team would 
have something to work with.  But the diametric opposition to human legal systems as a 
way to govern interactions between humans and nature, fit nowhere within the political or 
procedural landscape.  
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In exploring the intersecting dimensions of politics represented in the above 
narrative, I focus on what I understand to be fundamental tensions in the world.  On the 
local level my research is primarily about how development is negotiated between the 
state and indigenous peoples of the SNSM.  The questions that are raised include: what are 
the differences between the Iku and state cosmovision and how does this inform laws and 
governance? How are internal politics among the indigenous peoples of the SNSM 
affected by the state’s push to incorporate them into both state government and capitalist 
development? How are local indigenous politics influenced by neoliberalism and the 
creation of the transnational indigenous subject?  My immersion into the Iku worldview 
has pushed my exploration of these practical and political questions to explore deeper 
questions about the nature of governance and even ontological reality.  While my 
dissertation, intends to be practical in addressing politics, the nature of the Iku’s radical 
ontological politics requires examinations of cosmology, identity politics and philosophy. 
My methodology as a decolonial activist has been useful in engaging research 
questions in political, investigative and self-reflexive ways.  I produced my methodology 
while in the field as an agent in resisting industrial development. My investigations were 
intended to produce responses to questions of immediate importance to my allies in the 
Iku pueblo.  However, my personal transformation through the years of working with the 
Iku has established a unique presentation of these questions.  The critiques I offer of 
development are those I have implemented as an activist.  The decolonial philosophy that I 
elaborate comes from a practice based culture-territory, which is both the territory that the 
Iku inhabit and their cultural practices which connect them to it.   
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 Because complete liberation from oppression is so unlikely under the 
contemporary political climate, settling for the mitigation of negative colonial effects has 
become a goal for many indigenous advocates. It has become increasingly difficult to 
pinpoint a direct course of action for the practice of solidarity to take.  Therefore what is 
deemed de-colonial to some may often be considered colonial to others.  Many, mostly 
unintended, colonial precepts found their way into Gunsé even though those who designed 
and carried out the project were seeking de-colonial and liberation politics.  To a certain 
degree, the entire program was colonial, regardless of the intentions of the participant.  It 
is difficult to say whether the politics of solidarity effect the situation for the better or for 
the worse, and I still cannot answer this question.  When I enter this space as an ally to the 
pueblos and speak of rights and use the language of the state, even if just to explain to 
them what is going on, I too am reinforcing the message that the indigenous people are 
under state jurisdiction; I am there to send a message to them that the Earth’s resources 
will be taken, that the land will be violated, and that their way of life will eventually be 
destroyed.  But the mamos have spoken back to me.  They have intended for their voices 
to be heard by me and used towards their political aims.  
This opens one idea I discuss in the dissertation – how we as anthropologists and 
activists take on the political role of interpreting subverted knowledge that holds 
transformative potential for liberation outside of local scenarios. The particular FPIC 
project is a good marker for the HR/Special Indigenous Rights paradigm.  I use it as my 
lead example, because it sets parameters of what indigenous participation in the state can 
look like and thus establishes “the state”, “the indigenous” and “the relationship between 
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the two.”  I put the context of the FPIC in dialogue with the holistic decolonial activist 
project I have developed in working with the Iku over the last seven years.   
The good-hearted nature of the UNHCHR representatives in Gunsé is a useful 
guide in analyzing the nature of the multicultural politics of colonization, precisely 
because they are explicitly trying to avoid colonization.  Deep respect for and interest in 
the indigenous cosmovision drives these people into this work, and curiosity, a desire for 
knowledge drives the work itself.  The state, as manager of the people, must understand its 
subjects.  As indigenous peoples have refused to die off or be assimilated, the state has 
taken up the task of understanding them.  This is not necessarily a malicious attempt to 
control people with coercion.  In fact, the HR paradigm is wholeheartedly opposed to 
violence.  Neither is it a simple offer to accept indigenous people into modernity or seduce 
them with the power associated with it.  In fact, neoliberal multiculturalism grants partial 
autonomy to indigenous groups to allow them their own cultural space.  What is 
happening is subtle.  The power that is offered through Special Indigenous Rights is based 
in the idea that the state has power over the land.  As the above narrative illustrates, this is 
more than neglectful to the Iku; it is profane.  Asking their submission, even as it comes 
with favor, asserts a direct challenge to the fundamental reality of their worldview.   
There is a big difference between the Modern liberal system of Human Rights and 
the cosmovision of the SNSM known as the Law of Origin.  Cosmological differences run 
counter to each other.  Political differences do not speak the same language, nor even have 
the same basic cosmological referents for communication.  It is unclear how specific 
political situations resonate with Iku cosmovision and on what grounds.  The same can be 
said of the cosmovision of state bureaucrats, NGO’s and activists inside and outside of the 
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pueblo.  Discerning the lines of communication in this particular scenario requires 
approaching the question of how state policy attends to different ways of being.   This 
dissertation contributes to this discussion through an analysis of the various state and 
NGO projects that I researched on behalf of the Iku through working with their political 
leadership.  This includes mining and other industrial development as well as openings for 
Iku individuals and groups to participate in the state legal system. 
 
Part 2 - Development and Colonial Modernity  
 
The SNSM is home to four indigenous pueblos: the Iku (Arahuaco), the Kogui, the 
Wiwa and the Kankuamo, each has its own autonomy and political leadership called 
cabildos.  I work as an advisor to the cabildo of the Iku, the Confederacion Indigena 
Tayrona (CIT), on development issues and have worked alongside the Four Pueblos to 
help protect their lands from unwanted development since 2006 through their unified 
council, the Consejo Territorial de Cabildos (CTC).   
For centuries the Four Pueblos have resisted ongoing development inside their 
traditional territory and since the 1970’s have made significant gains to protect their lands 
that mirror those of indigenous people throughout Latin America.  Throughout the region 
indigenous peoples have fought to gain land, autonomy, participation in democracy, 
greater roles in planning & development, rights to culture, language and religion, 
resources, funds, and entry into the global economy.  Local gains in the SNSM have 
grown in tandem with an increasingly powerful national and international indigenous 
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movement, the multicultural constitution of 1991, and many legal and political victories 
for indigenous peoples in Colombia, Latin America and the world.  
In 1973, the Colombian government recognized the traditional territory of the Iku, 
Kogui, and Wiwa, which the Four Pueblos refer to as the Black Line in their cosmovision.  
At this time the Kankuamo joined the other three pueblos and began to self-identify as 
indigenous.  The government resolution2 did not grant autonomy or legal rights within this 
territory, but only symbolically recognized it as ancestral.  The legally recognized lands of 
the pueblos are the three much smaller indigenous resguardos that maintain semi-
autonomy.  The approximately 80 thousand indigenous people of the SNSM have been 
successful in maintaining a subsistence economy on a large amount of land (1571 acres in 
total) and protecting it from foreign extraction.  However, a much larger part of their 
traditional territory (the Black Line) lies outside of the resguardos and this area is under 
threat. (Figure 1) 
Large-scale international coal mining constitutes the principal economic dynamism 
of Northern Colombia in and around the SNSM.  Along with enormous coal mines – 
whose deeds are largely foreign owned, and whose products are foreign exports – ports, 
dams and roads all make up what is described as “development” by the state.  This is what 
the mamos in the above narrative are referring to when they condemn “the ways of the 
whites”.  The Colombian government has met this dissent through a “special indigenous 
rights” paradigm by promoting FPIC procedures for the many proposed megaprojects in 
the region. 
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Much of the ongoing development in the region falls within this contested 
geographic, legal and social space – land that is inside the indigenous recognized Black 
Line, but outside of the state recognized resguardo.  Proposed development projects 
within the Black Line are controversial because while indigenous people oppose the 
development and the local governments have pushed for mining, the national courts have 
fallen somewhere in between by promoting FPIC for all lands within the Iku recognized 
Black Line, and strict anti-mining laws within the state recognized resguardo.  
While it is important to register these meaningful gains, it is also prudent to 
recognize negative effects of multiculturalism on indigenous communities.  The 
concession of “special indigenous rights” has meant that indigenous peoples have 
increased their participation in state legal and governmental systems.  The increase in 
participation in state government has been celebrated by some, but critiqued by others as a 
move towards colonization (Padilla 1996; Gavarito-Rodriguez 2011). 
Through using Special Indigenous Rights and FPIC, there are instances of success 
for indigenous communities in stalling single projects.  However, I question whether these 
politics can challenge the overall development paradigm.  When an indigenous group 
opposes development on their lands, they are forced to enter into a governmental 
procedure wherein their political position regarding development will be categorized as a 
cultural belief.  This belief system is evaluated by the state in their assessment of each 
development project along with other measures, such as job creation and environmental 
impact.  Thus indigenous participation becomes another factor in the overall regime of 
governance.  My project assesses the potential to challenge the dominant extractive 
economy, which affects the entire population, not just the 4 Pueblos. 
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Northern Colombia illuminates the economic phenomenon of mineral extraction 
under-developing an entire region (Sachs & Warner 1997).  The Colombian coal industry 
does not technically develop anything.  Foreign companies pay little in taxes and often pay 
nothing at all.  They create few long-term jobs.  They displace peasant farmers, fishermen, 
Afro-Colombians3 and indigenous people.  They leave the land barren and they leave the 
water and air contaminated.  They ship the coal to India and China and the profits made to 
North America and Europe.  The locals live in poverty.  Few people support this type of 
mining, besides the few elites who profit from the corrupt interworking of capital and the 
state. 
There are many overlapping critiques of coal mining from across ethnic/cultural 
lines in the region.  Alternatives to extraction, such as existing economies of fishing, 
farming and local commerce, are compatible among the region’s poor.  Neither indigenous 
peoples nor the majority of non-indigenous rural communities favor the current 
dominance of neoliberal extraction.  However, groups are often kept from unifying around 
their shared beliefs, values and politics concerning development because the state has 
established different legal categories for groups to address development depending on 
their ethnicity.  The assertion that different ethnic groups have different views on 
development is key to substantiating these legal divisions.   
The negative effects of special indigenous rights on society as a whole are tied to 
the augmentation of extractive based economies.  Granting special rights to small 
percentages of people (indigenous people make up less than two percent of the Colombian 
population) establishes a default majority without access to these rights.  For example, the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 These are not the same Afro-Colombians who are allowed to claim special rights under Law 70 
(See Engle 2010 for a discussion on the legal distinctions designated to Afro groups by region in 
Colombia). 
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often-quoted rhetoric that “indigenous people have a special connection to the land” may 
strike us as reasonable, but when we take its inverse that “non-indigenous people do not 
have a special relationship with land”, it sounds much more dangerous.  When the 
government of the country with the largest internally displaced population in the world 
claims that the vast majority of these people have no inherent connection or right to land, 
because they are not indigenous, this raises questions about territory and identity that 
should not be dismissed.  In the same years that have seen an increase in collective 
indigenous land rights, the Colombian state has promoted a highly contestable politics of 
development that favors the propagation of large commercial extractive industries, which 
has led to massive displacement of indigenous and non-indigenous peasants form these 
areas.  
Through positioning indigenous people as “culturally” against development, their 
political position is relegated to a space that other Colombians cannot access.  This has 
created a situation where indigenous and non-indigenous groups cannot enter into 
dialogue about development except within the state initiated parameters of FPIC.  
Exceptions to this rule are Afro-Colombian’s successful adoption of cultural rights within 
the Colombian constitution.  However, it is in proving that they are like indigenous 
peoples, that these groups have been able to achieve these gains (Van Cott 2000; Piñeros 
2006), and the gains have been considerably more limited than indigenous gains under 
similar claims and substantially more limited in recognition of other ethnic groups (Engle 
2010).  In then SNSM, for example, the 4 Pueblos have been consulted about mining 
projects that do not directly displace them, but do displace Mestizo peasants who look 
phenotypically Black, and who have no claim to special rights.  
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This critique intersects with the knowledge-based politics in the SNSM in an 
interesting way.  If we return to Windiwa, we encounter strong words in opposition to the 
FPIC, to development, to the state and to Modern Western civilization.  The wrongs are 
rarely specified because the mamos get their information directly from the Earth – not 
from the news, not from some documentary, and not from a presentation given by state 
officials.  Perhaps they don’t know how to describe the evils that they have seen in their 
visions.  They can only describe the effects on the Earth and not always their direct 
causes.  The bundle of wrongs is best expressed by what I would call industrial capitalism: 
Modern technological production, energy production and wasteful overconsumption. 
Apart from the Iku rejection of the FPIC and the modern concept of law it upholds, 
there is the larger issue of the West, Whites and bunachi being dangerous and destroying 
the world.  An attempt to characterize this as political theatre or to associate it with a 
cliché stereotype of what a wise Indian spiritual leader is supposed to say must contend 
with the reality of what the mamos are referencing, and how they are receiving, 
comprehending and transmitting this knowledge.  The fundamental “cultural differences” 
that guide the anthropological spirit behind my political work hinge on this key point.  The 
keepers of Iku culture, the mamos, are not just transmitting ideas that they have learned 
from one another, they are expressing what they have practiced their entire lives.  This 
adds fodder to an older generation of unresolved anthropological discussion concerning 
how knowledge and culture are produced.   
 The problems according to the UNHCHR and the Colombian state are different 
from the problems according to the mamos, and the knowledge that discerns the problem 
is rooted culturally in different practices.  My own ideas about problems and their 
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potential resolution align politically with the mamos, but are rooted in the same type of 
cultural knowledge production as the institutions.  Therefore my understanding challenges 
the reasoning within state procedures for translation like FPIC.  I disagree with state 
policy, not out of a distinct cosmovision. There is no “miscommunication” between the 
mamos and me either.  There is something else getting in the way of good governance or 
political resolution, and it is not within a colonial binary of modern/indigenous. 
I question whether the cultural position expressed by the mamos is too subversive 
for any multicultural or rights-based systems to accommodate.  Because the mamos are 
fundamentally against the concept of rights altogether, I examine if there is a way to fit 
their position into a liberal or Human Rights framework of governance without altering 
their message.  The dominant system expresses the desire to allow epistemologically 
divergent ideas to be expressed. Thus, inviting indigenous peoples to participate in 
development requires a procedure of cultural translation that will determine whether or not 
the ideas expressed will influence policy. The frustration expressed by the mamos shows 
distrust for this situation.  That they feel “ignored” is consistently reproduced through the 
FPIC regardless of those consulting or how the consultation is done.  How ideas are 
expressed or translated is one procedural space that I explore.    
There is a paradox within the process of authenticating indigenous identity. 
According to he state, the mamos are not modern.  If they were, if they accepted most 
types of development or the state, or even recognized Colombia, their negotiation with 
FPIC would be very different.  As Elizabeth Povinelli documented in Australia, it is only 
because of indigenous peoples’ alterity from modernity that they are granted special status 
(2002).  However, when this difference is expressed politically, it will likely be persecuted 
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for being against the state.  In Colombia, indigenous people have been welcomed into 
deeper realms within the multicultural paradigm, with state functionaries and political 
processes developed in their favor.  The mamos of the SNSM offer a counter position to 
multiculturalism because their politics oppose the foundations of the system itself.  My 
research investigates the potency of this political message and the ability of 
interculturality and FPIC to respond. 
FPIC has become a leading feature of simultaneously upholding logics of state 
development as well as the logics of multiculturalism.  As the state pushes development 
that is contested by indigenous peoples, it attempts to govern indigenous dissent through 
incorporating them into both state governmental procedures and development projects.  
Through such processes, are indigenous people opposed to development forced to 
articulate politics that either reject development or reject the very governance that seeks 
their participation?  
 
Indigenous Identity and the Colonial Dichotomy 
I investigate the special indigenous rights paradigm on the grounds outlined above.  
I question whether or not it works to resolve differences between the state and people like 
the Iku.  However, the policies that have arisen in Colombia are genuine attempts at 
dispersing certain types of power throughout Latin America.  I do not dismiss FPIC 
outright as a sham, as do the mamos.  In order to locate key shortcomings with the 
approaches to resolving land conflict under multiculturalism, I investigate the process 
through which identities and power are formed; modernity – the worldview of the 
capitalist state which objectifies peoples connections to land – and Coloniality – the 
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ongoing process of subjugating people, land and knowledge systems under the dominant 
Modern structures of power. 
Modernity is the ontological separation, categorization and objectification of the 
world into material objects and abstract ideas (Latour 2004).  In “Society must be 
defended,” Michel Foucault (1973) suggests a useful genealogical interpretation of 
modern state power that I will use to discuss modernity. Foucault describes how 
modernity influenced two competing discourses on sovereignty that emerged in the 
modern era.  One form of power is veridiction; the claim to “truth” by the powerful in 
society. Veridiction is a way to control knowledge production.  The sovereign claims to 
keep the peace, to control populations, and to administer justice based on the claim to 
knowledge.  The other form of power is violence a means of control based in constant 
antagonistic flux.  The synthesis of power in the modern era is realized when the 
monopoly on both violence and truth emerges in tandem with the birth of the nation-state.  
The term biopolitics is used to describe this form of power. Literally meaning the politics 
of life, Biopolitics refers to the sovereign control of populations through regulating who 
should live and how.  
The power of states as sovereign over life, death, and land-use rose as a specific 
form of power through the colonization of the Americas.  Anjibal Quijano’s decolonial 
framework suggests that the modern colonial regime of power is a productive process 
rather than an event.  Quijano describes how the very violent nature of the colonial 
subjugation of native peoples was part of the political project of producing society. 
Foucault’s genealogical reading of politics in the West, is that they were established 
through the colonial framework through the ongoing subjugation of peoples and lands.  In 
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the colonial period, war existed everywhere that the colonial territory (and later the 
colonial nation-state) did not extend.  Conquest upheld an ongoing state of warfare against 
Indians and a parallel protection of subjects.  This form of biopolitics, deciding who lives 
and who dies, is still intact today in the form of the sovereign state. 
Arturo Escobar (2003) describes modernity-coloniality as a form of governance 
that has been dependent on the false dichotomy used to identify people as either 
Indigenous or Modern.  This dichotomy governs people through assigning people to 
subject positions that dictate their political and social identities in relation to power.  
Modern peoples are ascribed to values of modernity: progress, expansion, universal truth, 
positivism, science and technology, and access to the state.  In contrast, indigenous 
peoples are ascribed to counter-values: culture, tradition, local knowledge, religion, magic, 
nature, and lack of entry to the state.  This paradigm guided the creation of the modern 
state and the unified social body of citizens, as well as the dis-united outliers who denied 
progress – indigenous peoples.  I use de-colonial as a response to coloniality as an 
ongoing form of power, not as a critique of a foreign colonial occupation. 
The nation state was founded as sovereign over the land under the principles of 
Terra Nulls, the idea that ungoverned land was untamed and uninhabited.  Indigenous 
peoples were kept from entering states for this reason; their entry into the state was 
accompanied by their transformation into the national subjects of “mestizo”.  How then do 
we analyze the most recent shift in colonial states – the rise of multiculturalism?  If 
Indians, the internal enemy and the representations of non-state beings, also make a partial 
claim to truth, subsequently the biopolitics of nation-state sovereignty are being subverted.  
Foucault died before neoliberalism, the “rise of the Native” in the 1980’s and Latin 
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America’s turn to multiculturalism; however, his utility in understanding subjects in 
relation to power, is indispensable. 
 The rise of neoliberal globalization has centered on an economic project, which 
favors international capitalist enterprises’ ability to extract natural resources uninhibited 
by state legal structures.  Globalization appears to mark the weakening of the state in favor 
of multinational capitalist enterprise, but some have argued that the state has been given 
more power and legitimacy through globalization, because it is now more urgently needed 
for protection against global capital (Aretxaga 2003, Trouillot, 2001).  However, the 
opening of national territories for the extraction of minerals, construction of hydro-electric 
dams, building of highways and roads, and the vast increase of sweatshop style labor 
factories have all afflicted Latin America over the last twenty years.  And states have only 
encouraged such practices through direct sponsorship, subsidization of exploitation, state 
cultural projects aimed at concealing their negative effects or promoting them as the 
necessary evils of national progress.  As Latin American nations compete to become 
“globalized,” indigenous people become more and more central to the narrative of 
progress.  
According to Deborah Yashar (1996), the rise of the indigenous movement in 
Latin America was a response to the changing nature of citizenship taking place 
concurrently from a corporatist system to a neoliberal system.  It was through the erosion 
of the national values (or the practice of those values) that indigenous peoples became 
galvanized enough to frame their movements in terms of culture, which itself is a type of 
value.  In her analysis, the nature of citizenship has been challenged by the push for 
indigenous autonomy.   
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 Donna Lee Van Cott’s (1995) analysis of the rise of indigenous movements 
positions indigenous peoples’ maneuver for power within civil society, as a response to 
the states’ push for neoliberalization.  This narrative has been popular in mainstream 
media, accompanied by images of the Zapatista rebellion in Chiapas, and mass indigenous 
mobilizations in Ecuador and Bolivia.   The significant gain that Van Cott points to is the 
rise of multiculturalism in Latin America, which is now part of every nation-state’s 
rhetoric (except Chile).  Starting with the multi-cultural constitution in Colombia in 1991, 
Latin American states have been eager to open political space to indigenous people and 
grant them partial autonomy.  Whether or not these openings have been utilized is another 
story.  As Stavenhagen (2006) has noted, “there have been many rights granted, and few 
realizations of those rights”. 
 Charles Hale (2002) has positioned neoliberalism as part of a cultural project he 
calls neoliberal multiculturalism.  It is within this cultural space that indigenous people are 
given greater access to rights, as long as they don’t threaten the dominant capitalist order.  
Therefore, language, schooling and other cultural traits are celebrated, while economic 
rights are rarely discussed.  This analysis falls well within the discourse of 
multiculturalism outlined by Elizabeth Povinelli (1990) during her research in Australia, 
where she notes that multiculturalism is a way for states, and their white, ruling classes, to 
shed their racist pasts and feel free from guilt about how native peoples are treated.  This 
is how multiculturalism allows for power hierarchies to remain intact. 
 Key to multiculturalism is state recognition of those subsumed under the 
indigenous category.  State multicultural interpolation of its subjects re-appropriates the 
racist logics of colonialism, in favor of “granting rights”.  Therefore culture is regulated 
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by the state, becoming a category for regulation and associated with the governance of 
indigenous peoples (Padilla 1996).   Despite this obvious caveat, theorists have pointed to 
indigenous peoples’ ability to take the openings provided through multiculturalism and 
use it to their advantage (Hale 2002). These openings are most notable outside of the state 
in the international realm. 
Distinct from the colonial subjectivity of indigeneity, is the transnational identity 
of indigeneity (Niezen 2003), where indigenous people are celebrated as peoples with a 
legacy of resistance to modern forms of domination and a special connection with the 
Earth.  In spaces such as the UN and with support from international foundations like 
UNESCO and the World Bank, indigenous people have been highlighted internationally 
as deserving of special attention and special rights, especially rights of cultural autonomy, 
and rights to land and resources (Davis 2002; Morgan 2004; Muelhebach 2001). 
 The Iku, like many indigenous peoples in Latin America and around the world, 
have embraced this new subjectivity of international indigeneity and the benefits that 
come with it (Ulloa 2009).  International Labor Organization’s Convention 169, which has 
since been associated with the international treaty on the rights of indigenous peoples’ 
“right to prior and informed consent,” states that indigenous people have rights to the land 
that they occupy and that states and international bodies must consult with them before 
extracting resources from their territories.  The Iku are currently engaged in several such 
legal cases regarding development on their lands.  They have also received UNESCO and 
World Bank funding to purchase lands and expand their resguardo.    
In the SNSM, I have witnessed struggles within the Iku pueblo that are part of 
overlapping local, national, regional and global spheres of influence.   Capitalism, land-
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use, global warming, free-trade, fair-trade, NGO’s, international indigenous organizations, 
political organizations, poverty and starvation, gender-relations, disease, and a whole host 
of other sites of negotiating Iku identity all add to the political terrain an abundant 
collection of structural problems to navigate.  The state almost, almost, makes things 
easier by their attempt to mediate this multifaceted conflict.  What they reproduce through 
increased government procedure can look an awful lot like colonial-era Indian policy.  
This may beg an often-overlooked analysis of what emerging nation-states were 
attempting through their initial indigenous policies of state management.   
The multiculturalism I attend to in the dissertation I understand to be neoliberal, 
the neoliberalism capitalist, and the capitalism industrial.  I also understand the ideological 
categories of indigenous peoples as colonially constructed, but also appropriated as 
transnational and therefore sometimes both neoliberal and multicultural.  However, Iku-
centric conceptions of who they are and how they perceive the west, I locate outside of 
coloniality and within their own productive culture-territory. 
 
Outline of the Dissertation 
 My main argument is that the subjugated knowledge that is embedded in 
indigenous cultural practice holds transformative potential for society at large, and that 
engagement with the dominant knowledge system works to erode the potential for 
transformation regardless of intention.  The examples that I use to support this hypothesis 
are all within my field-site in the SNSM and specifically engage the politics of the Iku; 
they range from the foundation of modernity as an ontology, the liberal humanist 
understanding of race and culture, the liberal system of Human Rights and the subject-
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forming culture of modernity as embedded within state capitalism.    While I critique the 
modern ontology and the political systems that emerge from this reality – capitalism, the 
state and coloniality – I also make use of the partial claims to truth that social science 
offers.  My work does not reject social science.  Instead I aim to aid in the transformation 
of modern frameworks for analyzing the world, such as science, into a relational 
framework.    I use Gramsci and Foucault and Patricia Hill-Collins because they are all 
very useful in understanding how coloniality functions.  They also aid in giving tools for 
evaluating aspects of the Iku social world.  However, they are all partial in their utility.  
Relationality makes no single political claim, however.  Relationality is expansive in 
generating answers about the world.  It is a politics of “yes and” and never “no, but”.  That 
is to say that we can always critique cultures as missing parts of the truth, the deep Truth 
to which everything is connected. 
This dissertation will be broken into two parts: one section will address the 
connection between subject formation and knowledge production, and the other will 
address state responses to identity and development and how they subvert the 
knowledge/subject outlined in the first section.  Part 1 will outline the first argument in 
two chapters preceded by a narrative that establishes my connection to my field site. 
Chapter 2 Spiritual Materialism differentiates between relational and modern ontologies 
and disassociates the insurrectionary epistemology of the Iku from the colonial binary 
between indigenous and modern peoples.  Chapter 3 discusses the way that non-
indigenous colonos in the SNSM are tied to violence and thus interpolated as the 
dangerous ‘other’ by the Iku.  This chapter also gives a background for racial subject 
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formation in Latin America and explores how Iku racial understandings diverge from the 
colonial, as well as the liberal multicultural, understanding of race and ethnicity. 
 Part II addresses the politics of special indigenous rights and multiculturalism in 
responding to development and difference in the SNSM.  Chapter 4 outlines the 
development apparatus and its effects in the SNSM, and illustrates the workings of the 
FPIC as a multicultural response through the example of the Brisa port.  Chapter 5 
analyses the subjects formed through political shift towards multiculturalism and 
illustrates how the political divisions around development are tied to both ontology and 
subject formation.  The interlude that follows inserts gender into the political situation, 
which is often left out of Iku political discourse and demands a deeper analysis of Iku 
society. 
 The final chapter responds to the looming question of creating politics that respond 
to the problems of governance outside of the multicultural framework.  I outline a 
decolonial project which uses this knowledge and applies it to the larger struggle of 
indigenous peoples throughout the world and outline what I call critical decolonial 
practice.
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Part I: Ontology and the Subject	  
 
 
“Perhaps this sounds like a lie to you, but it is what I have learned.  I cannot say whether 
or not it is true, but it is what the mamos say.  It is what we believe.” 
-Julio Alberto Torres Torres, Cabildo of the Iku 2001-2010 
 
 
“Myths are fun to believe in, but they are not the truth.” 
-Richard Dawkins  
 
 
“The value of an idea has nothing whatsoever to do with the sincerity of the man who 
expresses it.”  
-Oscar Wilde  
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Interlude - How it all Began (and how it always begins) 
 
The Law of Origin, the creation story of the Four Pueblos and an explanation of 
the ordering of their ancestral territory begin all official transcripts from the offices of the 
Iku, Kogui, Wiwa and Kankuamo pueblos, as well as of the unified organization of the 
Four Pueblos, the CTC.  In any declaration concerning development or governance of 
their lands, the pueblos of the SNSM first and foremost ground their message with a 
description of the law.  My interpretation of the law is brief, and was prefigured in the 
story about the mamos of Windiwa.  I think it is important for me to ground my project 
here too by retelling the creation story, grounding the cosmovision and explaining my 
connection to it. 
The world is in a constant process of being created, but before there was this 
world, and before anything new comes into existence, there is thought.  The world is 
thought into existence and it is ordered in a particular way.  The Black Line demarcates 
the borders around the SNSM mountain range, a pyramid shaped mountain that rises 
18,700 feet above sea level from the Atlantic Coast of Northern Colombia.  The lands 
within the Black Line contain all of the ecosystems found on Earth and the Four Pueblos 
believe the lands to be a microcosm of the world.  All Iku knowledge comes from their 
ancestral territory. 
The Law of Origin is the world created in equilibrium.  The law is the balance of 
cosmic forces, which make and sustain all life.  Everything that exists must comply with 
this law, including rocks and trees and animals and people. When things are out of balance 
this disrupts the world around them and the world sets to putting things back into 
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equilibrium.  The knowledge of the Law of Origin is tied to the Black Line and the 
peoples of the SNSM.  Mamos are keepers of this knowledge, which is maintained 
through the cultural practice of their communication with the Earth.   
I connect my work with this cultural mythology because I believe there in a global 
ecological equilibrium.  The political project that unites me to the mamos in the opening 
story is predicated on this understanding.  This is why the Law of Origin begins all public 
documents that come from the SNSM – the mamos are resting their politics upon the idea 
of equilibrium. All actions in Iku social and political life are measured by their 
relationship to the Law of Origin.  Political decisions for protecting their lands, waters, 
and the minerals in the ground are all understood from this cultural perspective.  There is 
already a clear-cut law to be followed regarding power and duty in a relationship with the 
natural world.  This law is broken by the bunachi.  
While the same law binds everything in creation, bunachi live in a way that 
negates this law.  To the Four Pueblos, all who come from outside of the Black Line are 
considered bunachi, which is usually translated as “civilized”, but also means to be out of 
balance with the Law of Origin. The Four Pueblos by their definition are bound within this 
law, and view others as corrupting of it.  Bunachi do not respect the harmony of nature.  
To the Iku, the same ideas that underpin the bunachi claims to create laws by and for men 
are the values that favor accumulation and exponential growth and the depletion of the 
Earth’s resources.  There is a transfer of power that takes place between movement in 
equilibrium with natural cycles, and those who create their own cycles to live by.  Thus, 
all human law is bound with the breaking of a greater law – a law that is central to the 
culture and politics of the Iku and many other indigenous and non-indigenous peoples. 
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The Iku are anti-civilization, anti-law and anti-development.  This is the political 
divergence that underlies the political conflict in the SNSM.  This conflict is rooted in 
ontological differences about the nature of the cosmos. 
Navigating the political cleavage within Colombian society and how the 
ontological differences between indigenous peoples and the Modern West are 
characterized through Western scholarship has been challenging because of my political 
commitment with the Iku, and because of the effect their knowledge has had on me.  The 
idea of creation as an ongoing process that is generated from the Earth has been key for 
my own understanding of how ontology, existing in the world, produces radically 
divergent connections in different societies. 
The Iku Law of Origin establishes an order for the world, and also establishes the 
Black Line as intrinsically tied to the Four Pueblos who claim it as ancestral territory.  
This type of indigenous claims to territory has been characterized as essentialist by 
Modern ontology, which assumes the claim to tie people to an unchanging, static, 
primordial past (Engle 2010).  Inside an indigenocentric4 paradigm, people are linked to 
the present act of creation.  Indigenous people use mythology to structure and interpret 
their present way of life.  Iku relationships to the world, both within and outside of the 
Black Line, are not primordial.  Rather, these spiritual, ecological and moral relationships 
are constructed and negotiated through ongoing cultural production.  Iku understandings 
of themselves and the wider world are constantly being mediated through the 
communication between mamos and the Earth. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 I use the suffix “centric” in order to assume that ideas are situated along a continuum and are in 
flux.  I use it to soften dichotomous identities and knowledge systems such as Iku, Indigenous, 
Modern and Western.  However, I also use the intended meanings of these terms, which I define 
accordingly. 
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For the Iku, the creation of the world is a constant ongoing process.  The Earth is 
always creating life/making the world.  People, animals, plants and mountains are all 
made by the Earth and are all also productive in their own way – they are all agents who 
follow the Law of Origin.  Within Modernity, and what the Iku see as bunachi 
cosmovision, the creation of the world is a past event.   Both Christian and Science based 
understandings of the creation of the world, and of people, point to creation as something 
that happened. Things were made and exist as objects.  We can therefore “use up” what’s 
around us (our resources) – convert complex things into simpler forms, we can 
deconstruct the world, and destroy it.   
Creation in the Modern West is a human act:  Man thinks, Man makes culture, 
Man makes law.  Iku creation, as an ongoing process, places humanity within creation 
itself and makes us participants in continuing creation.  From this standpoint, 
understanding the world and participating in it is creating the world.  This is what it means 
to comply with the Law of Origin.  The productive nature of the cosmos is juxtaposed to a 
constant destruction of things that is assumed in Western Modernity.  For the Iku, bunachi 
are in a constant state of destroying the world because of their industrial development, 
militarism and exploitation of peoples and lands.  Cosmologically, bunachi destroy the 
world, because of how they conceive of and exist within the world. 
 Because modern people accept the world as static and see themselves as 
progressive, they alter when and how they can.  Because the Iku see the world as moving 
and constantly changing, and them as part of this, they move and change according to the 
rhythms and cycles of their surroundings (Ward 2009).  The Iku are attached to larger 
cycles, older cycles, various cycles.  Modern people who detach from these cycles, create 
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their own – the rapidly changing technology that drives our lives vibrates at incrementally 
narrow frequency. 
 The Modern worldview suggests a static universal nature upon which a 
multicultural humanity exists (Latour 2004). An Indigeno-centric worldview inverts this 
idea – spirits influence people, and not the other way around.  In a world where spirits are 
real – a mountain, a river, an ancestor – not an idea (as within the Modern worldview), 
they are also fallible and complex in ways that engender a more flexible understanding of 
nature.  The connections between humans and nature are important to the Iku in ways that 
are dismissed by the West. 
According to the Iku, there are nine levels of the world.  There are four levels 
above us, and four levels below.  Sometimes things that make no sense in this world make 
sense in another level.  These levels are all connected and the connection contributes to 
equilibrium among them.  Since the world is constantly being created, and reality is 
multifaceted, there is no abstract model of reality.  The spirit world does not negate 
material existence, but is a deeper part of it.  While from a modern perspective a “real” 
meaning of anything only presupposes a “less real” in opposition, in the Iku cosmovision 
reality is varied, layered and complex.  
My contribution to resolving divergences of ontology and their political 
dimensions is not to reestablish a modern/indigenous dichotomy, but rather to displace it 
through an understanding of where and how differences among cultural groups operate. 
While there is a broad spectrum of how people interact with the world and no single idea 
or behavior or individual represents a culture as a whole, there are key ontological 
variations among groups that determine complicity with the Law of Origin and the 
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concept of equilibrium.  The primary goal is balance.  Secondary goals: to preserve ones 
culture, to continue living, to destroy industrial capitalism, are all undertaken with the 
concept of equilibrium in mind.  Studying indigenous people may help with restoring 
equilibrium.  It may not.  But I understand this work as part of the larger political project.  
The work I do with the Iku is useful in generating questions about how people should live.  
Having a larger political and spiritual connection with people makes it easier to produce 
methodology.  Or, more accurately, my experience with the Iku led me to understand my 
experience as the methodology.  In a way, the methodology produced me as the subject I 
am.  The process of understanding is the politics. 
 
The Cosmic Web 
In 2006 I traveled to Colombia to do research for my undergraduate honors thesis.  
At the time I was organizing heavily with anti-militarism solidarity campaigns between 
the US and Latin America.  I was interested in studying how indigenous peoples, 
specifically, were resisting militarization.  My initial plan was to work with the Uwa 
pueblo, who were partnered with the solidarity organization Fellowship of Reconciliation 
(FOR), and had been involved in resistance to both industrial development and 
militarization.   I had trouble making contacts before my trip, because of the isolation of 
the Uwa and differences in email etiquette between the US and Colombia.  A few days 
before my trip, I met a Zapotec, indigenous, activist friend at the weekly Anarchist Soccer 
game in Austin.  Tocho gave me the email contact I had in my pocket when I left the 
country – it was of an indigenous friend he had met in Geneva. “Sorry this was so last 
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minute,” he told me, “I had to check to make sure it was ok.  That’s how we do things.”  
This was the beginning of my foray into the SNSM. 
On my third day in Bogota I received an unexpected email.  It was short and in 
broken Spanish.  It was Asdrubal Torres, the contact that Tocho had given me.  He said 
that he was in Bogota for the day and sent along his phone number.  I called him, and we 
decided to meet in the main square in front of the Museo de Oro.  I asked him how I 
would recognize him.  “I am indigenous”, he told me.  “I look indigenous, with indigenous 
clothes and bags.”  When I got to the plaza at our scheduled time I scoured the crowd for 
someone who looked “indigenous”.  I saw some people who looked, maybe, indigenous?  
I didn’t know what to expect.  After no one showed up for an hour I called – maybe I had 
missed him.  “Oh, I’ll be there soon”, he told me on the phone.  I waited.  After another 
hour I called him back.  “I’m on my way”, he said.  I continued to wait, in what would be 
a premonition of the most common activity in my future years of working with the Iku.  
Finally, three hours after the scheduled time, I saw someone who spared me no 
expectations of my colonial fantasy of what an Indian is supposed to look like: standing 
about five feet tall, with black hair nearly three feet long covering his back, mahogany 
brown skin, dressed in bleached white traditional poncho crossed with fine woven bags 
(mochilas) and placed on top of his head was a hat, of which the likes I had never seen – it 
was almost the shape of a fez, but was white and hand woven; it added six inches to his 
height.  He spotted me as I him.  He grinned at me.  He was with a beautiful woman who 
looked indigenous, dressed in Western clothes.  “Vamos a comer,” was the first thing he 
said. 
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We went to a cheap restaurant, where I asked embarrassing questions about the 
political situation in the country.  I asked also about who they were, where they came from 
and what they did.  The woman was named Gilma and was originally from the Amazon.  
She was working in Bogota for the National Organization of Indigenous Colombians 
(ONIC).  He was from the SNSM, (of which I had never heard) and was currently living in 
Medellin.   
After lunch, Gilma returned to work and Asdrubal and I wandered the city 
together.  We went to the museum, where he sold some of his mochilas.  We even met up 
with his brother, Alirio, who was very stern and serious – not at all like the happy-go-
lucky friend I had just made.  After the long hours, we were getting along so well that my 
confidence had risen enough to ask about the possibility of visiting his territory.  “We 
don’t let foreigners in our land,” he responded. Though disappointed at his response, I 
thought the idea of being against foreigners was cool.  It attracted me to the SNSM. 
I ended the day with the hopes that I would make similar in-roads with the Uwa, 
and that my project would move along as planned.  However, it continued to steer in 
another direction, well beyond my control.  The following week my project took an 
unexpected turn.  My mentor, Guillermo, had put me in touch with a professor at the 
Universidad de Los Andes in Bogota, a woman named Margarita Serje who had worked 
with the Uwa.  I met with her in her office for an interview.  She wasn’t interested in 
answering questions.  She told me the names of some articles to read.  She asked what I 
wanted.  I explained to her my ideas, which revolved around organizing against colonial 
forms of industrial development and militarism.  She was unimpressed.  She insulted my 
Spanish – repeatedly.  She told me I didn’t know what I was talking about.  Worst of all, 
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she told me that organizing against development was pointless.  I was dejected.  I walked 
out of her office frustrated and feeling like a fool.   
Two blocks down the road I saw Alirio, Asdrubal’s surly brother, sitting on a 
stoop.  He beckoned to me and so I sat to chat.  I told him about my meeting.  He shared 
my frustration.  “The academics don’t get it,” he said.  “They don’t understand the politics 
we’re using.”  I perked up.  I was startled by his frank and straightforward way of 
speaking.  Asdrubal had spoken in a coy, almost riddle-like fashion that I had assumed to 
be cultural.  I started to share more of what I had wanted to say to the professor.  I 
explained that I wanted to work to stop megaprojects as part of a larger strategy of 
decolonial movement building. Everything I said resonated with Alirio, and he encouraged 
me to keep talking.   I asked him all of the questions that had been shot down an hour 
earlier, and instead of berating me, he engaged.  It turned into my first real interview.  He 
explained the political situation from a unique perspective as working with the national 
indigenous organization, ONIC, but still traditional in the way of his local pueblo.  I felt 
welcomed in his version of the story – there was ample room for solidarity.  The divergent 
responses from the academic and the indigenous activist were too great to ignore.  My 
path narrowed further. 
Two weeks later my project had stalled to a halt.  No one would return my 
communiqués.  I was spending lots of time with my peacekeeper friends from FOR.  I had 
secured a spot speaking at an anti–militarism conference in Medellin, after one of the FOR 
leaders couldn’t make it.  I went as a representative of SOA-Watch, a solidarity 
organization I was involved with.  I decided to invite Asdrubal because he lived in 
Medellin.  He came and stayed by my side throughout the entire weeklong event.  The last 
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night of the conference Asdrubal invited the other indigenous activists to his home in the 
countryside outside of the city.  Only I came.  There I met the mother of his child, Paola, a 
mestizo, and their newborn son Arawavin.  We stayed up late talking.  “I think you should 
come to the Sierra,” Asdrubal told me.  “But I thought it was forbidden,” I questioned.  He 
smiled and responded, “Well, my dad is the chief.” 
I went back to Bogota to get my affairs in order and planned to relocate to the 
Northern-most part of the country.  I wrote Guillermo an email, telling him I would be 
going to the SNSM.  He responded the next day with information he had never before 
shared.  His first assignment as a lawyer had been with the Iku, twenty years earlier.  He 
told me that in one region he knew people who had been like family to him, but he had not 
seen them in decades.   
I travelled back to Medellin and then onwards to Valledupar with Asdrubal.  We 
arrived and hired a truck that took us into the mountains.  There we encountered mules 
that had been left for us and we continued to travel higher.  “All of this land here was 
recuperated,” he informed me.  “We haven’t let any non-indigenous people here since we 
reclaimed the land.  You will be the first.”  I felt apprehensive.   
Finally after many hours we arrived at a small hamlet.  There were two women 
with babies and a handful of children running around.  Two men were there also: one 
looked strange, with pure black eyes; the other was the local authority in Los Colminos 
named Solomon.  He appeared uneasy at my presence.  “We have to sit down to talk to 
them,” Asdrubal told me.  We sat down and the leader spoke, while the strange man kept 
silent.  “Who are you and why are you here?” he asked.  I felt scared and didn’t want to 
offend anyone.  I played my only card.  “I don’t really know why I’m here,” I replied, “but 
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my mentor was here many years ago.  Perhaps you know him.  His name is Guillermo 
Padilla.”  “Guillermo?” the man replied.  “Guillermo lived in my house when I was a 
child.  He was like a second father to me.  I have been searching for him for years.” 
The cosmos continued to conspire on my behalf.  Every time I went to the SNSM, 
there was some incredible connection that furthered my research and advanced my project.  
On my second trip a few weeks later I met an anti-dam activist who told me about the 
Besotes dam, which I began to research. Later, I met the leader of the pueblo and stayed in 
his house.  I ran into a UN delegation visiting the area.  I began to learn more and more 
about the political situation, about the SNSM and about the Iku.   
From that first meeting in Los Colminos onward, there was a singular narrative 
that sustained every interaction.  When I had made the initial connection with Solomon, he 
asked the man sitting next to him if I could stay.  The man left to “consult with the 
mountain.”  This man was a mamo – Mamo Atilio Torres.  Every time I needed an answer 
to a question or permission to do anything, the answer was always the same: 
“Can I stay here?” “We have to ask the mamos.” 
“Why do you do this?”  “We have to ask the mamos.” 
“What’s the reasoning behind these political decisions?”  “We have to ask the 
mamos.” 
No matter what, “We have to ask the mamos” was always the answer.  And when I asked, 
“how do they know?”  I was told that the mamos, in turn, “ask the mountain”. 
 Iku men wear their hair long and brushed and keep their faces plucked clean.  
Despite working long hours every day, the Iku are very clean and bathe at least twice a 
day.  Their clothes are bleached white. They make their own clothing: white woven 
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ponchos (mantas), flat-topped white woven hats, leather sandals and always carrying 
elaborately patterned woven mochilas, usually one large one made from maguey fibers 
and two of sheep’s wool; one large and one small one that carries the sacred Ayu and 
Poporro.  The women, too, dress in all white but do not wear hats.  Instead they hang 
babies on their backs from their heads and wear colorful beaded necklaces.   
 Mamos look basically like other Iku men, but are grubbier.  There hair is greasy 
and matted.  Their mantas are almost yellow in their off-white.  Their hats are often frayed 
around the edges.  Besides being generally unkempt, mamos feel differently energetically.  
Their eyes are dark and deep. They do not make eye contact, but their presence is strong 
even in a crowd.  When multiple mamos are together, I have felt unguarded, as if any one 
of them could see me at my very core, my heart, my fear, or my essence of being.   
On one serendipitous occasion I found myself at a meeting of the Four Pueblos.  It 
was amazing being at a place with so many indigenous peoples at once.  In everyday life, 
the Iku live in small hamlets.  The convening was a momentous occasion of over 100 
indigenous people from the region.  There was one other non-indigenous person present.  
We met on the second day, both skeptical of one another.  When he me asked me where I 
was from and I told him, he immediately switched from his Paisa accent to perfect 
American English.  “No Kiddin?” he said.  “I lived in the States for twenty years.  I even 
used to play professional ball for The Pirates and everything.”  His name was Nelson 
Caraballo.  We spoke about our experiences and I confided in him all of the amazing 
things that had been happening to me.  “Oh, that’s the Mamos at work.”  He told me “they 
weave a cosmic web.   There are no coincidences here.  That’s what they do.  They 
brought you here – from the very beginning.”  I was intrigued, and leaned into my 
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experience in the SNSM in a new way; I felt my presence more personally, and less 
professionally. 
 The meeting I attended went for four days and four nights straight.  The mamos 
would meet all night long.  In the mornings everyone else would gather to hear what they 
had decreed.  I was in awe of the spectacle of seeing so many mamos gathered together.  
Their energy is striking – not like any other human I have ever encountered.  Each of the 
Four Pueblos has its own language, except the Kankuamo, and among them, the mamos 
have their own language.  There was lots of translation into Spanish as a common lingua 
franca, something that would be increasingly rare as I continued to work with the Iku over 
the years.  Sometimes a mamo would speak for half an hour, but his translation would take 
over three hours to interpret because their special language is rooted in the Earth and one 
utterance can assume many different meanings. 
 We all slept in communal houses, about fifty to a hut.  Every morning when I 
woke up, I was the only one still sleeping.  They all woke up around 3 AM.  One morning 
I embarrassedly was making my way from the river to find everyone else and I ran into 
Nelson and some mamos.  He laughed at me.  “When I’m here, I do as they do.” He told 
me.  “When they sleep, I sleep.  When they get up, I get up.  It’s the way.”  I continued to 
just sleep whenever I was tired. 
 Late one night, I found a mamo staring at me.  I looked at him and realized that he 
could read my mind.  I could feel him flipping through my thoughts like a Rolodex.  It 
was as if he could speak to me without talking, but he had nothing to say to me.  He found 
my thoughts amusing.  I was dumbstruck, and asked Nelson about the encounter.  “He’s 
one of the traditional ones.  He was raised in the old ways, the whole darkness and half-
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light and everything.” He told me.  I was even more confused, and the look on my face 
showed it.  “You don’t know about the nine years of darkness and the nine years of half 
light?” he asked.  He then told me what I was later to research for years. 
 Recorded by Reichel Dolmattoff who lived primarily among the Kogui in the 
1950’s, the mamos derive their power from a variety of cultural practices, which include: 
eating no salt for their entire life, doing only spiritual work – not manual labor, eating only 
white food, eating only food from the SNSM, never wearing any footwear, keeping a strict 
sleep schedule that has them only nap for short periods of time throughout the day, and the 
nine years of darkness, and nine years of half-light.  The last item on this list consists of 
being raised in a cave for the first nine years of their life and only emerging at nighttime, 
and for the second nine years of their life emerging only at the dusk and dawn. They 
emerge at eighteen to see the sun for the first time.  In the darkness they learn to see.  
They learn to communicate with the Earth.  In the half-light they learn the languages of 
the birds and the animals.  According to Dolmattoff, it would be impossible to perform 
any sort of psychological evaluation of a mamo, because they are too far removed from 
what the West considers sane.  They make up about ten percent of the population of the 
Kogui, Wiwa and Iku pueblos. 
 I have found little evidence that the nine years business is practiced in any great 
numbers among the Iku.  In fact, not since that day have I encountered a mamo that 
someone had specifically told me they were raised in this fashion.  I don’t usually ask or 
anything.  But I have asked some knowledgeable Iku, who told me that while the Kogui 
still practice this in greater numbers, it is usually practiced very high up the mountains, 
and these mamos are rarely seen.  
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 Coming down the mountain from this experience I was with Asdrubal and we met 
with the secretary of the Iku political leadership, a man named Jeremias Torres Izquierdo.  
He was very drunk.  We went to a cantina.  Jeremias talked a bunch of shit to Asdrubal, 
while I listened.  Then he turned to me.  “So who are you?”  “I am a friend of Asdrubal’s,” 
I told him.  Jeremias confirmed that this was true with Asdrubal before turning back to 
me.  “I thought you were with Nelson,” he said.  I clarified that I had just met him at the 
meeting.  “Oh”, he said, and then he leaned in close – “we don’t trust Nelson.”  I was a 
little startled.  I had refused drinks and thought he was going to tell me that he didn’t trust 
me either, but he said the opposite – “we trust you.”  I was even more startled.  After all, I 
was a newcomer, and Nelson clearly had all these relationships with mamos.  Jeremias 
continued: “We all watched you sleeping.  You just let yourself there in front of us, 
unguarded, with nothing to hide.  We can tell that you trust us.  We can tell that you don’t 
want to be like us or be us.  We can trust you.”  I asked him what I should do to properly 
work with the pueblo.  “Spiritual work” he said, “with the mamos.”   
 Writing about the details of ceremonial life among the Iku is both taboo and 
paradoxically cannot be left out.  Ceremony forms the basis for all other practices in the 
SNSM.  Mamos dictate some facet of everything that is done.  And yet they so seamlessly 
connect to the way that the Iku conceive of their world.  The connection between the 
mountain (as place) and the Iku as people is through the mamo’s ability to communicate 
directly with the Earth.  Revelation, as a gnostic practice of knowing, is an ongoing 
conversation between the Iku and greater spirits.  It is not even special in the local context.  
It only becomes special when compared to the bunachi lifeways, where this communion 
does not exist.  Mamo knowledge is the most oft cited trait as to what make the Four 
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Pueblos distinct from other peoples.  Mamo practices are, in a way, the foundation of their 
cultural identity. The spiritual work that I conducted under the supervision of the mamos 
presented me with an opportunity to encounter an alternate form of knowledge, to walk in 
an alternate reality, to come to an alternate politics.  From the beginning, Iku spirituality 
and cosmovision have come to inform my line of questioning as my political project 
develops.   
 
A House of Mirrors: Activism, Scholarship and Activist Scholarship  
 
Activist scholarship has made it clear that a researcher should, not only situate 
themselves according to their “positionality”, but also situate their politics.  At the same 
time activist scholars are encouraged to work alongside the groups they study in their 
political struggles.  Therefore to comply with the Activist Research protocol, researchers 
must elaborate their political agenda in their sites of study.  This can be as simple or 
elaborate as the researcher wishes to disclose.  If the agenda is “solidarity” than the word 
must be defined.  But if the agenda is world revolution, is a political treatise in order? This 
may counter the integrity of the project. 
If one really hunkers down to political organizing in the field, in defense of 
cultural territory for example, as I have done, they are likely to find themselves within a 
complex political landscape where their position shifts according to political changes and 
events.  I have found myself with both friends and enemies of whom both are internal and 
external to the group with whom I work.  My personal politics are exposed more and more 
in order to describe my position within the political landscape.   A simple “allied with the 
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pueblo” won’t work if the pueblo is divided.  “Defense of the territory” is easier, because 
it puts the focus on land and not peoples.  But this is a value; it is not a politics in and of 
itself.  When culture and politics intersect (as always) and the cultural politics is 
questioned or challenged, or defended, or altered, or all of these things from within the 
group, any researcher will have a position within the internal politics of that group.  I 
have, over the years, become a political actor in Iku politics. 
I usually expect the Western anthropologist to side with the anti-Western forces 
within the culture of study.  This calls for a positioning all its own.  How do 
anthropologists affect our understanding of indigenous cultural politics and the various 
cultural positions within intertribal politics?  How does this question change when we 
understand that the anthropologist is himself a representative of the enemy position as a 
Westerner, and to those Western-leaning indigenous peoples is considered an enemy 
because of their anti-West politics?  Therefore, the disclosure of ones politics can obscure 
a deeper political position. 
Distilling the values within a culture in a way that is useful for another culture’s 
understanding of their own values is a potential task for anthropology and a potential use 
for interculturality – the communication between cultures.  How a people, or a group of 
people, hold and practice the values that they do is a constantly shifting set of political 
practices, often written shorthand as “culture”.  Historically anthropologists have studied 
one culture and then brought that cultures’ critique of their own culture back to their 
people.  Early feminist anthropologists, for example, critiqued patriarchy in the west by 
showing feminist leanings in other peoples.  The 1960’s saw a rise in anthropologists 
searching for economies that allowed a critique of capitalism.  There are abundant 
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examples of anthropologists highlighting the egalitarian economies or environmental 
stewardship of Native peoples.  However, only fringe academics ever called for 
abandoning Western thought altogether.  The critique, by way of looking at an alternative, 
was a tool for stepping outside of ones own culture, so as to see it more clearly.  It was 
“holding a mirror to society” in the words of EB Tylor.  My project takes this on by 
bringing a critique of the West from the mamos. 
 My arguments throughout this dissertation intend to be practical and useful.  In no 
sense do I mean to disagree with or confront the Decolonial authors whom I cite for 
argument’s sake.  Rather I have chosen to engage with theorists whom I agree with on a 
basic principle of creating an alternate culture outside of the Modern framework of 
capitalism and the liberal state.  I understand that the point has been made repeatedly 
throughout history within philosophical and theoretical writings.  The intervention that I 
add to the conversation is unique, because it is based in the knowledge of the mamos, and 
not in Western discursive philosophy, and it is rooted in the practice-based system of the 
Iku culture-territory. 
This makes it imperative to deal with the political implications of anthropology. 
Another factor for me is that I am not comfortable claiming anthropology and principally 
consider myself an activist.  I noticed that this is relatively common.  No one is claiming 
to be an anthropologist anymore, but they seem to be everywhere.  I recognize that instead 
of making a move to innocence I will own my attachment to anthropology.  An important 
connection, then, is with the many anthropologists who are engaged in working against 
megaproject development.  There are allies within anthropology.  There are good guys 
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working in these spaces and others that are often left out of the discourse about indigenous 
and Modern peoples. 
 Why, in contemporary times, do anthropologists find it necessary to do their work? 
Often the stated purpose is towards protecting the peoples they study from Western 
colonial expansion, but we must always see it as a two way street.  The subject of study 
always gives something more than a critique back to the west.  In Shamanism, 
Colonialism and The Wild man, Michael Taussig (1988) shows how the image of the 
Indian as a redeemer of the colonizer shapes colonial existence.   Whites look to Indians 
for cures to sickness even as the presence of the Indians sustains both the colonizer’s 
superiority and unfinished business.  Elizabeth Povinelli (2000) shows a similar 
manifestation of coloniality when she illuminates how multiculturalism in Australia 
absolves whites of their colonial sins.  In this case, too, the native serves to redeem the 
colonial society.   
What then of the Iku?  Astrid Ulloa (2005) points to the “ecological native” 
inherent in their intercultural politics.  Their brand of redemptive power represents an 
opportunity for global consciousness and alternatives to industrial exploitation.  But why 
should the Iku play into the colonial fantasy?  Why redeem?  There are two sides to this 
politics: one is the faith in the practice of healing the whole, of healing society and 
forwarding a practice of peace.  This Iku-centric political position is based in global 
ecological equilibrium.  The other side of politics is less sincere.  It is playing the politics 
of the state and offering redemption in order to secure their place as redeemers and 
accepting the power offered by the state.  There is a fine line between playing politics or 
enacting “strategic essentialism” and having politics based in cultural values.  
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Anthropologists have taken it as a task to decipher whether indigenous acts are overtly 
political within the parameters of the culture of study, and also deciphering the political 
implications for the dominant society – asking the questions “what is culture” and “what is 
resistance?”  I find this position dangerous. 
 I think the idea of synthesizing culture into ethnography, thus making it readable to 
the dominant society is exploitative and colonial.  I have always aimed at writing about 
the politics between different groups.  My focus of study is not the Iku, but the space 
between the Iku and the West.  Since I have finished the fieldwork, I now find myself in a 
position where I must evaluate the various political positions of different Iku groups and 
their interaction with the state and the neoliberal capitalist west.  My formation as an 
expert of this space, however, has been undermined by my political commitments.  My 
training as an anthropologist, even as I would study politics rather than a group, cannot 
eclipse my connections made with political allies with whom I work.  I can critique them.  
I can disagree with them.  I can play the devils advocate.  I can build counter-arguments.  
That is to say that I can participate in cultural critique – I can perform anthropology.  But 
the unique form that my political solidarity takes, keeps me from putting faith in the 
written aspect of my work.  Instead, I see it as a small part of a much larger political 
project and a deeper process of becoming.  It is the work that I have done, and the work 
that I intend to do in the future, as well as my relationships, that grounds this written 
project.   
The question of whether or not anthropology is a useful method for evaluating the 
themes of my work has been brought to my attention.  The intention of my work is to 
challenge political systems and the exploitation of peoples and lands.  I have not intended 
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to negate any particular theories or fields of study, but through my theoretical exercises I 
challenge some of the foundational themes of anthropology, namely relativism and 
constructivism.  My critique comes out of the position staked by the mamos; they do not 
recognize the state or capitalism because they reject the modern ontology.  The following 
chapter of this dissertation explores the foundations of the Modern ontology in 
comparison to the relational ontology. While the translation between cultures sounds like a 
job for anthropology, I question the ability of the social science to do justice to translation. 
While I question the utility of anthropology, however, my critique is not a rejection, but 
intended to be an expansion.  I want more, not less.  I aim to push the field deeper into 
anthropology’s potential.   
It is important to acknowledge the difference between the institutionalization of 
anthropology as a practice and the knowledge that is connected with the practice.  It also 
cannot be ignored our connection to institutions or our relationships within these systems 
of power-knowledge.    Social sciences have produced useful theories for thinking about 
the world and communicating ideas.  From an empirical standpoint, this knowledge can be 
taken as a culture of knowledge produced through Western Modernity illustrated through 
the intellectuals within a particular genealogy.  From a relational standpoint, however, 
there is another way of understanding this knowledge.     
Anthropology challenges the capital T truth claim of positivist modernity with 
relativism. This idea refutes the idea that there is one reality associated with colonial 
domination, and seeks to establish equality among different cultural understandings.  
However, I find that relativism is inadequate in responding to inequity and power relations 
in the world.    Relativism is based on there being a separation between nature and culture 
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and between material and mental/spiritual spaces.  This is “modern” in its objectification 
of the world through categorization.  
There are critiques of this ontological position by phenomenological schools of 
Western philosophy, gnostic and hermetic traditions and by anthropologists using 
indigenous cosmovision.  More recently this position has been critiqued by Science and 
Technology Studies, which challenges the foundations of modernity or what Bruno Latour 
calls the modern constitution.  STS has forwarded a theory of multiple ontologies in lieu 
of multiple cultures and a single ontology.  Thus the argument against a single reality 
keeps going deeper.  However, I make a renewed case for a single ontological reality – 
one that is relational.  This political position therefore rejects the foundational claim of 
relativism within anthropology. 
The main difference between what I am saying and relativism is that relativism 
describes human variety as rooted in the mind. Constructionism, more broadly, locates 
culture in the mind.  Relational cosmovision acknowledges cultures as connected to 
territory in a mutually productive relationship of which humans are a rendering.  
Postmodernism does not account for the collective production of the world through a 
variety of epistemologies as they are attached to a single reality, but instead holds reality 
as a conceptual ideal of which there are many interpretations.  Relationality holds the 
amalgamation of those many interpretations as connected to greater consciousness. 
Knowledge is embedded in the phenomenological process of being/becoming that 
all of us engage in as we live.  Knowledge becomes abstract when it is considered “within 
the mind.”  There are transcendental ethical implications for relational actions – 
everything affects everything else – whereas a postmodern ethics can only exist as an 
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amalgamation of ideas – both true and false – pertaining to humanity’s experiences.  It is 
in action where thought comes to life.   
Relational ontology is based on the connectedness of all things, which I do not put 
forth as an idea, or as one of many ontologies.  I believe this to be reality.  There is a real 
world.  It is not “out there”, however, because there is no “in here”.  The mind is an 
extension of the knowledge produced through the communion of the cosmos.  The modern 
separation of the mind from the material and the abstraction of spirit remains in the post-
modern position of relativism.  Constructionism retains the structures of the mind as 
where cultural knowledge is held.  A relational ontology assumes that the mind is liminal 
within a larger web of spiritual and material connections among all things.  Culture is 
therefore no more a mental phenomenon than biodiversity.  Thinking is the spiritual 
communion of elements.  With this reading of culture and thought, neither relativism nor 
multiple ontologies is sufficient.  
My challenge to anthropology therefore is a commitment to Truth.  My concerns are 
ethical, epistemological and ontological – they are relational.  Ontological politics, which I 
am using when I argue for a relational ontology as the Truth and modernity not being the 
truth, is always about epistemologies.   
There is no such thing a broadly speaking indigenous epistemology.  There are 
many different ways of knowing throughout the Americas.  However, all of these 
epistemologies are relational.  Similarly, there are a variety of epistemologies in Europe, 
too, that are relational.  Modernity is often assumed to be the epistemology of Europe, but 
it is more accurately the epistemology of coloniality (Mignolo 1994).  European languages 
and institutions also carry the practice of reducing the relational complexity of European 
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thought into a modern knowledge paradigm, which is institutionalized through 
categorization of knowledges as subjects, such as anthropology.  The more people within 
the academy go outside of the restrictive bounds of their discipline, the more they will 
produce ontologically relational knowledge.  The mere dissolution of modern 
categorization allows movement towards synthesizing different western theories and 
ideas.  That is to say that I find especially pertinent use in western theorists, as is 
evidenced in this text, and I think that from a relational standpoint, every idea goes 
further. 
A detailed example of the relational use of modern theorists in my work will help 
to illustrate how relationality and modern theories operate throughout my work.  Marx is 
useful in critiquing capitalism by using historical materialism.  The political economic 
model, on its own, is totally Modern and serves a single, sometimes useful, function.  
However, Political Economy becomes much more interesting, useful and true, the more 
that is added to it.  Gramsci (1991), for example, takes the critique of classes from a 
Political Economic standpoint in order to isolate the creation of cultural blocs in taking 
and holding power in society.  This has been most useful in understanding and influencing 
political movements.  Coloniality and the creation of racial categories and knowledge 
hierarchies is a good example of power forming as economically rooted in class.  
However, there is clearly more to it than that.  There are more factors to consider each 
time an idea stretches from one example to the next.  Discourse cannot account for 
everything.  Models aimed at applying to all situations, must be content with only telling 
part of the story.  Much more of the story can be added to an original set of ideas; Marx 
would remain a good example.  However, remaining within the epistemological structure 
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embedded within certain key aspects of Marx disallows some perspectives to be reached.  
In order to broaden in scope, Marx is retained as a partial truth.  This does not make other 
positions more or less true, but other perspectives can be obscured through a modern lens. 
 Not all Western philosophy is reductive in the way that Modern philosophy is; 
Foucault is a good example of this.  Foucault’s philosophy is very useful for 
understanding aspects of coloniality that I describe.   Foucault is not modern like Marx or 
Gramsci.  For this reason, Foucault is less useful in specifying a particular politics for 
action.  What the genealogical approach provides is a deeper web of interconnected 
processes that all influence each other.  This is a relational standpoint, and the examples 
that Foucault uses in his work all serve as partially true insofar as they pertain to particular 
examples.  I will now synthesize these Western theories with Iku-centric epistemology to 
demonstrate a relational philosophy.  
From a modern perspective we can see how multiculturalism operates a within a 
Gramscian model of a historic cultural bloc.  We can also see how indigenous people can 
use this to their advantage in order to change their lives (still within the confines of 
modernity).  However, understanding the epistemological dissonance between the modern 
state and the Iku concept of the Law of Origin, there is clearly a problem with them 
accepting a hegemonic political route.  This route is still very real, and in some instances 
is being carried out.  The route is incomplete in accounting for all social factors, however. 
If we use Foucault (1973), especially as he is read through the decolonial theorists 
from Latin America, the level at which politics is taking place is within power-knowledge.  
The power-knowledge of coloniality is one that specifically denies indigenous agency by 
subjugating indigenous knowledge systems.  Ideas, such as the Law of Origin, are 
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undermined before they can enter into any hegemonic historic bloc.  Foucault is going 
deeper than Gramsci – he is not disagreeing with him.  If we look for a political answer, 
given Foucaultian critique, we are to go still further.  We will retain the theorists that we 
have used so far, as illuminating parts of our overall paradigm. 
From an Iku perspective, the Law of Origin dictates the ethical standards for life, 
which the bunachi, do not comply with.  The political process is centered around 
maintaining this covenant.  The Iku understand that the bunachi do not understand this, 
and that the state subjugates this type of knowledge (they affirm Foucault).  The Iku also 
understand that they can gain favor but using the strategic neoliberal indigenous position 
that is consistent with capitalism, albeit with sacrificing their Law of Origin (they affirm 
Gramsci).  All the while, they still hold on to their truth, as practiced through the Law of 
Origin, and they retain Truth – it is in precisely the modern societies reliance on the partial 
understandings of the world, and the inability to see the larger picture that allows them to 
exploit the world and its resources, i.e. not follow the Law of Origin.   
Just to clarify, the modern perspective does not contradict the Law of Origin – it 
affirms it.  Modernity proves the Law of Origin in being an example of what happens 
when men make their own laws, paradigms and truths.  Ideas are only partially true in 
relation to Truth.  If there is no anchor, there is no reality.  The anchor is relational – 
everything is connected to everything else.  It’s a question of “yes, and”; not “no, but”. 
 
There is no outside space.  Everything matters.  This is far from over.  I have just 
begun to organize.  Fighting directly against the mines will not stop them.  I have to take 
the next step in the decolonial project.  As the mamos have directed, it is about changing 
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the society that I come from.  Perhaps anthropology will help with this goal, but only if 
anthropologists understand the political implications of denying that there is a truth and a 
universe.  This dissertation presents this idea as a challenge to anthropology.   
The following chapter explores the Iku cosmovision and the knowledge production 
of the mamos.  Differences between the Iku and the state are rooted in this type of 
knowledge as a cultural process.  Political differences, however, come not from an 
inability to understand the knowledge of the other, but in the way that the dominant 
political worldview subjugates knowledge and shapes politics and subjects in the process. 
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Chapter 2 
Spiritual Materialism: Mamo Science, Western Philosophy  
and the Politics of Knowledge 
 
 “The liberty of man consists solely in this, that he obeys the laws of nature because he has himself 
recognized them as such, and not because they have been imposed upon him externally by any 
foreign will whatsoever, human or divine, collective or individual.” 
-Mikhail Bakunin, God and the state 
 
“Nature’s imagination is so much greater than man’s that she’s never going to let us relax”  
-Richard Feynman  
 
Part 1 - Mamo Science and the Dissolution of the Modern West 
 
Knowledge and power are intrinsically linked through what Foucault described as 
power-knowledge. When ideas about the world are established as “true” in order to 
control populations, power and knowledge become the same thing.  The ability to resist 
power is also a type of power-knowledge, as the two ideas cannot be disassociated in this 
reading.  However, how different or contrasting knowledges are related discursively has 
traditionally been arbitrary to their relationship to power.  Colonial power has traditionally 
operated outside of its internal discursive reflection.  For example, how colonial 
governments understand the difference between Hegelian and Marxist dialectics has little 
bearing on whether they govern difference through genocidal, assimilatory or regulatory 
processes.  This has changed with the rise of multiculturalism and indigenous rights over 
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the past 30 years.  The marked change in governance of people’s with different systems of 
knowledge has corresponded to a rise in scholarship based on epistemology.  Subaltern 
studies in South Asia and Decolonial scholarship in Latin America both mark a return to 
studies of epistemology – the study of knowledge.  The academic turn towards 
epistemology mirrors the governmental shift towards multiculturalism as a governance of 
epistemology.   
When the state employs intercultural policies, such as FPIC, or any recognition 
effort towards special indigenous rights, they are required to understand the worldview of 
the indigenous subjects.  However, this reasons that the state must also explain the 
worldview of the state, in order to demonstrate its difference from indigenous 
cosmovision; and the multicultural state must translate between the two worldviews.  The 
process of multicultural translation, requiring elaboration of epistemology, contradicts the 
violence of the colonial project that has precisely aimed to disempower indigenous 
knowledges through subsuming them within dominant power structures.  The state process 
of understanding indigenous peoples is then also reliant on a discursive understanding of 
reality according to the state position, which means the understanding must contend with 
the unstable and contestatory nature of Western philosophy. 
There have been a number of western texts that interpret the consistency of the 
world: from the bible, to the laws of physics, to libraries full of philosophical treatises. 
Most of this knowledge does not shape state governance in Colombia.  The epistemology 
governing the Americas has for many years been shaped by colonialism.  The majority of 
texts that are commonly characterized as belonging to the modern tradition are written in 
European languages and borrow from within a single philosophical tradition.  Decolonial 
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scholars have traced how the ideas that formed state-governance during the enlightenment 
were rooted in a colonial worldview from a standpoint of the conquest of other lands.  
Power was re-shaped around a new type of racism and exploitation preceding the birth of 
the enlightenment. Europeans also created a specific narrative about its relationship to 
knowledge during the enlightenment and the birth of modernity (Dusell 1995; Mignolo 
2009).  This power has continued throughout colonial and post-colonial history.  
In the opening narrative of this dissertation, there is a rift between two central 
ideas of governance.  The UNHCHR suggests laws are made by men in order to govern 
their relationship to land.  The enlightenment ideas of rights and laws underlie this 
position.  Power over the land, and the knowledge to be able to govern justly, is linked 
within this epistemology.  For the state to understand the alternative knowledge of the 
mamos, it must be clear about it’s own epistemology. Coloniality, as a continuing process 
of subjugating indigenous systems of power and knowledge, however, has made this 
translation difficult. 
This chapter describes the ontology of the SNSM, a relational ontology, but also 
dialogues with the flux of Western thought. Mamo science is rooted in material practice 
that serves as power-knowledge for the Four Pueblos.  To interrogate Mamo Science is to 
interrogate the consistency of the world and to contest the modern ontology.  To describe 
the practice necessitates a clear understanding of the world we are in.  The modern 
philosophy that guides the governance of Colombia, and all Modern systems, I find ill 
equipped to demonstrate a sufficient understanding of the world to dialogue with the 
mamos.   
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I can describe the Iku specific knowledge system on their terms, that is without 
attempting to translate ideas into Western constructs and force them into dialogue with 
Western epistemologies.  However, if ideas are not held against the rigorous and complex 
philosophical lexicon of Western modernity they are likely ignored or misunderstood.  
Therefore, I undertake the translation of Iku-centric terms by putting them into dialogue 
with the Western philosophical tradition.  Since I use colonial language and 
communication forms – the English language and the essay – I must engage the 
philosophy that holds the ability to address key ideas. Fortunately, Iku thought and 
practice articulate with western gnostic and hermetic mystic thought.  The correlation 
between Iku and some Western ideas aids in removing a binary of knowledge as either 
modern or indigenous. 
Selecting the philosophy to communicate with Mamo Science must also contend 
with the colonial structure of how knowledge operates, including the ethnography.  In 
Local Histories/Global Designs, Walter Mignolo extends Michel Foucault’s 
understanding of power-knowledge to the ongoing practice of coloniality in the Americas 
(2000).  The distinction between dominant knowledge and knowledges that are 
subjugated, reinforce hierarchies of domination through normalization of truth claims.  
Mignolo critiques the colonial epistemology that dictates power-knowledge today.  
Colonial modernity as a form of power is rooted in the knowledge that guides the political 
will of both dominant and subaltern actors and thus establishes the limits of both. 
Coloniality relegates indigenous peoples to the past (people without history), to the 
margins (people without politics) and to being objects (a people without thought).  The 
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end goal of this chapter is to privilege the subjugated position of Mamo Science, and 
illuminate it’s political potential for challenging the dominant Modern ontology. 
 
Caves: Finding Modernity 
“How could they see anything but the shadows if they were never allowed to move their heads?”  
― Plato, The Allegory of the Cave 
 
If a Greek dude said something in antiquity, you better make sure a German said 
something about it in the 18th or 19th century, or it doesn’t count.  And then, try and make 
sure that a Frenchman disagreed with the German.  Then, match your idea to fit 
somewhere in there, and viola – theory.  
-Me 
 As I read philosophy, I find that my lived reality only becomes more distant to 
those who wrote what I read.  Much western philosophy is rooted in the Greeks – as in the 
thousands of years ago Greeks.  How do they speak to here and now?  It almost feels as if 
to translate them properly we need to find people who are similar to them.  I do relate to 
some of the stuff that some of them say, but I feel that perhaps I shouldn’t because we live 
in such disconnected realities.  
Nineteenth century Germans are perhaps yet another distant point to connect with 
and also a common referent for how Western philosophers roots their ideas.  Whether 
German interpretations of Greek ideas obscures or expands the original idea is 
questionable.  Then there are the contemporary philosophers, who I read and like, but they 
too seem so wholly disconnected from the Greeks and the Germans, that I question why 
they feel they need to relate back to these times and places.  And then I talk to the mamos, 
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and they say something similar to the Epicurean or Stoic Greek philosophers, sometimes 
the exact phrases are the same. Then I see the connection and the allegory become closer. 
The way of life and the understanding of the world become simpler, not more complex.  
Things become clearer – both the Greeks and the mamos. 
In my study of Western thought I do relate to concepts used by both Greeks and 
Germans, and a whole host of other philosophers that have produced interesting ideas 
about the nature of the world.  I want to be clear about how knowledge is produced, 
however, and I believe the people who produce it, and how they produce it, are far more 
important than anything they say.  It is here where I begin to deconstruct Modernity as 
worldview, and as a selective collector of concepts.  I also see utility in many 
philosophical concepts, as long as they pertain to reality. 
In his critique of modernity, Bruno Latour uses the Analogy of the Cave by Plato.  
In the original analogy, a prisoner is kept in a cave with only fire as light and sees only 
shadows as forms.  When the prisoner is liberated and then sees the sun, he can recognize 
the true form of all things.  In Latour’s analogy of Plato, it is Science and the modern 
constitution that have created this cave and this separation of humanity from the real 
world, by separating the material from the spiritual.  Plato sees philosophy as a door to the 
“real”, or a light akin to the light of the sun. Latour dismisses the hierarchy implied in this 
distinction between those who have knowledge and those who do not.  Latour asks us all 
to leave “the cave”, where only scientists are permitted to hold knowledge and transmit it 
to the masses, while the rest of us are muted and unable to ask questions about public life 
or nature.  Latour does this as part of an argument for accepting a pluriverse – not a 
singular, scientific, materialist universe. 
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What is allegory to Plato and is theory to Latour, however, is lived reality for 
mamos.  Mamos are raised in caves often for years without ever seeing the sun.  The 
knowledge they receive in the darkness allows them to see the real world after they 
emerge from their caves.  Their veil is lifted by the sun, allowing them their place in 
society as keepers of certain knowledge that differentiates them from the rest.   
 Latour suggests that we all leave the cave en masse, because the only way that the 
allegory works is if we reject the darkness, or the idea that we need a translation or 
illumination or understanding.  That is to say, we can all see the real world, and we are not 
in caves, and we need neither philosopher nor scientist to lift any imaginary veils.   But I 
suggest that darkness and the allegorical cave should be embraced and entered for real.  
Embrace a still greater darkness and unknowing.  Understand that, indeed, you, as a 
Modern person, cannot access certain knowledge and never will. 
Socrates famous adage “the more I know, the more I know nothing” has been 
romanticized in the west under the idea that humility leads to wisdom because the mind is 
an empty shell to be filled with knowledge.  The idea of thought as a human possession is 
rooted in the aristotelian notion that thinking is specifically a Man thing.  The mind is 
where the physical and the abstract connect.  Thought and power are related in the 
aristotelian model – he who thinks also recognizes thought in others, and denies the 
existence of thought in still “others”.5 
Within Iku cosmovision, the defining difference is that it is not man that possesses 
thought, but the Earth itself is thought.  The political ramifications for this ontological 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  5	  The roots of racist subhuman classification systems are rooted in the idea that sub-
humans have no soul and no thought, which are closely related in the Greek tradition.  
Justifications for objectifying people as slaves and through patriarchal control of women 
are both ideologically connected to Aristotle.	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divergence are significant.  Under the multicultural paradigm, there is assumed an 
unthinking, non-agentive position of stasis represented by nature.   Human diversity 
establishes various interpretations that conflict only in the subjective world of thought.  
This modern separation of people from thought is challenged by an indigenous 
cosmovision based in relational ontology where there is greater thought emanating from 
and moving the ground we stand on.  Therefore, the concept of land, or resources, for 
example, shifts in their relation to people in this paradigm.  I argue that the interpretation 
of a greater relationship among cycles in nature is not a cultural interpretation alone, but a 
more accurate representation of reality than is assumed by the dominant paradigm.  The 
difference between the dominant and indigenous interpretations of knowledge begs an 
ontological question that is not based on anthropology as a study of human culture, as this 
cannot be isolated from larger cycles.  Neither is it a philosophical question based on a 
perceived reality.  This question harkens to an ontological question of “what is the 
universe?” 
 
Anthropology and the Hermeneutic Circle 
In his exploration of coloniality, Mignolo has investigated the genealogy of 
colonial thought and illuminates ties between particular genocidal, racist, capitalist and 
nation-making processes with Western philosophers who wrote, promoted, disseminated 
and justified certain interpretations of the world.  Philosophers such as Descartes, Locke 
and Hume; Rousseau, Hegel and Kant; even Plato and Socrates all contributed ideas that 
have been taken up within modernity.  Decolonial scholars have used these ideas as an 
anchor to distinguish Modern thought from Indigenous thought. However, if these were 
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the progenitors of Western colonialism, how should we respond to those who wrote 
against them?  In what form should de-colonial frameworks rely on Western philosophers 
who publicly disagree with the dangerous ideas driving modernity-coloniality? Though 
some Western philosophers may have actually abetted the production of Western 
dominance through discourse they also stake a position that Western is not necessarily 
Modern.  
Heidegger’s Being & Time establishes existence as a temporal phenomenon – we 
do not live in time; we live time (Steiner 1978).  Heidegger (2008) contemplated Plato’s 
ontological separation of being from existence, and arrived at the notion that to separate 
the existence of the material world from the experience of being in it, objectifies the 
material world into an object and the human as a subject.  Heidegger claimed all modern 
philosophy had followed this reasoning since Plato. All throughout the idealism of 
Descartes, Kant, and Hegel the themes of alienation, reification, logic and science have 
offered nuanced varieties of objectification.  These ideas have contributed to establishing 
modernity and coloniality (Mignolo 2001).  Heidegger challenged objectification through 
his use of the concept of phenomenology; people’s experiences are the processes by where 
the world exists. Within this argument Western philosophy contains a similar argument 
about the nature of reality that is often positioned as existing between indigenous and 
modern peoples.  Indeed, this is the same position within the Iku Law of Origin; and this is 
the position that is denied by the practices of the state. 
Heidegger argued that all philosophy is in what he called a hermeneutic circle 
where to produce discursive interpretations of the world binds the world within the terms 
that are created in discourse.  Because there is an inevitable limit of communication in 
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representing the entire world, it only makes sense to reference the material world in 
attempting a description of reality.  However, to describe is to succumb to language, thus 
discourse, and thus abstraction. Therefore to use analogy, cryptic prose, double meanings 
or art as a lens to the real world is doubly misleading.  
Cultural Anthropology is within a hermeneutic circle, whereby the focus of its 
analysis, “culture,” is always already predicated on either its function or essence.  To 
engage the idea of culture as an ideal necessitates being bound by the definition of the 
word as bound within the separation of people from the world.  Neo-empiricist, or realist, 
interpretations of culture, root the concept in the material world.  However, through this 
paradigm, human experience is abstracted into categories and interpretations and ideas – 
being is abstracted from existence.  Both realist and idealist anthropology re-establish 
modernity.  Structuralism, which seeks to establish the human mind as a structure, is 
confined by the working of the mind in itself.  Interpretive approaches seek to establish 
the interpretation, the workings of the human mind, as central to understanding culture.  
Both fall prey to what Heidegger saw as a flaw within essentially all Modern Western 
thought – they exist within a hermeneutic circle. Anthropology upholds, not only the 
Modern category of culture, but also the Modern concept of thought. 
Despite discursive rejection of modernity, the engagement of ideas between 
intellectual rivals did not stop colonial expansion or Modern thought becoming the basis 
for the state.  Franz Boas (1931) rejected the Orthogenetic model of evolution favored by 
Morgan and Tylor, which claimed a hierarchy of culture.  The theory of cultural relativism 
(originally taken by Boas from the Kwakiutl indigenous peoples of the Pacific Northwest) 
accepted evolution as not driven by an invisible force, but through interaction with the 
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natural world; not dissimilar from an empirical philosophy of social difference, as people 
are created ontologically through their phenomenological interaction with the world.  
Boas, of course, proved this by robbing Natives’ graves and filling their heads with ball 
bearings; armed with this strange data, Boas wrote The mind of primitive man (1931), 
establishing cultural relativism.  Through this process Boas introduces progressive post-
racial discourse, but simultaneously re-produces material genocide. 
Moving away from scientific models for cultural anthropology also moved with a 
Western move towards post-modernism.  Clifford Geertz produced “thickly” descriptive 
anthropology.  This form of anthropology became an exercise in discourse, as did the 
“writing culture” movement, which sought to describe culture as an empirical observation. 
But their ethnographies were describing people, not the cosmos.  This has two effects that 
I must address here.  First, it has abstracted culture yet further into isolated descriptions. 
And second, it requires that the author disclose her subject position, thus producing 
another Western trap.  These anthropologists were using western categories in their 
descriptions, whether or not what they described was “true” to their own eyes; they used 
Western discourse to situate what they saw.   The positioning of the “researcher” also 
centered the Western subject, albeit unapologetically, as the producer of knowledge.  
Thus, anthropologists ended up reproducing the hermeneutic circle of the Western 
philosophers who came before them. 
According to Ludwig Wittgenstein, the problem with Western philosophy is that it 
works in tandem with the empirical reductive knowledge production of Western Science, 
which is about naming things into absolute categories (Kenny 2005).  For this reason, all 
abstract forms of truth or knowledge fall outside of ever being verifiable to the West’s 
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own standards – the West has fashioned its own chains.  This also works to deny 
knowledge to subaltern peoples, in this case indigenous peoples, who produce knowledge 
based on relational connections between all things – not on reductive separations among 
things.   
Wittgenstein insists that philosophy in itself is descriptive.  This sounds like 
Geertz.  It is a Western way of denying Science as truth, or more accurately both Geertz 
and Wittgenstein assign separate knowledges to separate categories.  The separation of 
different types of knowledge has operated in tandem with designating different types of 
people.  Much of anthropology’s legacy is considered racist in contemporary times 
because it promoted the scientific project of classifying – and more importantly ranking – 
groups of people.   In most anthropology post 1980’s, classification is only accepted as a 
descriptive, presumably non-scientific or objective project.  This has allowed for the 
objectivist claim to be dismissed within the same breath as the racism continues.  
Postmodernism’s obscuring of modernity’s power is not only discursive in its slight of 
hand.  There is an epistemological western-centric classification of knowledge written into 
descriptive ethnography. 
 I aim not to reproduce this type of Western hubris.  My methodology is based in a 
spiritual connection with the people I work with.  Solidarity as a political alliance is too 
confining to a description of political action.  By claiming spiritual alliance, I claim a 
position of connectedness that is deeper than my personal experience, actions or 
representation.   As I am formed as a subject within modernity coloniality, I also recognize 
this location.  I am the physical product of settler colonialism, of genocide and of 
exploitation.  My ancestors not only were betrayed, they were also betrayers, they were 
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invaded and invaders, they (on all sides of the conflict) were perpetrators and victims of a 
will to power that physically produced my body, my family, my history, my culture and 
my physical, social and discursive environment.   I cannot ignore this complex and chaotic 
genealogy: neither can I ignore many generations back, the natives who willed power 
through alliance with those who would betray them, or those who died on their feet rather 
than living on their knees.  I cannot, I will not, ignore the computer underneath my hands 
and in front of my eyes or the slave that made it; nor the Earth and her resources exploited 
for industrial technology that provides me and my family comfort in life.  My connection 
to this power is not bound by desire or consciousness – it is much deeper than that.  
Reason will not heal me.  My will is one of a spiritual healing that is a fundamental part of 
myself, my family, my work, my religion, my ancestors, my history and my relationship to 
this world.  My spiritual life owes a great debt to the Iku of the SNSM and the world they 
have shown me.  Writing it all down seems like a betrayal.  It feels like I am pulling a 
Boas.  For this reason I am compelled to reject the very academy that I currently serve.  I 
curse the computer that I type upon.  Though I know this demon runs much deeper than 
my personal actions in life.  The spirit recognizes this paradox and allows for 
transcendence.  The transcendence moves where the philosophers who reject modernity 
have gone, not Nietzsche or Deleuze, but the organic intellectuals of revolution and 
spirituality, the poets who were able to describe the world.  They did not interpret it; they 
simply said what was there.   
Under a Cartesian and a Kantian modern ontology, thought, the basis for 
understanding and testing the consistency of reality is located in the human mind.  
Idealism in modern philosophy establishes all reality to take place within the mind.  It is 
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Man (and in a more liberal sense – any human being) who thinks.  Modernity separates 
ontologically what is material, from what is perceived, imagined, and ideal.  This is the 
dichotomy assumed in modern anthropology, but not in post-modernism, which assumes 
different positions for understanding the world.  While modernists have looked for a 
concrete connection between the mind and reality, post-modernists have sought a 
connection between reality and a variation of minds.  In both scenarios, the human mind is 
central as the thought-generating locus of reality.  
I depart from Heidegger’s critique of modernity because while he successfully 
dismantles the foundations of the modern constitution, he does not replace it with anything 
concrete.  The central weakness with Heidegger and with Postmodernism more generally, 
is that when the central locus of human understanding (human understanding itself) is 
called into question or discarded, nothing remains as established truth (Chomsky 1987).  
That is to say that if we have only our interpretations of things and we are unsure of our 
own analysis, there is no reality to speak of, which denies a more robust understanding, 
truth, spirit or existence.  I believe in a material reality, one that is productive and based in 
knowledge.  This is the reality that is thrown out with the deconstructionist bathwater – it 
is not a reality to be understood, but a reality that understands. 
I displace the central tenet within all of this philosophy – which is the idea of 
thought itself.  I locate thought elsewhere, specifically within the material manifestations 
of greater spiritual beings: the Earth, the Sun, the Stars and the elements.  I am not a New 
Ager.  Everything that I am proposing comes from Iku culture and is compatible with 
Western Science (Gardener 2012; Sheldrake 2012).  I understand nature and human 
perception as not a stable material reality with a subjective series of human perceptions, 
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but as a subjective reality that is constantly in the process of being created, and of which 
humans are a part.  The knowledge emanating from the world is as varied in its 
manifestation as any human thought.  There is no single interpretation of the world 
precisely because there is no singular expression of it.  The Earth writes poetry in her 
seasons, comedies in her cycles and tragedies in her wars.  There is, however, a basis for 
understanding this world as a real, living, thinking being of much greater intelligence than 
our own – this is spiritual materialism.   
Outside of discourse exists the natural world – what Western philosophers have 
termed the material realm.  In an attempt to re-create a neo-empiricist standpoint, and to 
avoid the hermeneutic circle, I will describe a model of the cosmos with no intention of 
analogy or abstraction, but instead put forward an empirical representation of the physical 
world.  This world is congruent with the science of the mamos, and partially articulates the 
Western philosophy of Nietzsche (1992), and Heidegger (2008) among the many who 
have been influenced by them.  Instead of a composite philosophical treatise of abstract 
ideas based on citation from these authors, I will portray a description based on the 
teachings of people who have never written books, who come from cultures who have 
never written books, from cultures who have never made the mistake of falling into the 
vicious circle of discourse.  They produced no Kants or Derridas. 
 
Part 2 - Spiritual Materialism  
 
This world, which is the same for all, no one of gods or men has made. But it always was, is, and 
will be: an ever-living Fire, with measures of it kindling, and measures going out. 
-Heraclitus (500 BC) 




In order to transcend the Western epistemology underlying the coloniality of 
power, decolonial theorists have employed alternate discursive frameworks for discussing 
knowledge. One popular meme has been reintroducing “gnosis” as an alternative 
paradigm of thought.  Mignolo for example, doesn’t trace his use of Gnosis to the 
heterodox Christian Gnostic movement, but uses the term to mean a synthesis of 
subjugated and dominant knowledges.  I find this intervention useful, but I sharply depart 
from Mignolo’s use of the word gnosis, and return to source texts on the concept, which 
has a unique resonance with mamo science.  
 According to the Heiderggerian philosopher Hans Jonas, who wrote extensively on 
the Gnostic religious movement and philosophy, “gnosis meant pre-eminently knowledge 
of God” and, therefore, dealt with only things of the divine, including the order of the 
world and the salvation of man.  As a knowledge system, gnosis is not based in the same 
rational, empirical or cognitive foundations of philosophy, but is based on revelatory 
experience – that is receiving knowledge as a complete set of ideas from an external 
source.  Also, this knowledge is connected to the meanings of human existence and their 
salvation.  This strikes me as important because of the similarities this description has with 
Mamo Science, wherein knowledge is communicated from divine sources, is bound up 
with specific practices and inspires action geared towards the salvation of man. 
Jonas writes about the practical aspects of gnostic knowledge in a manner that 
overlaps further with Mamo Science and with anthropological inquiry on different cultural 
forms and their ties to knowledge.  By communing with the divine, the knower and the 
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known are mutually formed in the process.  Knowing becomes a divine experience and 
thinking becomes a subjective component of reality.    
 Under a paradigm of phenomenology, thinking, knowledge and reality are a 
singular process – creation.  In his description of Hopi language, Edward Sapir makes the 
distinction between Hopi and Standard American English (SAE) by situating “thought” as 
the central tenet of the Hopi universe, and “objects” as the central tenet of the West’s.  
Sapir distinguishes between the two worldviews where “thought” is ancillary to existence 
or where thought is the first stage in creation.  When reality is affected by thought and 
thought cannot be separated from creation, then thinking, and knowledge are evaluated 
differently.  Under the SAE Modern worldview, the world exists as it does regardless of 
what anyone thinks about it.  Under the Iku paradigm (just like the Hopi paradigm 
according to Sapir) the very process of thinking that takes place under a phenomenological 
paradigm creates the word.  There is room for a literal gnostic view of knowledge within 
this worldview.  Thought is always part of something more than what is in someone’s 
mind.  How thought is connected to the material world is distinct depending on the 
worldview.  Thus, knowledge is acquired in the Modern worldview through understanding 
the world as an exterior space of the mind.  Knowledge is acquired in the gnostic 
paradigm through an interaction with the material world as knowledge of its own – it is 
being part of a greater mind. 
 When knowledge is situated as a cultural phenomenon, and reality is situated in 
distinction as a material process, the two are ontologically separated.  Knowledge of god 
is separated from knowledge of the material (Latour 2004).  Modernity’s key idea is a 
separation between the spiritual and the material.  In indigenocentric cosmovision, thought 
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is what connects the two – it is both material and spiritual in ways that do not exist in the 
modern cosmovision.  To reintroduce spirituality into the material world also connects 
human interaction with the world in a different way.  The conscious interaction with the 
world as part of physical knowledge is what I call Spiritual Materialism. 
 There is communication happening between the mamos and other beings.  
Whether we call them gods or spirits or mountains, the knowledge that is produced within 
these communications is gnostic.  To infer interpretation of the world as human thought 
would deny the thoughts of these other beings.  Thought as a productive act within Iku 
cosmovision runs through human and non-human actions.  The thoughts of the gods create 
the world.  Thus the sun as an active agent created the Earth through thought.  The Earth 
thinks life into being.  Humans think to make their world.  Politics are informed by the 
thoughts of greater beings as well as every person in the world.  We are constantly 
contributing to how the world creates itself by our thoughts.  The material world is 
constantly being made as the collective thought of the universe.  The collective 
consciousness is the physical universe – we are neurons firing in the cosmic mind of god.   
What the West considers esoteric is what falls outside of materiality.  Modern-
centric worldviews are oriented around material referents.  Indigenous-centric worldviews 
are oriented around relational referents.  This does not indicate different worlds – it 
indicates the tension that sustains particular cultural practices.  All practice is sustained 
either by a material or a relational (spiritual) referent.  The relationship within the 
indigenous-centric worldview, however, is not absent of material connections; the 
difference is that it does not abstract the material world into objects.  Thus, the West 
confuses the refusal to objectify and abstract the material as being in relation to non-
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material and esoteric referents.  This misunderstanding ignores that indigenous people 
have a deeper connection to material things than exist in modern industrial society. 
Water, salt, fire, stone, cosmos, blood, light and darkness all have drastically 
different meanings between the Western and Iku cosmovision.  The west views peoples’ 
relationships to the Earth, and all things within it, as material in terms of use value.  The 
same is true of biology – there is a singular productive function for each biological system 
or trait.  When describing then Iku worldview, there is no specific function for anything. If 
we understand the world as gnostic, agency is everywhere.  All things are representations 
of thoughts that sustain the cosmos.  To tie back to Western referents, the macro-cosmos 
of physics is the simplest route to understanding this gnostic relational universe. 
Stars are material, and although their affects on this planet may be often invisible, 
it stands to reason that there is a connection between people and stars in the relational 
cosmovision.  There is also an alternate “pseudo-science” of astrology, where science 
abandons these material referents and they take on esoteric qualities.  However, there is 
increasing evidence among scientists that stars affect the Earth and its inhabitants very 
much (Sheldrake 2010; DeGrasse-Tyson 2000).  It is within the cutting edge of the 
sciences, even the paradigm shifting outliers of the densest fields of astrophysics, where 
the ideas of pseudo-science astrology intersect with ideas held by people all over the 
world, including the Iku.  Material Science is currently asking questions that philosophers 
have asked for thousands of years about how the universe sustains life. 
Everything that we see is created through the reflection of light. When we combine 
this material essence with the gnostic paradigm, all of our thoughts are understood to 
come from light, from energy, from fire.  Light is elusive in definition because it is what 
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gives us time and thought.  The universe is in a constant state of being created through the 
connection of light/energy/fire in the cosmos.  All light that we perceive coming from the 
stars in the heavens are thoughts – they are thinking entities, spirits, gods that are creating 
this universe.  They are drawn to each other – to other lights/energies/fires in space and, 
therefore, are connected with the sun (our resident star/light/god/fire).  Both time and 
space, as we perceive it, is a byproduct of all points of light being received from the sun 
and subsequently projected on the Earth.  The Earth, too, has a core of fire that has its own 
creative forces.  It makes us.  The universe is physically composed of this light – both 
distance and time exist only within this context – this is what is called relativity in 
scientific terms, but has numerous other Western referents.  
 Enlightenment means literally to be filled with light, but its symbolic meaning is to 
be filled with knowledge.  These ideas were once the same thing, according to the Greek 
stoics, the word for thought and energy and fire area all the same: logos (Danielson 2000).  
The Earth and sun and stars are constantly creating – this is the ongoing creation of the 
indigenous-centric world.  This is the intelligence with which the mamos communicate. 
The Four Pueblos have enjoyed some notoriety for the Mamo Science, which is 
distinct among indigenous spiritual practices.  A certain authenticity or wisdom is inferred 
from their message, often I would argue because the message fits nicely into a stereotype 
of what Indians are supposed to say.  Any correlation between the anticipated and the 
transmitted message is entirely on the side of the receiver.  In no way do the mamos fit 
their messages to what is perceived to be happening in the Western cosmology.  The 
knowledge is not entirely absent in the West.  The alchemical, hermetic, mystic traditions 
corroborate this understanding of the cosmos.  That is to say that Western thought need 
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not be Modern and modernity speaks not for all Western philosophy, ideas or people.  
However, the practice of spiritual materialism is completely absent to the West.  It is this 
practice that if misunderstood risks becoming objectified, just like the knowledge and 
people attached. 
 
 Part 3 - The moon is not just a rock: layered worlds and overlapping knowledges 
 
 The conversations are unending and circular: 
“So the moon is just a rock?” asks a curious Iku woman who overheard a conversation 
between her father and I the night before.  “Have you been there?”  
“No”, I reply 
“But they went there?”   
“Yes, in ships?” 
“High up in the sky?  How did they get there?  What did they find on the moon?” 
“Not much, rocks I guess.” 
“Are there trees?” – “No” 
“Animals” – “No” 
“People?” – “No” 
“There’s no people there?” she repeats as if now she’s really surprised.  “No” I say, “you 
can’t live up there. There’s no air.” 
A look of bewilderment runs across her face.  “No air?”  She then begins to laugh. 
The next day her brother meets me at the common area for lunch.  “So, is it true that you 
went to the moon?”  For weeks, I am teased for claiming to have gone to the moon. 
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This type of conversation would go on for days between the Iku we stayed with 
and me and my family.  Basic Western, scientific concepts about the nature of reality such 
as the cycles of the Moon, the Earth’s revolution around the Sun, or the idea that the Earth 
is a sphere are completely foreign to the Iku.  The curiosity generates conversations about 
metaphysical reality, where Western Science and Iku cosmovision enter into a sort of 
dialogue, one in which translation is incomplete and both forms of knowledge are left 
wanting. 
 But the moon is not just a rock.  Not to the Iku and not to the West.  Science is 
utterly material.  It is good at the “how”, but not at the “why”.  Within Science studies, 
there has been a distinction between the sciences and Science (Latour 2004).  Sciences fill 
a role whereby they contribute to our understanding of the material world in its already 
established abstract categories.  Science as an underlying Modern ideology that stratifies 
all human knowledge is rejected under this system.  I want to ask questions that cannot 
ignore a material referent.  This may contribute to what biologist Rupert Sheldrake has 
called science that rejects the dominant dogma of materialism (2012).  To get out of this 
paradigm, we must ask deeper questions like, why is the moon there?  Why is anything 
here?  When we move outside of the material and to the metaphysical, Science loses much 
of its power in describing the world or its meaning.   
 Believing something situates things epistemologically.  Cosmovision alleges a 
unified set of beliefs that cohere around principles.  The Law of Origin for example ties 
together Iku beliefs.  Science believes in testing hypotheses and categorizing knowledge 
based on the collection of tested proofs.  Science as Modern reduces experiences into 
models to be understood.  This is Modernity – to separate the natural from the cultural 
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world.  It separates our collective lived experiences into models.  Science is indeed part of 
modernity, but it is not its entirety.  Latour (2000) reminds us, that we have never been 
modern.  That is to say that the most basic atomization of the world with no cultural 
underpinnings is a fiction.  However, the positivist model of science and the idea of 
objectivity are fundamental aspects of modernity and shape, in part, how modern society 
establishes the idea of “belief” as either an affirmation of a proven scientific fact or 
something that exists only in the mind. 
I depart form the Modern understanding of belief and instead root knowledge in 
practice: practice is rooted in belief and belief is sustained by practice.  This illuminates 
two ideas that are central to my thesis: first, the dominant worldview, in a Gramscian 
sense, is an assemblage of different ideas forming a historic bloc of knowledge.  These 
ideas reproduce themselves through processes of coloniality, which also produce subjects 
in relation to power.  For example Modern and indigenous people are created and 
sustained as subjects in reference to certain beliefs or truths. However, there is resistant 
possibility to challenge modernity if we understand knowledge in a hegemonic flux.  
Second, multiculturalism maintains indigenous peoples as subaltern partially by 
institutionalizing indigenous and other subaltern knowledges as outside of the hegemony 
of knowledge.   
Modernity-coloniality and the current dominant liberal regime of multiculturalism 
both categorize and govern indigenous peoples partially based on beliefs that they hold.   
For example, Indigenous peoples are supposed to believe in protecting their territory, and 
also in having economic societies that are isolated from the state.  By contrast, non-
indigenous, modern people are supposed to believe in Christianity and capitalism.  
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Because indigenous beliefs are subjugated, they hold counter hegemonic potential for 
change, such as resisting Christianity or capitalism.  The dominant regime of truth propels 
itself as a process of colonization, because it carries both power and knowledge.  
Therefore, what we believe to be reality is political. 
As the lines of political communication broaden between indigenous people and 
states under multiculturalism, the topic of cultural beliefs has become a prominent theme.  
Povinelli (2000), in chronicling multiculturalism in Australia, describes how aboriginals 
must authenticate their beliefs based on their ontological difference from modernity and 
that only unbelievable things are classified as indigenous, while notions already accepted 
by the dominant culture are considered part of objective reality.  While modern citizens 
are not required to document and verify (i.e. Prove) their customs and beliefs, indigenous 
peoples -- in order to gain recognition from the state -- are held to this governing 
procedure of epistemological interrogation.  The state also maintains power through the 
procedural display of veridiction.  At the same time, indigenous people who move towards 
power and gain knowledge based in Western legal, governmental and scientific systems 
are no longer considered indigenous by the state.  Coloniality holds indigenous peoples in 
a paradox where the power to accumulate and/or produce knowledge is denied them.  But 
it may also be denied to them from their internal culture. 
In his discussion on insurrectionary knowledge, Foucault (1971) discusses how 
different claims to knowledge are constituted by their relationship to power.  Empowering 
knowledges is hard when the dominant knowledge system operates through subsuming 
other knowledges within its own hierarchy.  Modernity reproduces the “truth” that there is 
an objective measurable reality by categorically subverting any claims to the contrary.  
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This is how veridiction operates; it affirms the value of knowledge based on its usefulness 
to the dominant paradigm.  What is “true” is what serves power.  What is resistant in this 
model is therefore what challenges truth.  Discourse becomes insurrectionary when it 
challenges the roots of knowledge and, thus, power. 
When Foucault (1971) asks Marxists, what types of knowledge are you trying to 
disqualify when say you are a science? his intention is to challenge power – not Marxism.  
The question denies that there is a singular truth, and demonstrates how there is resistant 
potential in allying with it.  If we ask the same question of the mamos, who are employing 
local knowledge practices: “what is the difference between science and not science?” then 
Mamo Science is a claim against the colonial pigeonholing of indigenous “magic”, 
“shamanism” or other “esoteric” practices.   
There are different types of knowledges that are called “shamanism” by the west. 
Basically all forms of indigenous trance induced healing practices are called shamanism. 
Even though the broad overgeneralization of categorizing people this way misses the 
variation in the knowledges within these diverse shamanisms throughout the world 
(Fericgla 2001), the mamos of the SNSM have not been classified as shamans (Dolmattoff 
1948). Mamo science is quite different in both its material grounding and its 
insurrectionary potential for forming subjects.   
In naming their practice a “science”, mamos are showing respect for the West.  
They are affirming the West’s hierarchy of knowledge and its dismissal of the esoteric 
practices of many natives and non-natives.  But the mamos also affirm their practice as a 
unique and higher form of knowledge production than other peoples possess – than all 
other peoples possess.  In Valledupar, the largest city within the Black Line, the majority 
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of inhabitants are not indigenous, but they are certainly not Modern in terms of their 
beliefs.  There is strong catholic, magical and esoteric traditions, all of which the mamos 
dismiss. 
Subjugated knowledge, Foucault’s synthesis of the academic margins and the 
discarded local knowledge, is like Mignolo’s “border knowledge”, a synthesis of the 
subjugated possibility of hybridity within coloniality-modernity.  I defend the mamo 
science, and connect it to an insurrectionary knowledge and the possibility of an 
insurrectionary subject who resists the subjugation of their knowledge.  Furthermore, I 
connect the knowledge that mamos produce through their practices as especially potent in 
its ability to challenge the dominant system of colonial knowledge because of its practice-
based system, and its break from the dominant categorization and abstraction of 
indigenous knowledge.  Throughout chapters 4 and 5, there will be many examples of the 
state’s inability to fit the knowledge of the mamos into their colonial paradigm.  
As I explore the ongoing political negotiation of belief within multiculturalism, I 
constantly push at shifting perception of reality by the state.  Claims to reality and valid 
forms of knowledge have become increasingly singular with the global spread of modern 
technology.  There are fewer veils for the complex layers of the material world to be 
experienced through.  Fewer types of knowledge are taken seriously by an increasing 
number of people who are increasingly connected to technological and state forms of 
power-knowledge.  The function of material objects have become the singular measure of 
their worth.  Deeper connections disappear from reality as the register of what constitutes 
reality becomes increasingly narrow.  This overlaps with the lack of understanding of the 
many dimensions of the world by modern subjects seeing through the narrow slits in the 
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veil.  When people are taught that to believe anything outside of Science is to be a fool, 
they do not “believe” what they do not understand.  Any knowledge that they do not 
understand can thus be ignored.  Power-knowledge forwards a type of ignorance.  The 
power-knowledge of Science, and the industrial capitalist power-knowledge of the state, 
are forcefully ignorant of contestatory forms of knowledge.  The subjects who derive their 
power from the dominant framework for knowledge, for example the positivist social 
scientific framework, consider subjective knowledge gained through experience as resting 
outside of objective knowledge.  Furthermore, to “believe” in subjective knowledge, such 
as the subjugated knowledges of subaltern peoples, tends to disqualify people from 
participating in certain conversations because “objectivity” is thought to be sacrificed in 
favor of bias or partiality (Collins 1990; Alexander 2000). 
Thinking human agents interacting with static non-human objects is recognized as 
“reality” by modernity.  But when other objects are part of agency, they are considered not 
real.  This has the obvious effect of subjugating other forms of knowing that exist with 
non-human agents; but it has another function, which is more dangerous.  To ignore 
established connections between physical entities because they are not understood under 
the dominant paradigm, renders the connection lost, but not the object or entity.  
Therefore, the dominant knowledge of Science has come to classify and appropriate the 
symbols and pieces of the knowledge systems that it dominates.  Mountains do not change 
when they are denied agency by the modern state, but they do change when they are 
subsequently mined. Anthropology is a science built on putting the subjective knowledge 
systems of people into objective terms within dominant knowledge categories, which 
ignores, as principle, the objective reality of the groups they study.  And when 
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anthropologists claim to understand the subjects of their inquiries and believe in 
indigenous knowledges, they risk both the misuse and appropriation of their subject’s 
culture and ridicule and accusation of New Ageism by their peers in the academy.  
The political is located beyond the discursive and within ontology. Its not about 
how someone explains the world, its about how they live based on that understanding.  If 
we change the nature of the conversation, and if the challenge comes at a base level of 
understanding the cosmos, then the political implications of the intervention deepens to 
that level.  Thus resistance is located outside of dominant language. Part of this 
dissertation focuses on translation between cultures and evaluates anthropology’s role in 
such processes.  
 
Epistemological Wars of Position 
 Western scholarship is rooted in modernity; particular historical, social and 
cultural ideas based in enlightenment values, promotion of the individual, positivist forms 
of knowledge and governance through the state (Giddens 1990; Habermas 1987).  Part of 
the resurgence of studying modernity has led to its values to be transposed on all other 
epistemologies simply because they are entering into Euro-centered knowledge 
frameworks.  Escobar calls this the “Giddens effect” where in “from now on, it’s 
modernity all the way down, everywhere, until the end of times” (2001). Arjun Appaduri 
(1996) has even argued that because modernity has globalized through technology and 
development that other types of knowledge production are simply “alternate modernities.”  
This term has been used to apply to social movements throughout the third world who 
incorporate any aspect of the dominant culture into their social world. 
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 The idea of multiple modernities frames everything in relationship to Euro-
centered knowledge by privileging the standards of Western modernity as the measure of 
objective reality.  Proponents of alternative modernities frame indigenous epistemology as 
static, and offer it entry into the modern by allowing it to adapt.  This ethnocentric move 
reproduces colonial racist ideas about indigenous peoples and furthers colonial projects of 
hybridization by insisting that if indigenous people are to evolve, then they become 
Modern, which carries the associations of technological advancement, liberal governance, 
individualism and capitalism (Escobar 2001).   
 Anthropologists working in Colombia, David Gow and Joanne Rappaport, both 
promote the idea of indigenous modernity.  Gow frames modernity in valuing the 
“promises of the enlightenment” and the ability to “question [sic] the present” (Gow 
2010).  This is complicit with a colonizing project, because it accepts a Euro-centered base 
for knowledge and reproduces the dichotomy of modern/primitive and dynamic/static 
rooted at the heart of colonial logic.  Rather than framing indigenous responses to 
development as “counter modernity”, I would propose to counter modernity by 
highlighting knowledge that challenges the objectivity of the key themes of dominant 
Modern knowledge: science, logic, capitalism.   
 I agree with the de-colonial scholars rejection of alternative modernities (Escobar 
2001), but find that the reasoning behind this critique is dependent on a modern dialectic. 
The decolonial project aims to rehabilitate the indigenous subject as an agentive, 
knowledge-producing subject whose ways of knowing challenge the Modern paradigm. 
Dialectically opposed knowledges cannot be synthesized, however, if material power is 
not dealt with.  Concepts that are truly not within modernity can be described (as they are 
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here), but they seldom enter into dialogue in practical terms.  The dominant state or 
academy still set the terms of the debate.  By reproducing local knowledges, Indigenous 
people have remained outside of discussions about ontology and governance. 
 “Alternate modernities” conceptually reinforce the idea of a singular reality, and 
allow variation of human experiences attached to this reality; this idea is essentially the 
ideology of multiculturalism.  The reality, however, remains defined by the dominant.  
Latour insists that we move away from the idea that there is one concrete reality and many 
different cultural interpretations of it, a universe, and instead suggests that nature doesn’t 
exist at all, but is only a Western construct that separates man from the rest of the world 
(Latour 1999).  According to Latour, there are many different ways for human and non-
human actors to interact, and a key facet of colonial modernity has been to deem certain 
interactions valid and others invalid.  Denying an objective reality with different cultural 
interpretations, then gives rise to accepting many realities, a pluriverse. 
 In a move away from multiculturalism, and its liberal veil of presumed equality, 
decolonial scholars have suggested that because the Modern “point of view” will always 
be assumed as “real”, it will suit a more democratic analysis to shift the multiplicity to the 
world itself, from merely the perception.  If there exists a “pluriverse” as Latour (1999) 
Escobar (2010), Mignolo (1999), and De la Cadena (2012) suggest, then our politics must 
resolve inherent differences between universes, not between cultures.   
 In the attempt to no longer take reality from others and no longer claim to be the 
standard bearer of truth, a move is made to assume many different realities existing 
simultaneously.  However, as Blaser points out, Science and the Modern constitution are 
still held in a privileged position.  When politics center on the invasion of indigenous 
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lands, whether it is a different standpoint or a different universe itself being discussed, 
what’s to keep the modern capitalist state from setting the parameters of the debate?  It 
seems to me that whenever we get too close to calling out the falsehood embedded within 
Modern capitalism – not its philosophy but its practice – then we are offered a power-
sharing agreement.  So that capitalism can maintain itself as a “truth,” it is justified as a 
way of life, and then we are allowed to have another way of life.  Thanks, but no thanks.  I 
see much more political potency in challenging capitalism as a truth at all.   
 The political claim of the mamos cited throughout this dissertation (and many 
native and non-native peoples) is a critique of industrial capitalism and modernity; it is not 
a claim of living in an alternate “world.”  In fact, indigenous political claims are made 
precisely to transform the same world that global capitalist development and expansion is 
destroying. My critique of multiple worlds stems from it just not sounding right for me, 
but as I have explored the idea further, I find that it is politically problematic.  I attend to a 
particular set of problems regarding development and the pluriverse in chapter 5. 
 Within an indigenocentric understanding, people are related to the world and to 
each other relationally.  That is to say that the composite of all external forces acting on 
any point are creating that point in relation to all others.  People may parcel the relatedness 
of things into categories to amass a deeper connection and manipulation of certain 
relations, but this does not negate other points of connectedness between things, but only 
alters them.  The world is constantly being created, and created with different 
understandings and ideas and experiences all at once, but these different experiences and 
existences are related to each other always.  When we understand “ontology” as “being”, 
and different ways of being is evidenced through our various experiences, we must not 
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forget that each of our ways of being (and knowing) is related to other ways of being.  In 
the forest, the squirrel does not exist as the hawk, but this is not to say they live in 
different forests.  Just because people live ontologically different existences, does not 
mean that they inhabit different worlds.  It means that their world is complex and never 
fully knowable to all. 
 The industrial West’s relationship to the minerals in the Earth exemplifies an 
exploitative relationship.  A mineral, like Colton for example, is mined for use in cell 
phones, which are increasingly expanding digital information sharing among people in the 
industrial world.  This increase in digital information sharing has in the last few years 
altered cultural behavior in these places because this technology has altered how people 
relate to each other and the world.  This has changed behavior, and in some ways is in the 
process of changing “being” – but it is not creating an alternate world.  The human 
advancement in technology shapes human evolution (White 1960).  However, the 
connections do not end there.  The Chinese sweatshop slaves who make the cell-phones 
are also shaped by the industrial expansion.  The Congolese Colton miners, too, are 
shaped in the process.  However, the influence on different places is unique to each place.  
Not only are those exploited missing the bus that the whole of the industrial West is 
riding, they are also on a different bus going the other direction.  All the while the road is 
being created – not different roads, but the same road that travels two ways.  To suggest 
that the exploiters and exploited live in different worlds sounds cruel and naïve to the 
power disproportion.   
 The politics of different ontological experiences read through the discourse of 
“different worlds” recreates Western reductive modernity, which stands philosophically 
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opposed to relationality.  In our own political lives, there are plenty of differences of 
opinion and belief about what this world is made of.  That hardly makes the worlds 
themselves different, and assuming so actually prevents dialogue or understanding across 
different experiences.  Marx and Nietzsche did not live in different worlds; they disagreed 
with each other.  This ordering of the world categorizes how and when and why things are 
connected as related to a specific understanding of power - the dominant understanding.  
We can understand how certain connections operate; however, other points of connection 
are obscured – we are left with opposing units instead of relationally bound processes.   
 Last summer many people in Austin, Texas rallied either for or against a woman’s 
right to have an abortion.  The reality for some is that life begins at conception, so any 
abortion is murder.  Regardless of any practical, humanist or rights-based argument on the 
other side, if one still believes that a baby is being killed, nothing else matters.  Different 
beliefs are at the root of opposing sides of a debate.  To insist that the pro-life and pro-
choice Americans inhabit different worlds sounds a bit silly.  It also suggests that they 
have no common ground between them.  As I understand it, each position is dialectically 
produced by its reflective other, and a solution lies in rejecting the categorical separation 
and moving towards common goals.  Access to health-care and family planning services 
to women is denied on the basis of anti-abortion measures, abortion remains legal, and no 
one is really “happy”; all the while women are still repressed by the same system.  There 
are not different worlds, but one.  I digress here to shed light on the absurdness of multiple 
worlds and to highlight the connection to the concept of ontology.   
 In rejecting the multiple worlds, I am making a renewed case for a universe.  There 
is also the question of different epistemologies.  How do we know differently?  The 
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mamos are a textbook example of a non-modern epistemology.  It is easy to see how they 
receive information in a different way than do anyone else.  The dominant Modern 
epistemology cannot control or distort how the mamos may receive their information from 
the Earth.  However, the information that they do receive is always changing as the 
circumstances of the world change.  Mamo knowledge is limited in ability to respond to 
the challenges imparted through interaction with bunachi.  A new type of disease requires 
a new type of remedy.  A new type of pain requires a new type of relief.  A new type of 
confusion requires a new type of understanding.   
It is not uncommon for the new problem and its corresponding remedy to come 
together.  There is no cure for AIDS in the Sierra.  The mamos can only forbid sex with 
foreigners.  In a similar way, contact with bunachi is limited by decree of the mamos in 
order to protect their people from unwanted changes or problems.  The lure of the new is 
strong enough to trigger an epidemic of AIDS, alcoholism and exploitative capitalism, 
however.  And when these things arrive, the mamos have no cure for the new diseases of 
their people.  Other Iku have turned to Western science, magic or money to seek reprieve.  
But in the official spaces of tribal government difficult decisions are forced on their 
leaders. 
 What is to be done about massive influx of problems that are rooted in relations 
that are outside of a groups’ control?  They do not understand these problems coming 
from another world.  They understand these problems connected with other types of 
people with different ways of knowing.  Instead of seeking to destroy their enemies, the 
mamos seek their illumination.  Paradoxically, the knowledge that would reveal the 
destruction that the West produces is outside of Modern epistemology.  However, it is not 
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outside of the Western world.  Also, the solution to the dissonance lies in material 
practices, not in abstract ideas. 
Returning to multiculturalism as a state procedure, the translation of ideas coming 
from different cultures is key.  If we see translation as a useful practice for either 
anthropology or legal activism, then we are better off focusing on connections among 
knowledges, not separations.   That is, not focusing on a pluriverse, but attending to the 
constantly changing nature of the universe and how it is created through our thoughts and 
actions.   
 
Conclusions 
            The cosmovision of the Iku is different from the modern cosmovision, but not 
ideally as a philosophical or discursive construct – it is different as a material and spiritual 
set of practices.  What I call Spiritual Materialism denies a separation between the 
material and the spiritual, the opposing sides of the Modern universe.  I have laid out an 
empirical view of the cosmos from an Iku standpoint, rooted in their knowledge 
system.  But I have been careful not to distance this from reality by naming it a set of 
“beliefs”.  The knowledge is a productive foundation of practice, subjectivity and 
ontology.  
            The political dimensions of this intervention become apparent in the second part of 
my dissertation, where I explore the state and Modern attempts at translation of Iku ideas.  
In almost all cases of multicultural governance, the state reproduces modern 
objectification and subsumes Iku culture within Modern standards of value in a way that 
upholds dominant power.  I also have been careful not to place the Iku in an alternate 
world, but respect multiple positions of knowledge as simultaneously producing different 
types of subjects. 
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In the next chapter, I explore how Iku knowledge interprets differences among 
people.  I compare this with a Marxist interpretation of difference to show how we can 
understand difference as Modern thinkers, and still miss many layers of connection among 
peoples. 
 
Throughout this dissertation I am speaking form the political position of a universe 
and a relational ontology.  However, I use western theorists, as I have done in this chapter, 
in order to assess the structures that have been produced through coloniality and to break 
them down.  This is not an inconsistency with the relational cosmovision; it is merely a 
part of it. 
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Chapter 3 
 
A Dependence on Difference: How an Alternate Cosmovision Complicates Identity 
 
“Yet it is generally taken for granted, even among anthropologists, that the systems of knowledge 
of traditional peoples are inadequate for the modern world with its ideal model of scientific 
rationality: so cognitive racism does exist.” 
Josep Ma Fericgla, 2001 
 
“They are different from us.  They have always been different from us, even since before the 
colonization.  We have never been at peace with those in that family, in that caste.” 
-One Iku leader speaking about a neighbor, 2012 
 
People who have an ancestral connection to the land they live on, like the Iku, 
view their territory and their cultures as reciprocally productive of each other.  Their 
identity is their land and their land is their identity.  Culture-territory is the unity of people 
and place as a system (Descola 1994; Escobar 1998, 1999), and I use the term where other 
use an abstract concept of “culture”.  For the Iku, their culture is the Black Line, the 
Mountain, her subjects and the communion among them.  Modernity objectifies land by 
assigning it as a resource that can be possessed, and, thus, disconnects people from their 
culture-territory (Escobar 1998).  Part of this disconnection has been to assign categories 
to people, which denies internal processes of self-making and the production of culture-
territory.  For example, maps of a territory are used to show the land as separate from 
people, and have been foundational to modern colonial rule (Serje 2002).  The national 
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census has had a similar effect, but in reverse – it measures populations but misses their 
connection to place and history.  Traditionally, the state has governed human differences 
based on racial categories, but under neoliberal multiculturalism, it is culture instead that 
serves as the marker of sanctioned difference.  This opens a new opportunity to renew 
culture-territory as significant in conversations about land and identity. 
Through demonstrating the connections that Iku people use to identify people, I 
look to open a renewed discussion about race and difference that is obscured by modern 
racist and antiracist discourses.  I intend to demonstrate that Liberal Humanism, the 
Universalist, anti-racist idea underlying multiculturalism, has equally genocidal potential 
as the colonial myth of White Supremacy. Multiculturalism as a project of governance has 
challenged the structure of the colonial racial hegemony by accepting a variety of cultures, 
but promoting a Modern, liberal humanist understanding of race.  However, governing 
differences among people, as a liberal humanist project of governance has not led to 
equity among groups; that is to say that disparities remain along racialized lines 
throughout all colonial and post-colonial societies. 
  Cultural processes of self-making tend to involve a racialization component, this 
is certainly true of the Iku.   Iku understandings of human groups come from differences 
reproduced through ties to their culture-territory.  Iku understandings of groups are not as 
a social construction, but in the sense of innate physiological distinction carried through 
inheritance.  This has let me to characterize this as primordial racial ideas and Iku society 
as racist; however, their unique cultural understandings of difference defy these western 
categories.  Certain types of knowledge and social roles are limited and distinguished 
based on inherited attachment to place and family.  Important to this chapter, is that Iku 
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interpolate Modern subjects as inherently violent, and therefore reproduce racial ideas 
about them, but do so from a standpoint centered on human/land relationships.  I also 
demonstrate how Iku processes of racialization have been limited by liberal 
multiculturalism. 
I use the Marxist and modern cultural ideas in this chapter, not to reinforce 
modernity as opposed to the relational ontology I have just laid out.  Instead I am 
dialoguing with how the state identifies and governs its subjects, which is a modern 
process.  The second part of this chapter turns back to relational epistemology.  The 
distinction between Marxist and Iku understandings of difference produce a reflexive 
expansion Marxist ideas.  Relationality is always a “yes and”, not a “no, but.”  That is to 
say that Marxist and genealogical understandings of identity are useful, but they are not 
complete.  While some ideas in this chapter dialogue with ideas in biosocial and bio-
cultural sciences, I still these terms as incomplete because they emerge from the modern 
foundation of categorization.  Neither biology nor society exists as ideas in the Iku 
worldview – people and nature are always reciprocally productive of each other.  
A unified politics for confronting the unequal distribution of power in society for 
ethnic groups, racism, has not emerged from multiculturalism.  Perhaps there is potential 
for equitable societies through allowing culture-territories to coexist in non-exploitative 
economies that respect differences that are tied to land.  The Iku model for understanding 
ethnicity speaks to these ends.  While not anti-racist, and perhaps sometimes outright 
racist, their alternative epistemology sheds new light on this old and controversial topic.  
 
Part 1: Race and Power in Latin America 
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 According to Stuart Hall (1996), identity formation has two parts, how a group is 
interpolated by others, and how they self identify.  Interpolation is a concept that signifies 
identity categories and the subjugation of those who fall within them.  Agency is largely 
absent from interpolation, but active within self-making.  It is important, therefore, to first 
outline the interpolated indigenous subject to understand the limits and effects of 
indigenous political subjectivity.  I undertake a Hallian examination of ethnicity in Latin 
America to situate the racial hegemony in which the Iku exist. 
 Historically and geographically, the Iku are tied to the colonial conquest of the 
Americas by European powers of the 16th century.  Within this colonial project, 
Indigenous Amerindians (Indians) were the interpolated racial and ethnic group that were 
conquered and then governed by the Spanish. The Spanish racially categorized Native 
peoples as Indians with a subjective position in religious, economic and social terms.  
After independence and into the modern era, Indians remained a categorical subjectivity 
for those groups who refused entry into the state.  The salience of Indian as an identifying 
term outlasted different modes of government and historical epoch’s and remained to see 
the current rise of indigenous movements. According to the decolonial scholars (Quijano 
1988; Dussel 1996), Indigeneity is a colonial construct and was created as dichotomously 
opposed to the Modern subject of the colony and later the state. The term Indian has 
always been important, not only for those subsumed under the category, but for the 
creation and maintenance of the state. 
 According to Antonio Gramsci (1985), the state is in a continual process of 
formation. Flux is created by the war of position between different groups, whose 
competing interests are negotiated and coalesce into the dominant hegemony, a ruling bloc 
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of ideas.  Coloniality, as a ruling bloc, established the state along with a unifying national 
consciousness that distinguished members of civil society from outsiders (Gramsci 1985).  
The hegemonic discourse of identifying subjects is a key element of governmental control, 
because it provides the subjectivities for people to fall within and categorizes them as 
belonging, or not belonging, to the dominant order (Gramsci 1985).  If we use this 
framework to explain the cultural production of the state in Latin America, key to state 
formation and governance are subjects who identify as culturally within the system.  The 
maintenance of having an inside of the system is contingent with also having those who 
are outside of the system: Indians. 
 The subjugation of certain peoples and the privileging of others is at the core of 
hegemony, and as a Marxist, Gramsci saw these groups as inherently class-based.  Within 
the historical construction of Latin America, classes were formed ethnically and racially, 
within a global racial hierarchy.  This hierarchy is explained in racial formation theory 
(Omi &Winant 1994; Winant 2001), and speaks to how Whites as a social construct have 
been privileged over darker-skinned peoples, with Blacks at the bottom of the hierarchy 
being the most subjugated.  This model certainly fits the historical context of Colombia 
and the current political climate (Sanders 2004).  While Blacks have been subjugated 
traditionally as slaves, then as rural poor, whites have been the economic and cultural 
power-holders, with mestizos, mixed race of Spanish, Black and Indian, in the middle.  
Indians have had their own place, however, as marginal to power, but playing a key role in 
upholding the nation.  
 Indigenous peoples at the time of the conquest were thought to be less than human, 
and therefore a separate race, that was uncivilized.  Civilization, modernity, rational 
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thought and the state have all served to create a hegemonic discourse of power and control 
since then.  Indigenous people have remained distinctly those outside of civilization 
(Dussel 1995, Escobar 2001). Colombia implemented this racial distinction as a form of 
governance. 
 While many Latin American countries attempted to solidify their national identity 
around unifying hybrid cultures of mestizaje, Colombia did not.  Mestizaje’s ideal 
throughout Latin America was the mixing of Indian and Spanish blood and culture 
forming a unified people.  This formula subsumed Indigenous peoples into the dominant 
culture by offering them citizenship in exchange for their culture-territories, thus, 
expanding the colonization process into the era of the state (De la Cadena 1999; Diaz 
Polanco 1982).  Where these projects took place, there was always resistance by groups 
and individuals who refused entry into the nation.  These people remained Indian.  The 
Indians who rejected their native cultures and adopted the language, dress and customs of 
the dominant society became mestizos.  However, these people were still stigmatized 
racially.  
 Race in Latin America is not only discursively based on phenotypic appearance, 
but is also attached to geographic region, way of life, culture, cleanliness, language and 
dress among other things (Cordillero-Mansfeld 1998; De la Cadena 1998; Orlove 1998).  
This allows for two important interventions: first, it illuminates the ability of people to 
shift between ethnic and racial categories, and second, it allows us to see race as a floating 
signifier that attaches itself to people regardless of their position within hegemonic 
discourse (Hall 1996). 
 Cultural production is key to how different notions of racism have emerged over 
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time in Latin America. According to De la Cadena: in the post-colonial era “conceptually, 
the struggle entailed a dispute over whether race was to be defined by external 
appearances (mainly phenotype), or through such 'internal' qualities as morality, 
intelligence, and education” (1998).  The dispute led to the latter being adopted and the 
phenotype of rich mestizos to become “silenced.” De la Cadena continues, “the procedure 
eventually generated what I deem 'silent racism,' namely the practice of 'legitimate' 
exclusions, based on education and intelligence, while overtly condemning biological 
determinisms” (1998).   The move away from biological determinism opened the door to 
mestizaje. 
 The process of mestizaje took different forms throughout Latin America.  While a 
Mexican version relegated indigenous peoples as the lowest rung on the hierarchy, 
Peruvian Indigenista philosophies of the 1920’s and ‘30’s favored “pure” natives over 
mixed hybrids, and saw mestizos as a lower class altogether. Fausto Reinaga’s Indianista 
terminology, popular throughout the Andes during this time, promoted cultural 
understandings of race that favored indigenous purity.  This allegedly anti-racist position 
can only be understood under the idea of inherited racial positions (De la Candena 1998, 
1999; Lucero 2010).  Indianismo in this way is similar to the contemporary political 
climate in Colombia and the Special Indigenous Rights Paradigm. 
 Throughout different historical periods there was always an underlying racist logic 
to societal structure.  Through the colonial period race was readily used as a biological 
marker of difference, during the sixties Marxist class terms defined the difference between 
indigenous and mestizos, and more recently “culture” has replaced race to define ethnicity. 
Race has remained structural despite its many changes throughout Latin America, and 
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always with similar connotations of civility and society, which rejected Indians.  However, 
the Colombian case is distinct. 
 Under Spanish rule, the greater Colombian region implemented a form of 
governance that allowed the Crown to govern its indigenous subjects without naming 
them as citizens.  The cabildo system, still present in Colombia, is a holdout from this era.  
While Latin America liberalized during the 20th century and implemented mestizo unity 
projects to incorporate indigenous people into the state, Colombia maintained a 
conservative, classically racist position of keeping indigenous people separate from the 
rest of the nation (Rathgerber 2004). Non-indigenous mestizo Colombian subjects are 
colonos, literally meaning colonizers.  Indigenous Colombians have been relegated to 
resguardos, similar to reservations in the United States, where an elected official, the 
cabildo, interacts with the state government.  This system has had some incredible effects 
on the country.  For example, while indigenous people make up only 2% of the Colombian 
population (around 700-800,000 individuals), there are over 80 distinct pueblos and over 
60 different languages, more than any other South American country.   
 Keeping indigenous peoples at a distance from the state did not mean that they 
were spared the history of colonization and violence suffered by Indians throughout the 
region, although in some cases it took a different form. Colonialism in Colombia was 
mostly “privatized,” or relegated to civil society.  The Catholic Church was in charge of 
Christianizing the Indians in hopes of bringing them into civilization.  This has led to a 
large number of Christian Indians (Rappaport 2005).  Also, colonization and mixing has 
led to hybrid mestizos throughout Colombia, just as in any other Latin American country. 
In many cases civil-society acted independently of the state in terms of incorporating 
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indigenous peoples into society, but they operated using the same logics. 
 The Colombian state benefited from keeping indigenous peoples outside of society 
by foregoing a project of mestizaje and maintaining that Colombian citizens are civilized, 
non-indigenous, members of the nation.  In a Gramscian sense, the ruling class used the 
racialization of indigenous people to keep them on the periphery of society and thus, 
created a society in which the “civilized” masses were accepted into the culturally 
“homogenized” Colombian nation.  Those who remained in their resguardos have, 
therefore, always occupied a special position – and the Iku are one such group.   
  
Indigeneity and Self-Making 
 The Colombian state’s management of their indigenous population allowed for 
indigenous agency in self-making to differ from other places in Latin America.  For 
example, internal cultural practices were allowed to remain on the resguardo, rather than 
being stamped out by a push to modernize the Indians.  Indigenous language, dress, 
religion and political organization have, thus, remained in diverse and distinct forms 
throughout Colombia.  Within their material space, there has been a great deal of room for 
Indigenous peoples to maintain their political agency to (re)-produce their cultural forms 
and traditions despite the changing nature of the world around them.  This space has 
allowed many indigenous peoples in Colombia, and certainly the Iku among them, to be 
read as essentially more “traditional” and “authentic” than indigenous peoples elsewhere 
(Ulloa 2009).  Central to the interpolation of Colombian Indians as traditional is their 
maintenance of culture-territory. 
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 Debates surrounding the invention of culture and its strategic use have remained 
central to anthropological discourse over the last thirty years.  Much of this literature is in 
response to indigenous strategic uses of their culture for gains opened up in transnational 
Human Rights law and state-sponsored multiculturalist projects (Asch & Sampson 2006; 
Barsh 1996; Comoroff & Comoroff 1997; Engle 2010; Kuper 2003); however, the history 
of cultural production is much older.  The notion that people produce culture is certainly 
still prominent in anthropological literature and is addressed below.  How they do so is 
another matter.  For example, the Iku term for modern, non-indigenous people, bunachi, 
means civilized.  Thus, the Iku are reproducing dominant logics about being “uncivilized,” 
but doing so through their own cultural understandings. 
 Classical Marxist interpretations allow a much stronger role for the ruling classes 
to shape culture through ideology (Marx 1977).  Gramscian approaches allow for culture 
to be produced through a negotiation between classes (Gramsci 1985).  Bourdieu’s 
practice theory centers the everyday actions of people in producing their culture (Bourdieu 
1973).  Depending on the scale and scope of cultural production, I see value in each of 
these models for evaluating the changing racial production between Iku and national 
Colombian societies.   
 Within the ruling ideology of the Colombian state outlined above, indigenous 
peoples are confined as outside of the state and marked as “indigenous,” with all of the 
discursive baggage that the term carries. Thus, cultural production for indigenous 
Colombians has been marked by particular confines dictated by the state, most notably 
being denied power and access to the state. Marxist structuralism operates well to describe 
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racialization at the state level, but on the local level the production of cultural forms as 
daily practice is prominent.   
 Through indigenous cosmovision, the world is ordered by particular religious 
concepts: gender dualities, animal spirits, the sacred balance of the universe, and the Earth 
and its geological formations as sentient beings, are all ideas that structure the daily life of 
the Iku, as well as many other indigenous peoples.  Because of the marked difference from 
Western traditions, these ideas are often celebrated internally, and derided externally, as 
pre-Columbian.  However, the overlying binary of the “modern West” and “pre-
Columbian indigenous” cultures points to a negotiation between an internally maintained 
system and an external, aggressive force.  This is where the Gramscian position is useful.  
Culture is shaped through internal mechanisms, but those mechanisms are informed by the 
outside structure.  On the margins of the indigenous spatial and cultural location, a site I 
will explore below, the interplay and negotiation becomes more apparent. 
 When analyzing how practice shapes cultural identity, there appears to be no 
distinction between material and ideological processes, just a seamless whole where 
culture dictates action and this action is constantly reproducing culture (Bordieu 1973).  
Cultural production becomes the center from which both structure and agency are 
connected.  Indigenous people are allowed, even encouraged, to produce their distinct 
cultures outside of Colombian society, which has traditionally marked them as different 
and subjugated.  At the same time, through the production of culture, indigenous people 
have maintained their own life ways as well as a sense of collective agency.  For example, 
the Iku maintain their distinct language, dress, cosmovision and material culture and the 
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material production of this culture serves as their basis for understanding their difference 
from bunachi.     
 The nature of this negotiation has altered drastically in recent years, due to the rise 
of multiculturalism.  Changes in positions of power within Colombian society, especially 
for indigenous peoples, give an opportunity to test the Gramscian theory of social change.  
The way that race and culture have reformed as ideas under multiculturalism and the 
effects this has had on indigenous peoples and their relationships with states is important 
to understanding my primary thesis. 
 Cultural production often allows for structural markers to become invisible while 
still maintaining potency.  Liberal societies, for example, claim to eliminate racism, 
although racial disparities and discrimination continue.  Multiculturalism provides a 
similar example throughout Latin America where indigenous subjectivity is privileged, 
and many indigenous people are able to benefit from this political space, only for society 
to reproduce racism in other ways.  Three forms stand out: the class and race 
discrimination that is made more invisible by the privileging of indigenous subjects, 
indigenous racism against others, and the persistence of racism directed at indigenous 
peoples (including internalized racism).  
 Protection of indigenous peoples, rights, lands and cultures through 
multiculturalism reifies their racialized distinction from the dominant society.  In this 
sense, multiculturalism is a move against white-supremacist miscegenation and colonial 
projects of genocide, which is positive.  However, there are problems with state 
classification of ethnic groups: it ignores class issues to the detriment of rural (non-
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indigenous) poor, and allows indigenous people to align themselves with the state control 
and maintenance of populations based on “culture.”   
 The obscuring of class disparities is one unintended consequence of the alliance 
between indigenous peoples and the state that forms the historical bloc of 
multiculturalism.  People are further removed from land under a globalized, neoliberal 
expansion of capital, but its ok, as long as they’re not indigenous.  Privileged indigenous 
subjects with special knowledge and rights can be protected by the state through a 
multicultural discourse, while the masses are ignored and are suffering the negative 
consequences of racialized capitalist exploitation.  The populations most affected by 
violence and poverty are dark-skinned, and the most elite groups are White. 
 The persistence of racism through the multicultural moment follows the argument 
outlined earlier, where race, a floating signifier, attaches itself to a number of socially 
produced constructs.  Within Neoliberal Multiculturalism, where particular indigenous 
peoples have benefited economically from their ability to trade handicrafts in foreign 
markets for example, this economic success rarely reaches the whole indigenous 
population.  An increase is racialized discrimination from mestizos can occur as a response 
(Hale 1997, 2006).  What’s more is that those who benefit directly often reproduce racist 
language against other indigenous people.  There is even a Quechua translation of “filthy 
Indian” – Mapa Runa – a common racial slur in the Andes (Cordillero-Mansfeld 1998). 
This is internalized racial inferiority; indigenous people are holding onto colonial racial 
constructs from where they assume their self-referential identity. 
The possibility for indigenous peoples to develop a contradictory consciousness 
also presents itself in the internalized racism that is promoted within the racialized 
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hegemony.  Contradictory consciousness is a Gramscian term for groups self-making of a 
subaltern class identity, which upholds the hegemonic power structure (Gramsci 1992).  
Indigenous people who identify with being indigenous from the colonial standpoint and 
not from their own culture-territory will produce their culture in a distinct way.  The 
emerging identities among the Iku, described in the following chapter, could be read as 
embodying contradictory consciousness.   
Barnor Hesse describes racism as stuck in a “double bind” between de-colonial 
concepts of racism and Eurocentric concepts, where colonial “racism” is upheld through 
discursively employing “anti-racist” attacks against a Eurocentric racial ideology (Hesse 
2004). What kind of double bind exists in Latin America, where neoliberal 
multiculturalism has taken hold?  The masses have not only a poverty of social wealth, but 
a poverty of cultural wealth also, because they are not afforded the opportunity to produce 
their material culture.  Most mestizos have no cultural recognition, no special rights, and 
no economic power.  The alliance of indigenous peoples and the ruling classes allow for 
the marginalization of the poor, and also the maintenance of the racialized dichotomy 
between White and indigenous at the privileged ends of the racial scale.  
 This brings us back to the state, the primary power holder within this scenario, 
which decides who is really allowed to claim indigeneity and the rights that come along 
with it, and which upholds the power of the white, elite ruling class.  This has led to some 
problematic politics in Colombia, in which the Iku are trapped.  
 Indigenous people throughout Colombia have participated in direct action against 
the state in recent years in protest of continued government violence on their lands and 
against their leaders (Murrillo 2006; Rappaport 2005, 2009). National and regional 
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organizations have been at the forefront of calling for broad indigenous demands and 
articulating an indigenous standpoint against government action (Avirama and Marquez 
2004; Jackson 2006; Rappaport 2005).  Meanwhile, the Iku and other pueblos of the 
SNSM have enjoyed government support in the vein of new land grants and increased 
government funding.  This goes along with the political stance that the Iku have taken – 
they refuse to participate in the national indigenous movement politics because they see it 
as a form of aggression that is against their worldview.   
The government has used the Iku political rejection of violence against other 
groups, claiming that the national indigenous movements are merely guerilla supporters 
because “real” Indians, like the Iku, do not behave that way.  However, the Iku reinforce 
the distinction in a unique way. Iku differentiate from bunachi based on practice – bunachi 
are violent/Iku are peaceful; these practices have their own history in the SNSM. 
 
Part 2 - Violence, Ontology and Subjects 
To the Iku, the Modern objectification of land separates people from territory and 
is a type of violence.  The Iku understand Modern conceptions of both land and people as 
extensions of this violence.  The Iku publically characterize mines and dams and other 
development projects as violence against the land.  Often overlooked, however, is the 
connection that the Iku make between people without ancestral territory as products of 
violence in the same way.  There are congruent ideas within de-colonial scholarship, 
describing a separation of people from culture-territory as an ongoing aspect of colonial 
modernity (Escobar 2001). The lived experiences of people that ties them to culture-
territory is abstracted when people become subjects of states.  The outcome is an 
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abstraction of people’s understanding of their place in the world.  How people are 
connected to land, spirits or others, is removed from daily cultural practices; instead, 
peoples ideas about who they are become nationalist, racialized and stratified according to 
hierarchies of power.  The process of dispossessing people from their territory also then 
separates them from their own lives and the way they are connected to others (Alexander 
2000).  
Confusion as to one’s own beliefs, or the values of one’s own culture, describes 
the hyper-modern neoliberal subject.  Complete disassociation of cultural practices from 
either a cultural territory or an identity-based group is the outcome of colonization.  
Groups that maintain a cultural distinction from the dominant society, do so at the expense 
of marginalization and exploitation.  This is what indigenous people have always resisted.  
This is what indigeneity is perceived to be the opposite of, and to what people produce 
their cultures in resistance. Modernity creates subjects that are violent – not subsumed 
within an ideology of violence, but worse, created as subjects of violence. The colonial 
dichotomy traps non-indigenous people as subjects forced to habitually re-produce a 
coloniality of power rooted in violence and delusion. 
 Taking an example from my own decolonial teaching pedagogy, I will demonstrate 
this disconnection.  I teach a cultural anthropology undergraduate class.  When we enter 
the lesson on violence and culture, I always open by asking how many students are 
advocates of killing, of murder or of violence in general.  I ask them how their culture 
thinks of and responds to killing.  They respond across a spectrum of being generally 
against murder, but that it also exists as a perversion of cultural values or tied to 
corruption or bad individuals.  I then ask the follow up question of who among them play 
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violent video games, specifically games where the first person point of view revolves 
around killing other people in some way.  Many of the class from across the spectrum of 
race, class and gender raise their hands.  Why, I ask, are so many of the kids who are 
against violence simulating the practice among themselves?  They all know the answer.  
They know the difference between real and imagined violence, though some warn about 
becoming desensitized.   
 I then ask how many would play a game where the object was the rape of women 
or molestation of small children.  They respond with disgust.  I assure them that it would 
just be imagined rape and pedophilia, not real.  It’s there, in that discomfort, in that 
disgust, where aversion to a practice is held.  To many people, I tell them, the video games 
you play would be just like that – disgusting!  People who are against violence, really 
against violence, would not play those games.  But the danger is not that modern people 
believe in killing, it is in that they do not believe that they believe in killing.  They are 
schizophrenic to their own values and beliefs.   
 This disassociation is a result of the modern constitution’s separation of practice 
and belief explored in the previous chapter.  This plays out among the creation of 
indigenous and non-indigenous subjects in Colombia too.  With its long history of 
violence, the Iku, among other peoples, see violence and disconnection as the underlying 
value of modernity.  The Iku see themselves as peaceful and view the bunachi society as 
violent: development practices are violence against the land, colonos are violence against 
other people, and other practices are spiritual violence against the Law of Origin. 
 Multiculturalism obscures how the implicit disconnection for non-indigenous 
peoples allows for coloniality to reproduce itself through the embodiment of violent 
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subjects and their lack of culture-territory.  The colonial production of modern subjects 
must be analyzed equally to the subaltern/indigenous subject that stands as his opposite.  
Coloniality reproduces itself through a genocidal relationship between modern and 
indigenous subjects, which is resisted by the practice of preserving culture or being 
indigenous.  The violent subject, the disconnected, the necropolitical agent of the state 
reproduces genocide, likewise, by existing.  These foot soldiers in the colonial encounter 
cannot be held responsible for the paradigm that creates and sustains them, but they cannot 
be healed if they are ignored either.   
The pueblos of the SNSM are peaceful.  They have been described as among the 
most peaceful people in the world (Eriera 1992).  This is something they are proud of.  It 
is unclear whether this peacefulness was born in a pre-Columbian past expressed through 
their cosmovision and held onto through colonization, or whether it was invented through 
the colonial encounter as a mechanism for survival, as a stance against the violence of 
colonial Spaniards, of independence wars, of modernization, of civil wars, of guerillas, of 
paramilitaries, of a long threat of genocide.  Perhaps the peacefulness of the Four Pueblos 
is the result of a combination of the above factors.  Because they profess to not believe 
violence at all, the Iku are the Indians that westerners love to love.  The Iku reproduce the 
colonial fantasy embedded within liberal humanism – they are non-violent, and, thus, no 
threat to the dominant society.  However, the bunachi violence against the Iku has a more 
material history. 
Where I work and spend most of my time in the SNSM, just below the second 
largest settlement area of Savanna Crespo, it is peaceful now.  The paramilitary violence 
ended here in 2009.  When I write the date down, it is jarring – I have been working here 
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since 2006.   I was initially interested in the aerial spraying of herbicides taking place in 
the region through US sponsored Plan Colombia, but the violence in the immediate region 
is much older.  
The FARC first showed up in the SNSM in the 1970’s.  They had abandoned the 
hardline Marxist rhetoric of the ELN, which organized around the principle that there are 
no indigenous people, only peasants and that cultural divisions were created to aid the 
state in dividing and conquering the lower classes.  The FARC allowed for indigenous 
peoples to exist among the movement and allied with the Iku to help them regain 
traditional territory in the 1980’s.   
The Iku did not pick up arms (officially).  They weren’t guerillas.  Iku law forbids 
them to carry weapons.  “We are all born with a weapon,”6 I am told, “the weapon of 
thought.  This is the only weapon we are permitted.”  The military did not display caution 
in responding to the collusion between the guerillas and Iku, however.  At a crucial stage 
in Iku history, the Colombian army assassinated the three primary Iku leaders: Cabildo 
Luis Napoleon Torres, Angel-Maria Torres and Antonio Hugues Chaparo. 
While all three were murdered, only Napoleon was wearing the traditional Iku 
traje, and it was his corpse alone that was mutilated, hung upside down and shamed; his 
sacred tools desecrated along with his body.  This attack showed to be something more 
than an attack on Marxists or a lesson against collaborating with them.  This was an attack 
against the Iku as a people.  It was an insult to their culture and a threat to their livelihood.  
Despite a political split and separation between the Iku and the FARC in the early 
nineties, this type of terrorism has continued periodically until the present.  More recently, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 This is common Iku discourse. 
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it was the paramilitaries carrying out violence instead of the national army.  In 2006, just 
one farm away from where I write this, an Iku man was murdered, his traje was 
desecrated and, according to local Iku sources, his heart was removed and eaten. 
I am compelled to explore where this violence comes from, and how it can be 
resisted.  The landless peasants feeding the guerilla, paramilitary (paras) and army forces 
that carry out violent acts are colluding in an ongoing project of genocide against the 
indigenous population.  However, some peasants are colluding in the hopes that they will 
secure land rights, while others remain of nebulous intent.  There is an open war of one 
people and their way of life, against another, although the stakes involved are rarely told 
from the cultural position of the Iku.  The multicultural paradigm has not resolved these 
issues, and perhaps only obscured them.  
 
Mutual Disrespect 
In 2006, there was a meeting to discuss Human Rights violations in the SNSM 
among members of the government, including the commander of the army in the 
department of Cesar and the alcalde of Valledupar, and representatives of the UNHCHR 
and the CIT. During the meeting, the Iku represented development projects, the state, the 
army, the paras, the fumigation and NGO’s as all the same actor.  Some members of the 
Iku pueblo berated the authorities for the violence taking place against their land and 
people.  An ‘us against you’ attitude was present when the Iku spoke.  The government 
authorities did not show respect for, or seem to be phased by, the Iku discourse.   Instead 
they responded with confusion, as if the Iku viewpoint was culturally dissonant with the 
reality of the complexity concerning the various problems in the region. 
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When European allies raise concerns, the officials become dismissive in a different 
way.  Instead of belittling them as they had the Iku, they took a position of local dismissals 
of an elite transnational intervention.  The alcalde denied that there was any violence, 
instead using this as an opportunity to promote the construction of a dam.  Then the army 
commander went further by accusing the Iku of putting on a show for their European 
friends. The colonos in power are not used to foreigners intervening in their affairs and 
clearly view the alliance between the Iku and the international Human Rights as a 
disruption of the dominant order. 
 Finally, one American activist became fed up and asked, “What about the 
paramilitaries? What are the local authorities doing to respond to para violence?” “Oh, 
haven’t you heard?” responded the army commander, “there aren’t any paras anymore.  
They were disbanded.”  The room falls silent except for the laughter of the government 
officials at the front of the room.  The process appears to be useless. 
The commander referred to the charade of demobilization that took place in 2005 
when then president Uribe’s connections to the right-wing militias became public 
knowledge and quite unpopular; to save face, Uribe offered a solution where the groups 
ceremonially turned in their weapons in exchange for amnesty.  This political theatre has 
been used to silence critics of paramilitary violence.  The Colombian authorities simply 
say, that the paras do not exist.  Just like at the Human Rights delegation meeting, no one 
needs to believe the lie.  The state does not address the roots of the violence nor the 
connections between disenfranchised peasants perpetrating violence and the dominant 
society.  Neither does the state address the Iku asserted connections between development 
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and violence.  Instead the state objectifies the violence as specific isolated acts, separate 
from the subjects producing it and who are produced within it.   
The colono, or non-indigenous subject, is a poor laborer and is in a constant state 
of reproducing the colonial order.  The displacement of indigenous people and their 
cultures to make room for the modern state and its free market economy is undertaken 
through non-indigenous peoples taking land from indigenous people.  Capitalism 
empowers the landless peasants by offering labor opportunities through exploiting the 
land.  Therefore the state extends its power through non-indigenous people taking land, 
just as resistance to the state by indigenous people has taken the form of staying on the 
land and producing culture-territory.  Occupation of land has for centuries marked a 
division between Indians and colonos. 
The Iku don’t want colonos on their land.  According to the Law of Origin, lands 
within the Black Line are for the Four Pueblos only.  Of course, many colonos have been 
living on the land for generations.  Many of these people feel their right to life threatened 
by the strong racialized discourse emanating from the CTC, along with all of the special 
rights and governmental and international allies that has accompanied it.   These poor 
laborers are not welcome.  They have fought for land for centuries too, sometimes as 
Guerillas, sometimes as Paramilitaries, always as subjects willing to take up arms. 
When I ask the Iku about non-indigenous people who live in the lower regions of 
the SNSM, I am told that they are unwanted.  “They don’t know how to take care of the 
land,” I am told.  When I ask whether they could learn to take care of the world, I am told 
“no.” When I go further and ask, “So you want all of them gone?  Even the bunachi who 
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have lived for generations on the land, can they not learn?”  “They are all the same,” is the 
response I am given with no hesitation. 
 The Iku racialization of the colono reinforces two separate ideas in my central 
thesis.  One is racialization from an Iku perspective and the essentializing of non-
indigenous peoples as unable to care for the Earth.  The Iku understand the bunachi as 
inherently disconnected from the knowledge necessary to live in the SNSM. Subjects are 
connected to land, economy and knowledge.  The other idea begs the question of under 
what conditions people should have land rights outside of an indigenous/modern 
dichotomy, and is explored in part II of the dissertation.  Who has rights to the land and 
why, I argue, is not as simple as claiming an indigenous identity and its concomitant 
“special rights.”  
The colono paramilitaries are carrying out an established colonial practice of 
taking power through land and taking land through violence, just like Spaniards taking 
land from Tayrona, Guerillas taking land from peasants and Para from Guerilla and so 
many other hybrid settings of people being threatened and violated for their land.  Colonos 
are also enacting the colonial practice of mestizos dominating Indians with violence and 
objectifying both people and land through a process of turning culture-territory into 
commodity land and labor. 
  The Iku do not differentiate between violence against people and violence against 
the land.  To them, megaproject development and paramilitary violence are always linked.  
This is not inaccurate, as the paramilitary connection with megaprojects in the region have 
been well documented (Chomsky and Leech 2012).  The coal mining in the region has 
displaced thousands and the companies have hired death squads to intimidate workers and 
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communities.  Contemporary politics in the SNSM, however, have the added complication 
of ideologically splitting from the dominant acceptance of racial domination and territorial 
violence.  The state shift in the neoliberal era of multiculturalism has also shifted how 
violence and race mutually reproduce each other. 
In his ethnography of Ladinos in Guatemala, Charles Hale (2006) describes how 
ideas about race and power have shifted between Maya and mestizos.  The old racialized 
order was simple – White was at the top and Indian at the bottom and mestizos were in 
between.  Now under multiculturalism, Maya are granted special rights and have 
international allies.  Mestizos feel that they are losing something and their response is 
racial ambivalence.  The Ladinos are not committing genocide against the Maya as they 
were in the 1980’s.  Now, they claim their superiority as they claim the Maya to be frauds 
and undeserving of the special treatment they receive.  Their claim is one for liberal 
equality, instead of racial politics that favor Indians. 
Violence is still saturated into the fabric of Guatemalan society, however.  Ex-
president Rios Montt recently has walked free, even though he has been convicted of 
genocide;7 the Guatemalan army displaces large numbers of indigenous peasants (Teague 
forthcoming), and the rates of state-sanctioned murder and rape against indigenous women 
are staggering (Nisgua 2012).  This violence cannot be separated from the historic colonial 
racist violence of the previous era.  At the same time, the official story has changed.  The 
lie that there is no violence, or less violence, perpetuates this ongoing colonial violence in 
new forms.  This is not unlike the disbanding of the paramilitaries or the racial make-up of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 The Guatemalan Constitutional Court overturned this conviction in 2012. 
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the Colombians displaced by violence and megaproject development; it is not an overtly 
racist system perpetuating conflict – it is a liberal one. 
There are still competing ideas about how Latin America will respond to the racial 
politics that have emerged in the multicultural moment.  The Iku are racist against bunachi 
and aim to use divisions to displace colonos in their efforts to reclaim the lands within the 
Black Line.  To reinforce the concepts of racial difference and essentialism, albeit form an 
Iku standpoint, justifies the ongoing displacement of colonos.  The Iku claim that bunachi 
are incapable of taking care of the land is a dangerous idea as it connects to racist claims 
that have been made about people before.  The racial outlier that is most displaced are 
Afro-Colombians, who are ambiguously raced as bunachi by the Iku.  
Colombia, like much of Latin America, is so saturated with violence that colonos 
are acting out their right to live (kill) as an expression of racism against those who claim 
exclusive rights to the mountain.  The reason that there are no Paras in some parts of the 
SNSM since 2009 is because there are no bunachi.  In other regions of the SNSM there 
are a mix of colono and indigenous peoples and there, there is still violence.  “You don’t 
know who they are,” one Iku man tells me, “They are probably your neighbors.”  This 
distrust of bunachi is tied to the idea that they don’t belong on the mountain, because they 
are violent against indigenous people and do not properly take care of the land.  The 
essentialist discourse from the Iku is reminiscent of the interpolation of “others” found in 
many nationalist discourses. 
Four crucial aspects of Iku identity are exposed in this anti-bunachi sentiment: 
first, the Iku are not bunachi – they are reflective subjects. Second, the Iku belong on the 
mountain, they are situated in place, which they claim as their primordial homeland.  
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Third and fourth, they take care of the land and are peaceful; two solid modern tropes 
about indigenous people that saturate discourses on essentialism.  As indigenous peoples, 
the Iku must contend with separating this reality from a larger concept of indigeneity that 
is created and recreated within a global racially stratified and political world. 
 
Part 3 - Liberal Racism and Indigenous Difference 
Within multiculturalism, ideas about group difference can be ethnic and racial.  
While in the contemporary political climate in Colombia many indigenous people have 
benefited from their position as indigenous, there are concerns raised due to the racialized 
nature of Special Indigenous Rights.  The construct of indigenous peoples as superior to 
mixed hybrids is easily exploitable by non-interpolated power-holders, and it has appeal 
for indigenous people. 
 Racial ideas exist also in cosmovision and indigenous epistemology, something 
that has constantly been reinforced by the racial nature of governance in Latin America 
and in lived experience of cultural (re)-production.  Therefore, those who are culturally 
indigenous do not readily impart their knowledge to others who are outside of their 
culture.  This isolation promotes a racialized understanding of the separation and 
maintenance of groups, celebrated by both indigenous peoples and the multicultural state.  
The Iku, for example, see themselves as racially distinct from non-indigenous people and 
superior to them (CIT 2004).  This makes indigenous people unlikely to be allies to non-
indigenous people (Hooker 2005). However, claims to superiority have not been made by 
the majority of indigenous Colombians, which has had important legal ramifications 
especially during the Colombian constituent assembly.  
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 A good example of the agency of indigenous peoples within the process of 
multiculturalism took place during the formation of the Colombian constitution in 1991.  
The state wanted indigenous peoples to have voting power in the constituent assembly and 
special rights under the new constitution.  In fact, it was necessary that they have this 
participation in order to ensure that the process was truly multicultural.  However, the 
indigenous delegates refused to sign on to the final document, until Afro-Colombians were 
afforded similar rights due to their cultural difference (Piñeros 2000; Van Cott 2006).   
In a distinction from the national indigenous population, the Iku are the most racist 
people I have ever encountered.  But they are not white supremacist.  They are Iku-
supremacist.  And even this distinction is not enough. From their standpoint, there are 
overlapping layers of difference among the Four Pueblos, between the Four Pueblos and 
other indigenous Colombians, and among them and settler-colonials.  While categories 
like blood and lineage play a part in these distinctions, a more commonly asserted 
understanding of difference is rooted in access to specific types of knowledge and 
particular cultural practices, especially the role of the mamos and the spiritual materialism 
that roots their cosmovision. 
In every locality, there is a particular assemblage of markers that distinguish 
people as belonging to specific groups.  Under coloniality, there are specific hierarchies, 
which groups can either perform, rebuke, or be denied altogether.  Essentialist race/culture 
dichotomies permeate through Colombian society.  Most people I spoke to, indigenous 
and non-indigenous, hold beliefs that there are internal traits that Indians hold that others 
do not.  This correlates with other studies of Race in Latin America.  What I propose to 
tease out is the widespread colonial ideas bout race that influence Iku understandings of 
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their own identity in the present moment.  Differences of cultural practices mesh with 
colonial understandings of race to reproduce specific essentialist logics, even though 
practices are always changing, as are group connections within the dominant hegemony.   
Colonial ideas about Indians in the Americas developed in tandem with genocide.  
The idea of the “inferiority” of the native spread and was often internalized throughout 
two continents.  But, ideas do not always have the effects that those who created the 
discourse intended.  In the case of the SNSM, the modern/indigenous dichotomy 
disassociated positive attributes of nativeness from non-Natives, which included anyone 
outside of their culture area. 
In the indigenous-centric systems there are also hierarchies.  For example, in the 
SNSM an important distinction is made between the “elder brothers,” all four pueblos of 
the SNSM, and the “younger brothers,” everyone else.  That is to say all indigenous 
peoples apart from the Four Pueblos are categorized with the settler colonial population as 
younger brothers.  Iku understandings of race disrupt the modern/indigenous dichotomy 
for two reasons.  First, it ties practice as the root of the distinction instead of an historic 
connection to pre-conquest identity.  And second it is rooted in place as empirically tied to 
knowledge and identity, instead of the colonial binary of Amerindian and European.  
Another challenging outcome that I feel is important to explore is the racist 
assumption that Iku (and other indigenous peoples) have about their superiority to poor 
colonos.  While Iku claims to superiority counter the dominant racial hierarchy which has 
operated to displace them from their lands for centuries, it adds to the growing global push 
to grant special rights to indigenous groups while denying them to other subjugated groups 
(Engle 2000; Hale 2006; Hooker 2001). 
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Liberal Racism 
I find it is a common belief in Colombia that ethnic groups are essentially bound – 
that there is a physiological difference among people at the mental or spiritual level 
associated with their heritage.  Most of my American colleagues think this is racism as 
they react to the white supremacist hegemony.  Modern coloniality has created these 
understandings of race and culture – and anthropology has shaped the discursive 
engagement with this theme.  However, these understandings are disrupted, if we take into 
consideration indigenous-centric beliefs.  
 Anthropology has had a hard time dealing with the variety of cultural attitudes 
towards ethnicity without assuming a Western and, more recently, liberal idea about race.  
However, there is a consistent claim to race that liberalism responds to.   Carl Jung was 
called an anti-Semite for suggesting that beyond a universal collective unconscious, there 
is also a cultural subconscious that certain people share as groups (Maidenbaum 2013).  In 
this case, the Jews were said to have a different psyche (soul) than Germanic peoples.  I 
notice that this doesn’t look too good coming from 1940’s Switzerland.  However, Jung’s 
idea corroborates not only what the Nazis believed, but also what the Jews believe still, 
and what many groups in the world – Indigenous peoples among them – believe about 
themselves.  The Primordial understanding of ethnicity as an inherent connection to land 
sounds a lot like culture-territory.  Indeed inherent difference is a core belief held by the 
Iku, and many other indigenous peoples.   
When I entered graduate school, I was introduced to canonic ideas about race and 
culture not by their inventors but by their critics.  We started off with the postcolonial 
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critique of anthropology’s legacy.  Post-colonial scholars situated anthropology within 
white-supremacist colonialism.  The study of man was nothing more than the study of the 
other, which served to prop up a veil for intellectual and academic dominance and 
superiority (Troulliot 1991).  The post-colonial scholars had none of this.  Many of them 
came from the very cultures, which had been racialized and studied for generations.  Their 
voices were missing form narratives about difference, and when they asserted their voices, 
they spit back at the myths that had underlie anthropology for a hundred years.   
 Studies of ethnicity have elaborated theories to explain why particular groups 
establish ethnic boundaries to differentiate them from others (Barth 1969; Commoroff 
1996). Primordialism is often ascribed to what indigenous people believe, not what 
anthropologists believe, about the fixed nature of ethnic groups.  Structuralism is perhaps 
the only surviving anthropological model that upholds primordialism.  Popular in the 
1960’s, structuralism establishes the indigenous subject as different from the modern, 
through the structure of their mind (Levi-Strauss 1963). Alternately anthropologists have 
used constructionist and instrumentalist models, to account for human agency in shaping 
their cultures based on their political needs and wants. 
Constructionist models of ethnicity infer that ethnic boundaries are cultural, man-
made concepts that create and maintain ethnic boundaries.   Constructionism accounts for 
human agency and shifting political and cultural boundaries of ethnic groups (Barth 1969).  
This model for culture accounts for the shifts that I elaborated earlier in the chapter, which 
follow a Gramscian pattern of cultural shift.  However Latin America may have 
established its own racial paradigm historically does not account for the widespread 
beliefs in Colombia, which remain primordialist. 
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Popular idealist understanding of ethnicity have borrowed from structural and 
racial understandings of difference together. Race as a concept assumes that ethnic 
difference is “in the blood” or inherited and visible in perceived phenotypic appearance. 
But just because racial categories do not exist biologically (according to the AAA) doesn’t 
mean that they are absent from the relational structure of the cosmos.  In fact, the coalition 
of phenotypic similarities as “races” betrays a deeper connection that people have with 
their ancestors.  Assuming for example that all Whites are violent or that all Indians are 
peaceful is not only untrue (there are many peaceful Whites and warlike Indians) it is also 
racializing because it uses the colonial categories of race.  To say that there are some 
warlike peoples and that someone may have inherent inclinations to certain behavior 
based on a connection with their ancestors, such as the claim made by biological 
anthropologists throughout the later half of the twentieth century (Chagnon 1963), rejects 
typological, biological and colonial forms of racism by refusing colonial categories and 
seeking to replace them with hard science.  However, establishing biological human social 
traits is often the lynchpin in what the Modern liberal world thinks of as racism.   
If we use this model to think of ethnicity, we find that the scientific models used to 
disprove racism, and those that uphold it, miss something.   People are constantly being 
made as ethnic groups based on their connections to other things: ancestors, their bodies, 
blood relations, connection to territory, and religious practices.  However, in a relational 
ontology, these things, and all things, are connected with each other.  So what you look 
like is related to your family, your ancestors and your connection with the land.  Your 
body, and its appearance are created through the process by which you fulfill your role in 
these interworking relationships.  It is within this analysis that the uncomfortable racist 
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notions of the nineteenth and twentieth century reemerge.  The Iku cosmovision is full of 
racialized and racist discourses that establish differences among indigenous and non-
indigenous peoples, and among different groups in the SNSM.  
Neither primordialist nor constructionist understandings of ethnicity engage with 
culture-territory, because both theories are based in studying the “cultural symbols” of 
groups, and their meanings – that is, their unit of focus is people and their ego/mind.  
Primordialism favors the structural model of culture, whereby the human agency is 
influenced by the symbolic culture.  Instrumentalism gives more attention to the elites 
who use culture as a means for control.  Neither accepts the cultural territory as a 
productive space of reality, in and of itself reproducing the world regardless of symbol or 
understandings.  Both symbols and human agency are abstract concepts.  Within a 
constructionist model, human agency is the generator of cultural forms.  This is where 
culture-territory and Iku cosmovision appear more primordial – there is a deeper 
connection to something else.  The structural re-emerges in the spiritual depths of culture-
territory.  However, if we reduce the spiritual connections that exist among peoples and 
their territories, we objectify their ethnicity, culture and land to a modern standard of 
abstraction. 
The reason that the liberal racist/anti-racist model doesn’t work is because it 
measures groups based on their proximity to the process of coloniality-modernity. That is 
to say that the hierarchy established through colonialism, stratified people based on being 
similar to White Europeans (Winant 2001), and as ontologically modern, that is 
disassociated from culture-territory.   Constructionist critics have called this racist, and all 
groups have been shown to be equally capable of accessing modernity.  In other words, 
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the loss of culture is of equal probability for any physical group.  What this paradigm 
ignores is how modernity isolates people from their relational worlds.  It is outside of the 
material where differences between groups can be found, or, I would say, it is within 
Spiritual Materialism and the production of culture-territory where culture can be found.  
 From a standpoint of liberalism, culture is inherently oppressive to an internal 
group.  The abstract ideals of elites create the structures that maintain hierarchies of 
power.  Race, on the other hand, is inherently oppressive to a group based on an external 
relationship with another group.  For a conservative group like the Iku to practice cultural 
endogamy, restricting the freedom of its people, whereas anti-miscegenation laws under 
colonialism are intended to protect a national purity against the racial other.    In fact, the 
discursive labeling of people as inherently different, racialization, is often what the liberal 
world considers “racist”.  Under multiculturalism, self-making is considered socially 
constructed and therefore ethnic and not racial.   
 The liberal state promotes the language of culture to describe groups of people.  
For example it is socially acceptable to label a group of people as ethnic, but race is not 
acceptable unless it is used as a social construction, which reads a lot like ethnicity 
anyway.  This has led people to infer that culture – ethnicity – is interchangeable with race 
as a way for people to be “othered” by the dominant (Visveseran 2010).  Using ethnicity 
instead of race is socially accepted, because it refers to a group based on using categories 
created and maintained by the very people they are interpolating.  People are less likely to 
use race to categorize people because these are categories placed upon people, often 
through an oppressive history of colonization.  Thus, race is racist whereas ethnicity is 
multicultural. 
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 Liberalism, and its underlying values of universalism, liberty and freedom, is 
inherently anti-culture-territory.  The promotion of individualism over collective and man 
over nature are the two lynchpins of modern liberalism. Liberalism, thus, also destroys the 
two lynchpins of culture-territory – attachment to a group and attachment to land as a 
foundation for values and practices.    
 Liberalism needs culture to exist, however in order to maintain differences.  
Within a liberal society, equity is meant to extend to all peoples and differences are 
allegedly overlooked.  A state where certain groups are treated as inherently un-equal and 
oppressed by a dominant group is the antithesis of liberalism.  Liberal democracies were 
all founded by highly oppressive and racially segregated states, the first being the 
genocidal slave-state of the USA.   This history suggests a paradox unless we understand 
that the two ideas constituted one another all along.  There are always people to whom the 
fruits of liberalism do not extend.   
Universalism also ties everyone to the point of modernity – not having culture-
territory.  Modernity asserts that there is nothing deeper than what we experience as 
universal subjects.  Modernity asserts that people are Cartesian, that we were not divinely 
created, that there is no substance or consistency to the human experience that is written 
into our physical bodies, or if it is, it is entirely universal and common to all people at 
equal measure.  Everything can, and will be explained in a homogenized version of reality 
filtered through elite experiences. 
Liberal Universalist understandings of race diverge from Western theorists such as 
Hegel and Boas who propose a connection between people and their territories that is 
bound by a “spirit” to Hegel (1807) and a “culture” to Boas (1931). There is no material 
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referent to these theories that is carried in the body.  Hegel is an idealist, so differences 
remain in the structure of the mind.  Boas is a relativist, so he establishes land-based 
practices as constitutive of differences and therefore dismisses the concept of human 
difference as biological.  But these authors actually challenge the universal standard of 
homogeneity of culture, which necessitates a purge of peoples who stray from the 
regulated norm.   
Universalism as a regulatory form of governance has always been a genocidal 
project.  Ethnic groups, what we may today call indigeneity, assume differences between 
groups as natural.  When this idea was conflated with modern Science it contributed to the 
principle that natural meant “biological” on the one hand, and “divinely” regulated on the 
other.  Exploitation is justified in this model, because different people were not established 
as people or thinking subjects.  Relativism was initially a response to universalism, but 
was itself subsumed within the dominant culture’s hierarchy of knowledge (Mignolo 
2001). 
It is within religion that difference and genocide become a single project.  Mignolo 
(2001) places the colonization of the Americas as the beginnings of modernity and not the 
Enlightenment as the dominant narrative alleges (Winant 2001).  The Enlightenment was 
in fact influenced by the “discovery,” conquest and transfer of power generated in the 
colonial exchange.  However, 1492 was also the year that Moors and Jews were 
successfully driven from Spain after a 500 year-long genocide (Dussel 1998).  The 
internal religious conquest in Spain was transferred to the Americas.  A seamless 
continuation of intolerance operated as a driving economic force and a structuring agent of 
European thought.   
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When Mignolo, as a Latin American, marks a beginning to the genealogy of 
colonial thought with the colonization of his world’s center, he reinforces the 
historicization of conquest and loses a deeper understanding of the process. Christianity as 
a form of genocidal conquest denies the humanity of an ethnic group, such as Jew or Moor 
during the Reconquista, or Indian during the conquest, and denies their connection to 
territory.  The promotion of a universal absolute reality that is based in alienating people 
from an abstract sovereign has been key to enticing subordinate groups into the proto-
national and religious identities that formed throughout this history.   
 Global capitalism destroys culture-territory.  Exploitation forces one way of life to 
change in order to support another.  The global economy has always been predicated upon 
race, however (Winant 2001).  Even as Europe conquered and enslaved several continents 
under the science of objectifying people and rendering them less than human, it too 
isolated native cultures as degenerative or evil practices that were in no way attached to 
the human or subhuman qualities of those who practiced them.  Indeed, the people, or sub-
people, were always welcomed into the economic system as laborers, but their cultures 
were almost always destroyed.   Of course, these practices had to be destroyed, because 
they contained the antithesis of the exploitative economy within them, that is the original 
relationships of people to their land.  Under multiculturalism, these economies are 
destroyed by other means, as I will explore in the following chapters. 
 Capitalism and liberal democracy are both against culture-territory, because therein 
lie alternatives to the continuation of capitalism and the state.  But race is necessary for 
them both, because it allows for the dismissal of culture while maintaining hierarchies.  
Using culture in lieu of race is how capitalism has survived the dominant shift of values to 
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multiculturalism.  Thus, our current multicultural system retains both culture, which is 
deemed as good and part of the system, which it is actually at odds with, and race, which 
is deemed as bad and to be eradicated, but is actually maintained by the system. 
 Indigeneity and universal liberalism are complimentary subject formations within 
the multicultural hegemony in contemporary Colombia and much of the world.  However, 
I see these ideas as opposing models for thinking of subjects.  Specifically, liberal 
humanism and the universal ideal of equality is removed from place-based identity and is 
nearly impossible to reconcile with indigenous peoples self-identification.  To forge the 
competing ideas about group identity together seems not genuine.  To move culture away 
from an overtly essentialist, or racialized, understanding, liberal humanism has come to 
reject biological assumptions about peoples.  To identify a racial category of “Indian” and 
associate it with a cultural practice of being mystical or living in huts or chewing coca or 
having long hair or whatever is considered racist.  To complete the point, it is largely 
accepted in the social sciences that any correlation between the socially constructed world 
and the physical world is racist, and also untrue.  Many indigenous peoples don’t believe 
in liberal humanism or that all people are the same and physiologically homogenous.  I 
intend to represent the Iku, as I fit the following set of arguments into their worldview 
outlined in Chapter 2. 
 The body is not just physical.  Neither is the self just a body.  Critiques of Human 
Rights by Indigenous peoples have focused on the individual as the central component of 
humanity (UNDRIP).  Alternate foci for understanding humanity have centered on groups, 
communities, land, lineage, foods, heavens and combinations of all these things.  Indeed, 
all peoples connect with their kind through mythological significance over physiological 
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similarity.  Practice, and, in most cases, practices that connect people with land are central 
to ethnicity.  Anthropologists have traditionally filed group social practices under 
“cultural” and, thus, “man-made” and not related to the physiology of the group.  Also, 
any study of the passing along of traits has focused on biology and genetics, thus, 
separating the bodies of Natives from their cultural practices to discern how “traits” move 
in ways that can be measured (people don’t really do that any more).   
In the Iku cosmovision, neither of the cultural or biological designations of 
difference makes sense.  The information stored within bodies is not contained in the 
body, but moves through it.  Neither are traits separated from their connection to the land 
and the practices of those who carry those traits.  You cannot understand the body, 
anyone’s body, without understanding where they are from and how they live.  In this 
reading, opposing political positions for example those of Napoleon Chagñon, a biological 
anthropologist (1963), and Jacquie Alexander a post-colonial feminist (2001) agree that 
our physical bodies carry over personality and character from our ancestors.   
 For example, within indigeno-centric worldviews there are abundant examples of 
relational understandings of physical difference. Indigenous peoples who subsist off of 
corn, beans and squash will argue that their diet, which gives them all the proteins they 
need to live and ties them materially to the land, is integral to who they are.  This identity 
is woven through the physiology of the group, their connection to their ancestors and the 
spiritual connection to the land.  To alter their diet, they tell us, will alter them as people.  
Marvin Harris (1985) and company have made an excellent case for disassociating what 
people eat from having any real effect on their collective beings.  But there is only so 
much that we can measure with science.  Who is to say that abstaining from certain foods 
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does not maintain specific physiological qualities on a population?  The more the spiritual 
material reference of food is rejected by modern subjects, the more the difference of that 
group will be lost, and the more homogenous we all become.   
The Iku eat food only from the SNSM, use wood for fire and materials for their 
houses only come from the mountain.  It is forbidden to use a nail to piece together wood.  
These practices maintain their physical bodies as well as their material actions.  Iku 
identity as an aspect of their relational society is being threatened; not the socially 
constructed Iku as Indian in the colonial context, but the materially produced Iku and the 
spiritual materialist world they are constantly producing.  
Under Neoliberalism, culture has been given the opportunity to develop, and has 
been encouraged to do so alongside the spread of state capitalism.  Race has not been 
encouraged to develop in the same way.  People’s “racial” identities could similarly be 
free to develop new ways of understanding how people are different at a fundamental 
level.  How subjugated groups understand their inherited differences, even as they may be 
written into their bodies through social memory, bloodlines, ancestors or inherited 
knowledge has not been considered a liberation of race from its colonial confines.  The 
concept of race being given room to grow and develop is rejected by the multicultural 
hegemony under neoliberalism in favor of a global humanism.  Underneath the surface, 
however, race is here to stay. 
 
The Desertification of Culture  
To deny culture-territory as real is like denying the difference between a desert and 
a forest.  It is not that they do not influence each other or are closed systems.  The forest 
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and the desert can only exist because of the variation within the larger system that holds 
them both.  However, different ecosystems do not have the same consistency, the same 
rules or the same properties.  That is not to say that they are static – nothing is.  It is to say 
that people, like places, have properties that have developed over time that distinguish 
them from other people and places, and that all of these people and places continue along 
their own trajectories. 
 If too great a fluctuation in climate or precipitation occurs, a forest can become a 
desert.  Just like an Iku can become Modern.  And just like this ecosystem analogy, once a 
forest becomes a desert, it is nearly impossible to change it back.  Forests and grasslands 
and marshes become deserts under extreme conditions of drought.  While still dynamic 
and unique, they are not what they were.     
 So, using this analogy I ask, what types of pressure are put on native populations 
that push them over into becoming moderns?  What are the conditions of stress that are 
put on native populations – either economic, violent, suppressive, or assimilative – that 
push the culture into being irreversibly altered?  What are the conditions of colonization 
and resistance? 
 When the rhythms of maintaining a way of life no longer follow the cycles of the 
environment, when there is no more culture/territory, are people still indigenous, or to say, 
are they not colonized at this point?  Is this the point at which people become modern?  
When one system becomes completely reliant on another, when people enter the 
multicultural stew, they do not necessarily lose their culture – it just becomes something 
else.  The culture may still be distinct and belong to the same people as before, but once it 
is dependent on another culture, the consistency is different.   
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 When things evolve they are still themselves, just not what they were.  So the 
question becomes not about stasis, but about who sets the metronome for change and 
adaptation; who sets the conditions that allow and deny connections that permit 
culture/territory to exist. 
 In a colonial system, there becomes a need in the dominant economy to oppress 
another through exploitative transfer of power in an effort to sustain a culture-territory at 
the core.  For example, white, rural Europe sustains itself through regulating territory 
abroad, in the case of the European conquest of the Americas.  When change is forced 
upon one society by another, these changes are not due to connections to land, not to their 
connections to place and time, but by someone else’s connection to their territory.  When 
the economic connection of culture-territory is broken, culture is stressed beyond its 
ability to remain itself.  The oppressed culture becomes a permanent fixture of the 
dominant.  Culture becomes objectified and centered in modernity and, therefore, not 
relational; the people become modern-centric and no longer indigenous-centric. 
 
Conclusions 
This chapter has challenged the categorical differences established through 
coloniality that have shaped the political landscape in Colombia.  I have illustrated the 
Gramscian model for ethnic group formation and outlined this history in Latin America.  I 
then contrasted this history with the Iku concept of culture-territory.  While the 
dichotomous relationship between Iku and colono is a two way street, the ontological 
roots of these interpolations are distinct.  The modern formation of subjects is based in 
relationships of people to the capitalist state, while Iku identify with culture-territory.   
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The desertification of culture brings together other points made in this chapter.  I 
will revisit the entrenched cultural identities of the colono and the Iku as well as the 
transformational potential of the multicultural state.  In the next section, I will explore the 
politics within which these identities are enmeshed and the collective, individual, familial 
and state systems that are negotiating the racial, cultural and philosophical categories 
contained in this section.  Race is changing under neoliberal multiculturalism, but other 
types of domination remain.  Resistance to the objectification of people and lands relies 
not in anti-racism – but in culture-territory. 
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Part II 
   	  
The Trojan Horse of Multicultural Rights 
 
 “Despite having ceased to perform its business function in the field of mining, and even though it 
fosters a policy whereby mining development is based on the work of the private sector - as a 
recognized manager of economic growth, employment and investment-, it is absolutely necessary 
for the State to be provided with some kind of strategic approach to be used as a guide, in order to 
guarantee the development of this activity in the long term.” 
 
-Colombian Ministry of Mining  




“La Sierra no es una mercancía que se puede poner en la vitrina del mercado mundial.  Tampoco 
es una mina de materiales preciosos para la explotación.  Es una Madre, los cerros son padres y las 
lagunas Madres.  Tampoco es un parque de recreación donde se puede adecuar para la practica de 
deportes infantiles y adultos corrompidos.  La Sierra no es una reserva ecológica ahorrativa para la 
futura explotación, es nuestra Madre.” 
 
-Joint Statement from the mamos of the SNSM 
Brisa Port Consultation 2011 
 
 
“With great power comes great responsibility”  
- Voltaire  
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Interlude: The Return – The Project 
It took years to build trust among the Iku.  It was my work against the Besotes dam 
that I was confident of, but more importantly it was the company I kept.  Over the years I 
had become close with the cabildo, Julio Alberto Torres Torres.  Julio Alberto is well 
known for being a wise man and a great leader.  His wife, Dionysia is an equally 
impressive figure. Her matriarchal line of the region of Savannah Crespo is well 
connected and they are considered the best weavers and artisans.  Over the years, I had 
gained access to the prominent families and political figures in the SNSM through my 
work with the Torres Torres family.  This allowed me entrance to places that bunachi do 
not usually go.  At first, I had been attached to Asdrubal, then as I organized more in the 
political field, Julio.  Then, as I spent more time with the family, I became associated with 
all ten of his children and their families.  I named my first goddaughter of the SNSM after 
my wife, Rockie Lynn.  They call her Rukilen.   
Some Iku refer to me as Griku combining the words Gringo and Iku.  They do not 
see me as one of them, but they also see me as unique from the majority of bunachi.  I am 
assessed by my integration into their world and knowledge system, and also my usefulness 
in the political arena of protecting the territory. Also, most Iku claim to not like bunachi, 
and they like me, so it is useful for them to use another marker to designate me as 
different. 
I had worked with the Iku over the years and was about to leave for the US, back 
to my own family in January of 2009.  I met with Mamo Atilio about continuing my work 
and to put in a prayer for my prompt return.   He told me that I was connected to the Iku in 
an important way, and that he knew I would come back.  But that it would be impossible 
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for me to continue my work as a single person, and that I would need to bring my wife and 
daughter when I returned.  This made the preparations more difficult.  My daughter would 
have to miss a year of school.  We would have to leave our house, store our things, and 
travel as three instead of one with all the associated costs.  We finally made it back in 
2011.  Rukilen was almost three.  We began our life among the Iku, this time for real.  But 
there was a complication. 
There had been an election.  Rather, there had been a coup.  The principal mamo of 
the Iku who had risen to prominence under the reign of Julio Alberto took favor with 
another faction.  People had been complaining that Julio was too old-fashioned, that he 
wasn’t getting enough done as cabildo.  Worse yet, there were rumblings of discontent 
among the leaders of the CTC, which had been increasingly getting worse.  A faction of 
Iku from the other side of the mountain had a different political agenda.  They were 
younger, had college educations and were bunachado, as they say.   
This group of younger Iku had built important alliances with the government, 
including the prominent government activist Juan Mayr.  Mayr had held the post of 
Minister of the Environment under the national Pastrana administration and had assigned 
an Iku man to work for him.  Under his administration he had helped to establish large 
land purchases for the Iku.  It was the signature legislation for Julio, and for the younger 
activists.  However, this came at a price.  Mayr had also made political concessions to the 
industrial mining sector that had resulted in other indigenous peoples, in other parts of the 
country, losing their lands.  Through this process, he had propped up some Iku individuals 
to stand in for legitimate Indians, using the Iku distinction as more autonomous and less 
colonized in order to capitalize on the hierarchy among the Iku and other groups.  This 
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played into already established cultural ideas about the Four Pueblos being elites among 
all Colombia’s indigenous population.  This has left an unfavorable legacy for the Iku.   
It was the political maneuver of a group of young bunachized Iku that led the coup 
against Julio, and he was supplanted in 2010, after a nine-year stint as cabildo.   When I 
returned in 2011, the new cabildo was running things very differently and had removed 
most of Julio’s people from positions among the CIT.  I returned to work in the SNSM 
among this political climate.  Julio was out of politics.  The Torres Torres family was in 
decline.  Politics had shifted towards accommodating the state.  Those whom I had 
deemed to be political opposition within the pueblo were now in charge.  Everyone 
associated me with the Torres Torres family.  I was there to get to work.  And I had to re-
enter one of the most exclusive political circles imaginable, this time, not only as an 
outsider, but also as an oppositional figure. 
My return to the SNSM was done under cover.  No one knew I was coming back.  
I just showed up with my family and went up to Los Paredes, the Torres Torres home.  I 
introduced my family and we began our life as an anthropologist and his family among a 
primitive tribe.  I felt like Malinowski, only less of a racist.  I spent much time doing 
traditional fieldwork.  Talking to people, doing participant observation and living the Iku 
way.  But I wasn’t happy doing this work.  I made a few trips down to the CIT offices in 
the city of Valledupar to speak with the New Cabildo.  He did not treat me well.  He 
shrugged me off and rushed me out of his office.  I was frustrated, because I didn’t want to 
do a stupid ethnography.  I wanted to get my hands dirty in the political milieu of 
resistance to the industrial expansion in the lower SNSM.   
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As my luck would carry, there had been a select few members of the CIT who had 
remained from Julio Alberto’s tenure.  They were indispensable, regardless of their 
political affiliations – Rubiel and Gelver.  Rubiel reached out to me.  He is a friend of both 
Guillermo and the Torres Torres family.  He and I would talk about what was going on 
politically.  There were rumblings of FPIC consultations being planned and carried out.  I 
had not been welcome in these spaces.  I wanted in.  The primary consultation that was 
going on was about a coastal port called Brisa SA.  I missed most of these meetings, 
which would play a part in the politics as they developed over the coming year.  At this 
stage I remained outside of politics.   
I started spending more time at the CIT office to talk with Rubiel and Gelver and 
met another anthropologist who was working with the Iku and the Kogui named Estefani 
Gailer.  We were suspicious of each other at first.  It is rare to encounter other bunachi in 
these spaces.  We learned through Rubiel that we were both working on similar things, 
about consultations and development.  We began to connect while in the city, but were 
based in different places in the mountain.   
There was a meeting at Inkarwa one morning and Gelver told me to come.  I 
travelled with him.  There had been consultations going on for the construction of Brisa.  
There I met an old acquaintance Peter Rathgerber, an American anthropologist who had 
been working with the Kogui for years.  He filled me in on what had been taking place and 
introduced me to people in the other pueblos who were valuable to know.  I was asked to 
sit in on a few meetings and I never left them.  I sidestepped into the political arena, at 
first mostly observing.  Later, I would take a more active role.  For the rest of 2011 and 
into 2012 I was to investigate and participate in the Four Pueblos’ resistance to the 
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construction of the Brisa port and the lengthy FPIC process that the Colombian state 
promoted to resolve the disagreement.  
Over time as I became increasingly useful, the new cabildo accepted me as well.  I 
held the position of being on both sides of the political divides.  I would hear one side 
while in the city working at the CIT, then I would return to Las Paredes, and I would talk 
about it with Julio.  I would then take Julio’s messages to Rubiel and Gelver back in 
Valledupar.  As I began working more with Estefani, I realized that she had a similar 
relationship with the people in Simonorua, who were equally removed form the formal 
politics as Julio.  It turned out that many regions of the SNSM, the majority of the 
mountain, was unhappy with the politics emanating form the CIT and the new Cabildo.  
This opened the political space that I would emerge from.  This is the space explored in 
this section.  It is not just about states and their abuses against indigenous peoples.  It is 
internal, interpersonal, complex and real. 
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Chapter 4 
Modernity is the Labyrinth: Rights, Duties and Development 
 
“The life of the state is conceived of as a continuous process of formation and superseding of 
unstable equilibrium (on a juridical plane) between the interests of the fundamental group and 
those of the subordinate groups”. 
-Antonio Gramsci, The Prison Notebooks 
 
Part 1 - Defense of Culture Territory 
 
There is a specific political scenario wherein a state tries to develop land that is 
inhabited by indigenous people.  A consultation is initiated in an attempt to negotiate with 
the natives.  Some groups are willing to negotiate with the state, but others refuse all 
offers.  Groups like the Iku, the Huichol the Uwa, and others don’t want anything but their 
land.  What is the next move for the state?  In many cases the answer is violence, most 
often with paramilitaries instead of state-sanctioned armies.  The state never defends these 
tragic and destructive acts, and they are often underscored by a lack of media coverage or 
even official denouncement by the multicultural state and the transnational Human Rights 
apparatus.   
But another move can be made, and increasingly is made in these situations.  It is 
to give money and political power to the group resisting development and to ask for 
nothing in return.  The state and corporation will send funds into the local space of the 
resguardo or reserve and after a number of years pass, the state will ask again – often with 
different results.  This method of colonization is also often accompanied by an FPIC.   
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However, these processes tie the indigenous leaders to the modern state apparatus.  The 
money doesn’t flow in evenly.  Some money is given to some people.  Some types of 
power are given too; for example: Western schooling, travel to urban areas and integration 
into Modern culture.  The effect on local communities is to draw them more and more into 
the state.  Natives are forced to take on legal, governmental, educational and financial 
roles in order to defend themselves.  They are forced to learn the ways of their oppressors 
in order to counter them on the terms of the dominant society.  The tools offered to them 
to defend their land are the very tools that will lead to their colonization.  It is the Trojan 
horse of multicultural rights (Padilla 1996).  
 When a consultation or a legal trial is implemented to resolve a dispute between 
the state and indigenous group, the international Human Rights workers, lawyers and 
press will laud the granting of legal court case as a victory for Human Rights.  However, 
the indigenous people who are roped into years, sometimes decades-long, legal battles 
have their claims for sovereignty sufficiently quelled by entering into these legal 
agreements.  While they may not initially sign away their land, they do sign away their 
sovereignty, and through this process, may lose much more than they gain. 
 This chapter explores the way that development is negotiated between the state and 
indigenous peoples of the SNSM through increased state participation for indigenous 
people with processes like FPIC.  I explore the connection between Modernity as an 
ontology and development as a corresponding political framework.  I argue that the state 
mechanisms for attending to differences in culture aid in moving forward state extractive 
policies that subvert Iku knowledge and culture.  
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Liberating Modernity  
 The assemblage of modernization, modernity & liberalism is always evolving but 
remain connected through the state.  Modernizing can mean liberation from a life of 
poverty and suffering through increased access to basic services.   Modernization brings 
liberation from economic exploitation through incorporating technologies of urban cores 
into rural economies, harnessing the power of other lands and displacing exploitation 
elsewhere.  Becoming Modern is also liberation from the rules and norms of culture.  
Modernity is to be resisted at the cultural level, though resistance may never actually lead 
to material liberation from the exploitative economy of extractive capitalism. Whether 
people accept or reject the changes that are attached to modernity is often uncertain.  I 
explore how the tenets of modernization and modernity– liberalism, humanism, 
democracy, capitalism, technology, science – have colonized the Iku, and what aspects 
they have rejected in recent years.  I begin with a look at technology 
 Technology can be liberating as well as confining.  To name “technology” as the 
incremental production of complex items from natural resources, which in turn alter 
human life, removes the material process from the Western construct of technology as 
progress.  As an idea, technology serves to positively signal a beneficial increase in 
standard of living, or an answer to the world’s problems.  Negatively, the idea of 
technology represents disparity among those who produce, acquire or utilize it, or the 
destruction of the world through the wasteful overconsumption of natural resources.   
The Iku relationship with technology is tied to their ontological rejection of 
modernity, and liberalism and capitalism as the corresponding political and economic 
systems.  A key facet of modernity is conflating technological production as intrinsically 
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tied to the Modern ontology because the objectification of materials is the most efficient 
way to evaluate an object’s production value.  Liberalism and capitalism mutually 
reproduce modernity.  The liberal freedom from cultural, traditional and relational 
restrictions on objectifying human and natural resources is intrinsically tied to the 
capitalist removal of culture-territory.  However, the conflation between utilizing 
resources towards economic production as always capitalist and Modern is untrue.  Local 
technologies are often specifically non-Modern as they are tied to relational structures that 
stem from the production of culture-territory.   
 Capitalist technology is inherently exploitative, because it is tied to the transfer of 
local economic agency, autonomy, to an exterior locus.  Within the current hegemony, the 
motor for expanding exploitative power is the states’ subversion of local economic 
systems.  Relational economies, like that of the Iku, all have technological elements rooted 
in the production of culture-territory.  The Iku rejection of the exploitation of lands and 
peoples is also a rejection of technology.  Ideological and material exploitation is tied to 
the concept of development.   
 I noticed the paradox of denying claims to development to groups who reject the 
state, lying underneath CTC discourse in 2006-2007, while researching the construction of 
the Besotes dam on Iku territory.  There were two opposing ideologies concerning the dam 
project; the Iku position was based in protecting water and indigenous peoples; the city 
position was based in state regulation and control of water as a resource.  The Besotes dam 
was intended to provide safe drinking water for the city of Valledupar, which according to 
independent assessments done by the UN is at risk for drought.  This was the argument 
made repeatedly by the pro-dam forces; they intended to provide water to people who 
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needed it, and opposition to the dam was opposition to progress for the poorest people in 
the region.  The argument on the other side was that the indigenous people have protected 
the waters of the mountain for millennia and that all the bunachi do is take what 
indigenous people have cared for.  Furthermore, the Iku argued that if the water were not 
cared for properly, by being dammed, then there would be no more water for anyone and 
we would all lose in the end.   
 The story of the indigenous protracted struggle has become mythologized as a time 
when the Four Pueblos, especially the Iku, stood up to the powers that be.  The Four 
Pueblos used their cultural message of the Black Line and the sovereignty of their culture-
territory to garner widespread support from local, national and international communities.  
The Iku raised money to establish a community in the proposed flood zone, tying their 
resistance to the dam directly with their connection to land.  This changed the discourse 
around development to one about displacement.  Central to the political discourse around 
Besotes is that it marks a victory against development, and that it was won by the cultural 
and political strength of the Four Pueblos. 
The story told often focuses on the Iku political resolve and their steadfast 
resistance.  Many different people take credit for the victory.  Several different factions 
cite the idea of building houses in the zone designated for flooding making it as “theirs.”  
The connections that were made between funders of the new resistant town of Inkarwa, 
including popular rock bands that raised money, and high profile political connections 
have all contributed to the mythology of Iku cultural resistance. Julio Alberto, the Iku 
cabildo at the time, also cites his leadership on the matter as being key.  I have a small part 
to play here.  I was an advisor to Julio Alberto at the time.  I made two interventions in the 
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process – one was helpful to the Iku at the time; the other challenges them in a much 
deeper way. 
 While I was investigating the Besotes dam during my undergraduate research, I 
helped to uncover documents that illustrated the dam was being promoted and financed by 
large plantation owners, who intended to profit from the dam’s construction.  They were 
old Valledupar money; ranchers who were investing in turning their cattle raising lands 
into palm oil plantations.  The information that revealed the proposed distribution of water 
was eventually used to discredit the city in their drive for the project.  The rhetoric used to 
promote the project circulated internationally and focused on the poor people in need of 
development to raise their standards of living.  When the Iku began to associate Besotes 
with the large farms and the wealthy elites who owned them, the project lost appeal in the 
international development sector.  Those poor people without water, however, would have 
benefitted from the construction of the dam.  This is something I am reminded of when 
spending time in the slums of Valledupar.  While I stand firm in my confrontation of the 
dam, especially the ties with palm oil production – I understand the CTC narrative to be 
incomplete.  This story is not just a question of protecting or violating the water; it is also 
about meeting peoples’ basic needs and an economic and political shift between local and 
global systems. 
 The other intervention I made in this process occurred over time, when I realized 
that during the same years that Besotes was attempted by the City of Valledupar, there 
was another dam project on the other side of the mountain, in Wiwa territory within the 
Black Line – the Rancheria Dam.  The Rancheria project is different for several reasons.  
First, Rancheria was built, while Besotes never made it to construction.  Second, 
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Rancheria displaced over 5,000 people in the phases leading up to construction.  There 
was an active paramilitary presence that culminated in political assassinations of the Wiwa 
leadership, including their cabildo.  Lastly, the dam was never intended to provide clean 
drinking water to poor people at risk of drought conditions.  Rancheria is a development 
project of a different sort.  It is a part of the Cerrejon mining complex, the largest coal 
mine in the world, which has displaced thousands of indigenous peoples and is foreign 
owned and operated.  The Rancheria dam was erected with little opposition.  There was a 
brutal spate of paramilitary violence in the two years preceding construction.  Over 5000 
Wiwa were displaced and many were killed.  Ironically, the construction of the dam was 
unfettered by state procedures such as FPIC, based on the government claim that there 
were no indigenous people in the area.   
I have asked the Iku why Rancheria was built while Besotes was not.  “The Wiwa 
are not as strong as us,” I am told repeatedly.  “It is because they are not unified as a 
pueblo, the way we are,” is another common understanding.  It’s true that the Wiwa are 
not as powerful or organized as the Iku.  They have a much smaller population, only about 
4,000 compared to over 35 thousand Iku.  They also lack the connections to Bogota and 
the international arena that the Iku used to their advantage.  It also must be noted that 
much of the reason that the Wiwa are divided now is because of the assassinations of their 
leaders, and the power vacuums this left in many areas of their social world.  The bravado 
demonstrated by the Iku in differentiating their ability to resist over their allies has 
damaged relationships between the two pueblos, and this has led to more violations 
against indigenous sovereignty as a whole.  However, none of the differences in 
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organizing from the indigenous standpoint accounts for the different outcomes of the two 
dams.   
The difference was not in the resistance.  In fact, the resistance hardly mattered at 
all.  What were really at play were the forces driving the development: the old money, the 
city, and the local power behind Besotes could all be resisted.  But the neoliberal capital, 
the multinational corporation and the industrial military technology behind Rancheria 
never even flinched.  Isolating the type of development and it’s attachment to global 
capital throws a wrench in the dominant discourse of indigenous peoples resisting 
development.  The capitalist state is not a monolith.  The state and capitalism representing 
“development” is an oversimplification that is rooted in the conflation of the terms 
modernity, modernization and liberalism.    The victory of the Iku obscures the larger 
political scenario whereby the control of resources is displaced, not only from the 
indigenous people, but also from the colonial non-indigenous Colombian elites, and is 
transferred to the neoliberal capitalist realm.  It cannot be ignored here that neoliberalism 
supports both indigenous rights under multiculturalism and the representation of 
extractivist economies. 
 
Toothbrushes and Modernity 
Ted Gordon has referred to toothbrushes as a symbol of hygiene, sanitation, health 
and self care associated with modernity.  The toothbrush along with running water, basic 
sanitation and healthcare are often denied to the world’s poor, to those who have been 
denied modernity, progress and technology.  These things are missing, too, from the 
SNSM.  It’s true that most Iku are poor and sick.  There are increasing problems among 
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the Iku and there are various emerging programs to deal with them.  There is a catch with 
how the CIT develops responses to problems in the SNSM.  The mamos have rejected 
modernity and in many cases this includes liberation from abject poverty and disease.  
Some young Iku engage in work with the mamos to develop responses that deal with the 
most pressing social issues while remaining true the Law of Origin. 
 One Iku idea that confronts colonial development is that there is nothing explicitly 
Modern about having water services.  Irrigation is a sign of having some sort of collective 
ability to get water from point A to point B.  Every agricultural society has done this for 
the last ten thousand years.  Within the Modern worldview, a developed Modern society 
stands in opposition to a “primitive native society,” that has primitive government and 
agriculture.  However, those societies are fictional constructs.  Specific practices of 
irrigation, purification and running water are associated with a modern way of life, but are 
often tied to the political domination of the indigenous group and a dispossession of their 
culture-territory.  The Iku traditional irrigation practices were ruined by the disruption of 
colonial rule. The colonial government aimed to separate the Iku from their land and 
traditions, dispossessing them of their cultural and economic wealth.  In the SNSM today 
the majority of the indigenous infrastructure has been irreversibility tied to the state 
control of their resources. The Iku have not enjoyed autonomy or resources to develop in 
accordance with their own cultural practices.  Resistance to Modern development is not a 
resistance to technology per se; it is a resistance to the exploitative economy of industrial 
capitalism.  
 To use the dichotomy of primitive Indian and Modern society does not serve the 
Iku to stop development on their lands.  If we conflate development with the global 
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industrial capitalist extraction of coal in the region, then we obscure the lack of 
development services embedded in the extractive economy, and how few benefits coal 
extraction brings to Modern, non-indigenous, peoples lives.   
A look at the powers controlling the implementation of large-scale mining 
illuminates the grey area between the extractive industry and the state government.  The 
12 largest mining companies in the country make up a conglomerate called Minera Gran 
Escala (MGE), who sponsor a politically motivated commerce organization called the 
Asociación Nacional de Emprasarios de Colombia (ANDI).  The influence of ANDI 
stretches from international funding of megaprojects, to local political candidates and 
basic social services.  The connections that are boasted by the organization publicly are 
well tied in with every project in the region, whether infrastructure or social programs.  
The United States & Canadian state departments, Latin American Commerce Association, 
the Association of Colombian Banks, the Ministry of Technology, Acción Social, the 
primary development aid organization of the Colombian state, are all funded locally by 
ANDI and thus by the MGE and the mines.  There is very thin line between the 
corporation and the state.   
The conflation of the state development model as neoliberal and extractivist is 
apparent in the Colombian Ministry of Mining’s 2006 National Plan for Mining 
Development.  The official state position is aligned to the corporate/state position of 
industrial development according to the national mining law, which was written by a 
Canadian mining firm and signed by ex-president Alvaro Uribe in a push for neoliberal 
development.  FPIC and other government procedures show the state’s favoritism towards 
the extractivist position, such as accepting the corporate position or their findings without 
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question.  These are the types of developmental policies that Colombia is left with, when 
the alternatives are absent from civil society.  A critique of development is useful to deny 
the modern binary from where it comes.  
Autonomous development is internally generated production of culture-territory.  
In the SNSM it is constantly being undermined through two competing processes.  The 
first is state-directed local development projects.  And the second is the presence of NGOs 
and international capital in the SNSM.  The shift in state development policy is related to 
the political space that is opened under the shift towards multiculturalism.  The challenge 
here, though, is about international relationships and politics that are changing, which fall 
even further from the local space of cultural production. 
If you ask a mamo how to alleviate suffering, starvation or lack of sanitation and 
water services, they will not call for “development.”  The mamos believe that dams do not 
protect rivers, but destroy them; and that industrial infrastructure projects are unbalanced 
bunachi attempts to control the Earth.  They see development as a type of violence.  They 
also believe that to truly sustain life, these resources must be protected; otherwise no one 
will have water, or anything else.  However, through the multicultural process, the strong 
discourse of rejecting development has been substituted with soft discourse that elaborates 
“defense of culture”.   
The correlation between development and Modern Western culture has been 
documented extensively (Dusell 2001; Escobar 1999, 2001; Giddens 1999).  A 
complementary correlation between sustainability and indigenous people often follows 
this argument and the ensuing political discourse has emerged: sustainable indigenous 
lifeways are threatened by Modern development.  This is the discourse most often 
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presented in the political space of the SNSM and the example of the politics of this region 
carries weight elsewhere in Latin America (Ulloa 2006).  What is problematic in this 
political scenario is that the terms are set by the Modern state.   
 Because modernity associates development of new ideas and technologies as 
progressive growth, it also associates indigenous peoples as static and their technologies 
as primitive.  The current trend towards sustainability has made this dichotomy more 
interesting by associating indigenous peoples with sustainable growth.  This reaffirms a 
distinction between modern civilization and it’s perceived other, which is critical of the 
central position of development, and many Modern people and institutions have adopted 
this critique.   
For Example, Arturo Escobar’s (1992) critique of development has four central 
inter-related points.  First, development discourse is rooted in Western epistemological 
traditions, and its application is prone to colonial effects of Western domination. In other 
words, development is White-supremacist, colonial and western-centric.  Second, 
development is top-down, imposed from the outside and, therefore, serves the agenda of 
the powerful.  Third, development as a concept de-politicizes peoples’ needs and their 
relationships to power.  Fourth, responses to development need to come from local spaces, 
ideally generated out of organic social movements.   
Escobar’s critique of development discourse hinges on its corroboration of 
modernity, the enlightenment ideology of progress and reason.  The same discourse that 
justified the western imperial project occurs in the fundamental principles of development.  
Escobar describes how “development colonized reality” through disassociating peoples’ 
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needs from power.  Poverty and malnourishment are presented as factors internal to a 
society, which can be cured by development. 
 International economic and political institutions created after WWII established a 
global development apparatus financed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the 
World Bank, and others. These agencies ignored the power relationship between colonial 
and post-colonial countries and assumed a depoliticized position that only exacerbated 
these relationships.  The First World developed upon the raw materials taken from the 
Third World, and the Third World under-developed through the same process.  World 
system’s theory and dependency theory, popularized in the 1970’s by Frank and 
Wallerstein, do well in explaining colonial relationship between the First and Third 
worlds.  Their theories explain how the development of the powerful was tied to the 
underdevelopment of the subjugated (Frank 1978; Wallerstein 1974).  The answers 
provided by these theories, however, still rely on the process of development to close the 
gap between the global rich and poor. 
 Western development institutions, such as the IMF and World Bank, created a 
mechanism of power to control Third World countries.  Produced by the powerful nations, 
these institutions serve their interests through economically integrating “developing” 
economies into “developed” ones.  It was exactly this relationship, the cheap production of 
raw goods and labor for imperial powers, which created the gap in the first place.  In other 
words, nations/peoples/lands were robbed of their material wealth and forced to sell their 
labor.  Therefore the language of development merely obscures the existing colonial 
relationships by normalizing unequal economic relations as a solution to world problems.  
The Iku position on development is not out of line with this critique. 
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 In response to the exploitative nature of the development paradigm, Escobar 
suggests the Third World seek alternatives to development rather than any type of 
development associated with global capitalism.  He sees social movements as key actors 
in his proscribed changes to development thinking. Peoples’ needs are articulated in 
discourses emanating from social movements because they are localized and they contest 
relationships of power between the state and transnational capital.  The same mechanism 
operates internally in Colombia, when the urban elite core’s dictate extractive policies in 
the underdeveloped rural areas. 
 In a critique of Neoliberal development policy, Amartya Sen’s “freedom as 
development” paradigm has been widely influential to the global conceptualization of 
development (1999).  Sen moves beyond a “narrow view” of development as 
modernization or the advancement of technology, and expands the term to encompass 
freedom from persecution, human rights, quality of life, gender equality, and democracy.  
Local agency is a key end in his theory.  If peace, democracy and self-governance are 
promoted, then people’s quality of life will rise.   
   Redefining how development is measured had enormous impact on the 
international development apparatus (Fukuda-Parr 2003); rather than focusing solely on 
economic development, the move to Human Development (HD) accounted for the broader 
social conditions in which people live.  The HD model responds to several of Escobar’s 
critiques.  First, HD responds to local needs and not to imperialist economic relationships.  
HD also offers political agency to local political networks, including social movements, as 
generators of development policy.   
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 Human Development falls theoretically short in two places.  While HD focuses on 
local needs, it does so using an exterior paradigm, one generated and imposed by powerful 
nations and transnational capital. Therefore, while Sen’s model is superior to Neoliberal 
and Basic Needs approaches to development, it re-imposes the systemic hierarchy of the 
world system because the goal is to integrate all nations into one global system. 
 The second shortcoming of Sen’s theory harkens to Escobar’s primary critique of 
development – modernity.  Positioning freedom and development as the answer to world 
inequality is a hyper-modern conflation, which is especially problematic since those two 
ideas have been so fundamental to Modern imperial expansion.  Despite Sen’s good 
intentions, “freedom” is by no means benign in its imperial associations as the term has 
been used to conflate modernity, modernization and liberalism when imposed through 
often violent imperial expansion.   
 The nature of whatever freedom people seek will always be under the guise of 
Modern institutions under the Human Development model.  The approach remains top 
down, and adds to the list of things that should be regulated by outside forces, all steeped 
in their own interests of power.  I imagine a new way of assessing peoples needs based on 
their economic and political agency to confront systems of power that oppress them. The 
agency to create the cultural connections that make their lives meaningful can only come 
after we remove the invasive economic systems embedded within industrial capitalism. 
 Escobar’s primary assertion that development discourse obscures power 
relationships directly clashes with Sen’s “freedom as development” paradigm.  Western 
driven global capitalism offers development to local communities as conscription into 
economies that sustain the current global hegemony of industrial capitalism. This confines 
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agency to specific types of economic and political development: capitalism, democracy 




The role of solidarity between the global North and the global South is shifting 
along with the changes brought by multicultural governments.  International support for 
indigenous peoples’ struggles has moved toward paternalism and away from solidarity.  
International allies to remote rural communities are becoming increasingly sanctioned and 
constricted along with the indigenous/state relationship.  Since the rise of the neoliberal 
subject as part of the state and the international community the role of solidarity has 
moved from the organic space of political solidarity to the state-sanctioned spaces of law 
and the promotion of neoliberal or Human Development projects.  The infusion of capital 
and state bureaucracy into indigenous leadership has had tremendous effects on the 
indigenous political structure, narrowing their ability to do politics or engage in political 
solidarity.   
 The international network of indigenous people and state multiculturalism has 
largely worked by giving people money and has led them to expect financial rewards.  
Alliances then become dependent on money, big funders, established NGOs and the state.  
There has also been an increase in, and more money given to, indigenous political 
organizations, which also become reliant on money.  This creates an elite group within 
indigenous pueblos, with access to money and NGO connections. This social stratification 
contributes to disputes among political factions within the SNSM.  The subjects formed 
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within this specific relationship of power are both neoliberal and indigenous – however 
their identity as indigenous is reinforced through neoliberalism, not their local culture.   
 The CTC, the official organization representing the Four Pueblos is the 
organization that interacts directly with the state.  It is structured around the cabildos and 
in the meetings have representation from the cabildo organizations of all of the Four 
Pueblos.   The CTC handles all the consultation and addresses all of the state sponsored 
development projects.  The discourse is that if the Four Pueblos are united, they are 
stronger.  However, there are politics among the pueblos as well.  Each has a separate 
territory, separate resources and separate political connections with the state and NGOs.  
Divisions among the CTC have caused problems.    
When the CTC meets, the politics become even more fragmented, because 
different factions of different pueblos support different projects, while rejecting others.  
They are all weary of projects, generally, but might support something that benefits them.  
Altogether this sounds like any national congress, however, the discourse that they use is 
unique. 
The mamos are supposed to make all political decisions, but few are present at CIT 
and CTC meetings.  Therefore, everyone claims to be speaking for the mamos whenever 
they disapprove of something.  It’s true that the mamos would need to meditate on each 
project for a year at least, before accepting it in order to sift through the cosmic filament.  
This does not follow the timelines set forth by NGOs and projects always end up slipping 
through.  In one meeting of mamos, they decreed to stop all NGO development projects in 
the SNSM.  Currently, there are supposed to be no more development projects, but they 
continue to arrive. 
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The economy of the SNSM changes radically when outsiders and their projects 
enter.  This paper does not have the room to explore the entire economic system or all of 
the projects that I have witnessed, but some examples will illustrate the effect.  Even the 
best intentions, best discourse, best projects are having the same effect – the movement of 
the Iku into the modern state economy, which causes divisions among their people.   
The Trojan horse is at play here as well.  Just as individuals can gain through 
openings within neoliberal multiculturalism, so can organizations benefit from state 
support.  The organizations with the most connections to the state in the SNSM, namely 
the CTC and more recently the CIT, have been most successful in their ability to negotiate 
with both state and neoliberal actors.  Those that have refused, especially the Wiwa’s 
OGYT, have only become weaker.   
Meanwhile, NGOs and the state have been working together to develop a discourse 
of their own.  A key facet of this discourse is pro indigenous rights.  Indigenous focused 
NGOs that receive state funds are constantly proposing projects for the CIT to engage in.  
The projects that are proposed by the state and NGOs are sometimes based in 
environmentalism, sometimes in economic development or women or children-centered 
projects and increasingly they are based in “supporting culture”.   
 One example of the problem I see with this type of politics is the social 
development organization, Iwaugui.  Taking their name from a Wayuu word, this 
organization works to fortify the culture of the Wayuu people of the Guajira peninsula.  
Looking at their materials, one would think that they are responsible for the existence and 
maintenance of the Wayuu culture.  The organization is really part of the coal-mining 
project Cerrejon, which has displaced thousands of indigenous Wayuu since the 1980’s.  
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They throw money at members of the pueblo for “cultural development”, and then accept 
certain benefits from the government for incorporating social programs into their project.  
I don’t know the Wayuu well enough to know who benefits, but assuredly someone does. 
 This is the type of project that is constantly trying to work its way into the SNSM. 
Working with the CIT, I would often sit through presentations by NGOs only to look them 
up afterwards to find the connections with the NGO were based in some sort of capitalist 
enterprise.  There was usually one or two Iku traveling with the NGO, promoting the 
project.    
 Local Development projects, also a facet of multicultural development, attend to 
local needs of peoples and cultural mechanisms for affecting change.   The politics in this 
space are not unlike those within the FPIC process.  The state obscures the cultural 
mandate to serve its own interest.  However, there are allies to the state within the pueblo.  
These subjects are explored in the next chapter, along with examples of the 
misappropriation of sovereignty that they embody.   
Even radical leftist modern-centric politics can reinforce this subjugation of 
indigenous knowledge systems.  In modern political terms that favor indigenous power 
and granting lands to indigenous peoples, an argument can be made that the land is 
“theirs”.  A decolonial claim to return all lands to indigenous peoples is unreasonable and 
unhelpful.   
I echo a response to indigenous demands by the president of INCODER, Miguel 
Vazquez over language in the “Victims Decree,” a national proposition for reparations to 
indigenous communities for years of violence and neglect.  During negotiations, the 
indigenous peoples of Colombia asked for all ancestral lands to be recognized as 
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“Indigenous territory”.  Vasquez, a long time activist on behalf of indigenous rights 
translated this phrasing to mean all lands in Colombia.  Of course, all land in the Americas 
was once exclusively occupied by indigenous peoples, who lost the majority of it through 
a policy of genocide that is opposed to the values that allegedly govern the governments 
that now claim the land.  However, giving it back doesn’t seem like a real option to 
anyone.  So what does the decolonial option look like? 
We cannot argue that all land in Colombia should belong to the 1.8% percent of 
the people who are indigenous, nor should we expect that these people would be so 
benevolent as to justly govern all people on these lands.  Suggesting that we concede all 
power to a handful of people living in segregated communities away from the majority of 
the population would not address all peoples’ needs.  In comparing needs of peoples and 
the accountability of the ruling powers to attend to these needs, there is more utility in 
limiting neoliberal development than in promoting it.  Most peoples’ needs are tied to 
being protected from capitalism, not accessing it. 
Local development breaks from the modern limitations inherent in 
developmentalist language, as evident in the cases provided below.  But rather than accept 
development, it makes more sense to reconfigure the basic elements that development 
encompasses: political and economic agency of groups and meeting peoples’ basic needs.  
Truly generated from the local level, these social attributes are best offered in the form of 
autonomy or projects of self-governance.  Indeed, it is the push to have agency in their 
own production of life that indigenous peoples are vying for; in another word – culture-
territory.   
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NGOs have entered the SNSM and the rest of the Third World, with immense 
funding geared towards “sustainable development.”  Sustainable development has 
attracted the attention of the highest echelons of the modern capitalist economic system.  
In some cases sincere, in others politically motivated, there is as much “sustainable” 
development happening in the world today as “non-sustainable.” The difference being that 
one set of development projects claims to be long-term.  My argument here is not an 
elaboration of the green-washing or capitalist spin on development in order to sell it.  
What I would like to illuminate is the ecological position favored by Western 
environmentalists and the cosmological understanding of the mamos and the 
incompatibility between the two.   
 As I made clear earlier in this dissertation, the Iku, like many indigenous people do 
not sustain their economy or evaluate the West’s imposition upon their culture, from a 
position of stasis.  Theirs is a social position of dynamism, which complements the natural 
cycles of the universe.  The Law of Origin is adaptive.  Sustainability, in the Western 
context, reproduces the objectification of the land as static and governable.  
 It is also imperative to mention that in any Western environmental organization, 
from deep ecology movements to the bureaucratic protection of resources, is the lack of 
communication between the Earth and humans.  The mamos have a science that is based 
on direct communication with the Earth.  Perceived communications from the Earth are 
not validated by any Western science and, therefore, have been lacking in any 
environmental report seeking credibility in the evaluation of development.  Some new 
agers support the idea of “Mother Earth” or have adopted other clichés from native 
peoples, but these concepts lack substance and remain devoid of practical communication.  
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Environmental arguments are instead rooted in data collected based on Scientific 
understandings of the perceivable negative effects on humans, plants, animals and 
ecosystems.   While environmentalists are often allies to the Iku and have produced 
information that has been used in their favor, Western environmentalism abstracts 
knowledge and this leaves the discourse open to manipulation by power.  The 
environmentalists also uphold the dominant knowledge system and subvert the Iku 
ontology by misusing their cultural referents and conflating them within modern 
epistemological environmentalism. 
 The next section addresses the FPIC as a multicultural response to questions about 
development and indigenous agency.  Many indigenous people – and I will argue that 
many non-indigenous people as well – have cosmovisions that prohibit certain types of 
development on their land, or on any land.  Development politics in Colombia are now 
often predicated on an intercultural negotiation between the state and indigenous peoples, 
opening spaces for a shift in agency among indigenous peoples.  Below I explore the 
mechanics of this power shift.  
 
Part 2 - Intercultural Mistranslation and the Case of Brisa 
 
Brisa SA is a Colombian corporation currently building a seaport intended to 
export 28 million tons of coal per year.  Located on the Atlantic coast within the Black 
Line in Kogui territory, the port design includes a 66-foot deep harbor and a 3.4-kilometer 
docking area, and is part of an international effort to double coal exports from Colombia 
by the year 2019.   
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Port construction began with the removal of a small hill on the beach, which, 
unbeknownst to the corporation, was a ritual site for the Four Pueblos called Jukulwa8.  In 
response to these damages the Four Pueblos began to organize forcefully against the port, 
which led to a temporary halt of the project and the state implementation of an FPIC in 
2010.   
The legal argument designed to stop Brisa was developed in 2011 and presented as 
twofold: first it brought to light that procedural problems, most notably the destruction of 
a sacred site with no FPIC having already taken place, were in violation of the Four 
Pueblos rights and, therefore, illegal.  Second, the lawyers argued that it was against the 
cosmovision of the Four Pueblos – in other words, a cultural discrepancy.  The state 
responded to these arguments by granting the pueblos an FPIC. 
 That the entire coal extraction infrastructure in the region causes thousands of 
times as much destruction as the removal of a hill was not discussed until very late in the 
proceedings.  Instead of talking about how and why Brisa brought nothing positive to any 
Colombians, save benefits for a very few elites, the legal and political argument focused 
on the quantifiable negative damage already done.  This would set the precedent that a 
legal claim to challenge a company’s conduct could only take place when the company 
failed to do a proper FPIC.  This ostensibly leaves the conduct itself (in this case mining) 
out of any meaningful debate.  This argument also has the side effect of propping up the 
FPIC as what the Four Pueblos wanted in the first place.  This isn’t true either, but as the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 The ritual payments that are made by the traditional authorities correlate different parts 
of the mountain with parts of the world, and each site is unique and the act of payment is 
an endemic practice in the SNSM. 
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political field of indigenous rights develops around gains and losses, the only minuscule 
“win” many people can claim with the state’s blessing seems to be the FPIC process.    
When the FPIC for Brisa finally took place in 2011, the CTC had the consultation 
done directly by mamos of the Four Pueblos who had the ability to assess the spiritual 
damage done to the site and the effects this would cause their people.  The mamos were 
presented with two things: a physically destroyed site that many had known their whole 
lives as integral to the maintenance of their world, and the procedural task to judge a 
port’s effects on their people.  It is no surprise that they mostly focused on the damage 
already done.  During the course of the consultation process, the mamos clearly articulated 
their opposition to the port, how the excavated ground caused destruction to their cultural 
practices and to the Earth, and the need for restorative spiritual work.  The mamos failed 
to connect the dots between the various impacts of coal extraction to which the port is 
connected because knowledge of the connections between the port and the larger coal 
industry is not their expertise.  The Ministry of Interior took issue with the Four Pueblos 
demand to indefinitely halt construction of the site and the whole procedure was filled 
with mistrust and equivocation. 
The FPIC was plagued by the irrational premise that the Four Pueblos approve a 
project that they had no reason to accept.  The representatives of the Brisa Corporation 
and the Ministry of Interior arriving and leaving together in the same car to meetings 
maintained underlying antagonisms between the opposing sides.  Long meetings went 
nowhere for hours.  There was also an unnerving feeling that there was something going 
on under the table. 
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Tensions heightened during the FPIC proceedings when the Brisa Corporation 
erected signs along the corridor leading to the port that marked the area as culturally 
significant to the Four Pueblos. These signs, complete with cartoon images of mamos 
walking along a path, were signed with the corporate logo of Brisa S.A. alluding to an 
already established partnership between the two groups.  When the Four Pueblos saw 
these signs, they asked that they be removed.  Brisa never complied with the request, 
adding insult to the injurious cultural appropriation.  
Throughout the FPIC proceedings, the mamos sponsored a strong discursive 
position against the port – rooting their argument in Iku-centric terms that correlated the 
destruction of Jukulwa with physical violence against the mountain and all its inhabitants.  
However, the FPIC procedure relied on a 40-page report that buried the mamo’s argument 
within the language of the state – rights, laws, and subjects.  
It was crucial for the mamos to explain how they orient themselves in the world 
and what the world means to them.  With no mention of ports or mines or development, 
the mamos described a world with conditions that would make development or mineral 
extraction unthinkable.  The mamos made clear that each sacred site corresponds with 
another part of the mountain and has a specific function in the material, spiritual and 
social worlds.  In this model of the Earth, everything is connected.  Also in this model, 
people are integral to the environment, they are not merely treading upon the Earth – they 
are interacting with it in an ongoing process of creation.   
The same document goes on to define what development means for the indigenous 
people – it is a continuation of creation, and an ongoing process attached to the past and to 
the future as both are formed through action in the present.  Everything that comes into 
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contact with the lands within the Black Line or with any of the Four Pueblos must 
therefore be balanced in equilibrium with the Law of Origin. 
Official responses from the ministry during the FPIC misrepresented the primary 
arguments of the mamos.  During the FPIC, the Four Pueblos were left battling untrue 
assumptions instead of using their resources to stake a legal and political claim based on 
their actual beliefs.  The corporation attempted to paint the indigenous people under a 
colonial framework as static and unchanging.  Iku cosmology is far from a position that 
claims a primordial connection to an ancient past in a world formed long ago. To place a 
modern fiction upon this delicate interpretation of time and space strips it of its meaning 
and the political significance of participating in an ongoing production of culture-territory. 
State documents that emerged throughout the FPIC described the negative effects 
of Brisa as an “effect on the symbolic value of the land” for the indigenous communities.  
The ministry referred to the cultural practices done at the site of Jukulwa as “magico-
religious” practices (language that was later rejected by the courts) that assume “magic,” 
which is an inaccurate description of their practice, and “religion” which applies a colonial 
framework wherein religion and material actions are separated ontologically (Descola 
1994).  With this type of vocabulary, the state declares that the indigenous worldview is 
not real.  Meanwhile, in the same document, the development position of the corporation 
is accepted and validated.  For example, listed under the environmental impacts were 
benefits such as sanitation, commerce and inclusion for indigenous peoples (Resolution 
0218) – as if these are all integral parts of megaprojects.   
The final meeting of the FPIC was held at the site of Inkarwa, reclaimed Iku land 
and the site of a victorious struggle against the construction of the Besotes dam.  The Four 
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Pueblos presented their report to the Ministry of the Interior, insisting they acknowledge 
the presence of 22 additional sacred sites other than Jukulwa that would be affected by the 
installation of the port.  The mamos identified and disclosed the whereabouts of these 
sacred sites in good faith in hopes that this recognition would allow a permanent halt to 
the project and an immediate occupation of the site by mamos to commence spiritual 
healing to the damaged area.   
 The ministry said it couldn’t verify the sites, because the government bureaucrats 
were “not indigenous” and, therefore, couldn’t verify indigenous-specific things; but they 
offered to verify that the indigenous people believe there are sacred sites present.  This 
point was argued for about seven hours on the final day of the FPIC until the talks broke 
down.  The Ministry of Interior’s decision not to verify the sacred sites prompted many 
indigenous people to reject the consultation process altogether, arguing that if the 
government wasn’t going to respect their position, there was no point in participating.  
They refused to sign the FPIC document and denounced the FPIC as a failure.  The 
ministry didn’t accept the CTC’s refusal to sign the document; they believed they had 
completed the procedural rites of the consultation and explained the breakdown as a 
“miscommunication of cultural ideas.”  No one left the meeting satisfied.  Not only did the 
impasse signal future wrangling over the Brisa case, but also signaled a breach of trust 
between a highly visible indigenous group and the state over FPIC – the centerpiece of the 
multicultural rights strategy. 
Because of “misunderstandings” between the ministry and the CTC, the Ministry 
of Interior had to complete the FPIC without the signatures of the Four Pueblos.  This 
prompted the ministry of the environment to draft a resolution (MAVTD Resolución 
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0218) with the verdict that because the Four Pueblos give no options for alternatives to 
development of the area, they thereby forgo their right to participation, and the 
government would allow Brisa to continue with the project, provided they develop a 
strategy to protect the environment and to “fortify the indigenous culture.”  That is to say, 
the constitutional court legally mandated that the very corporation that threatens the land, 
and the Four Pueblos’ claim to it, would take on the business of environmentalism and 
indigenous cultural preservation. 
Resolution 0218 makes the claim that the Four Pueblos can still carry out their 
practices, if the Brisa port is developed, entirely ignoring the basis of the practices.  
Insistence that the corporation help to fortify indigenous culture turned this idea into 
policy. The court’s decision to mandate Brisa to help fortify the “cultural integrity” of the 
Four Pueblos misrepresents the cultural position for culture-territory as a position in favor 
of cultural recognition.  Special rights have the power to turn any concern expressed by 
indigenous peoples against development to a concern that their culture be recognized.  
That is to say, if any group takes a stance against state development policy based on 
reasons not within the dominant paradigm, their position will be reduced to a claim for 
culture – not a claim for political and economic sovereignty.   
    
Governing Dichotomy  
Coal mining affects many more people than just the indigenous peoples of the 
SNSM. The fishermen along the Atlantic coast have strongly opposed Brisa, because it 
threatens their way of life in a much more direct way than it does the Four Pueblos.  
Displaced peasants, too, are an often-overlooked point of contention; because while 
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mining displaces non-indigenous peasants who have no recourse to special rights, it 
displaces them onto indigenous lands.  Because these communities are not recognized by 
the state as indigenous, they are not given the right to an FPIC.   
Some of these non-indigenous communities have come out against the Brisa 
project using the same discourse as the Four Pueblos – they have specified that they are 
both culturally opposed to this type of development and that they resent the state’s 
assumption that they approve of the project because they are not indigenous. In the end, 
the displacement is not considered a high priority because the fishermen and peasants have 
no legal rights to FPIC.   
Because of the ongoing disagreement between the indigenous people and the 
corporation, as well as the ministry’s inability to resolve the issue, the constitutional court 
ordered a public hearing to resolve the matter.  The Brisa Corporation, the Four Pueblos 
and the ministry were all invited to the coast to inspect the port construction site and to 
give testimony to a public audience.  The court touted this hearing as the last chance to 
voice a unified message for both the Four Pueblos and the Brisa corp.    
The indigenous response focused on the cultural distinction of each pueblo, with 
little economic, social and political context.  Over fifty indigenous people showed up to 
represent the position of the SNSM, and unwittingly represent the alternative subjects to 
an allegedly unified Colombia.  Their mere presence simply spelled out what the court 
needed to establish – that Indians are too different to talk to other Colombians, that 
development policy is either what multinationals want, or is a void represented by people 
who wear funny hats and chew coca leaves.  It would be meaningless to reiterate the 
thoughtful cultural articulations of the Four Pueblos, their challenge of the corrupt system, 
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the bad faith of the corporation and the ministry, or the damage already caused, because it 
merely reinforced “cultural difference” in the eyes of the state.  The overtly cultural 
framing, however, was not lost on some non-indigenous stakeholders. 
 The fishing communities were not invited to the public hearing, but they showed 
up anyway.  Forsaken by the law, and ignored by the Four Pueblos and the state 
bureaucrats, the fishermen challenged the system from their subaltern position in a way 
that illuminated the disturbing political theatre of the event.  They claimed the right to an 
FPIC, and took jabs at the “indigenous/academic” position.  In the words of one 
representative: 
 
“The FPIC is planned and is mandatory for Indians, but what about the rest of the non-indigenous 
communities who don’t want to or cannot work on the project or have no academics collaborating 
with them?” “Will there be a consultation before all the fish are gone?  What will be our social, 
labor, economic compensation?” 
 
The direct responses to these questions came in the form of technical jargon, which 
answered nothing.  However, the public hearing ended with an indirect response to the 
fishermen’s challenge.  Chief Magistrate Gabriel Eduardo Mendoza Martelo said it best in 
the meeting’s closing statements:  
 
“We must decide this case in accordance with the evident tension that exists between two interests 
that are relevant, between a vision that represents Colombian society and a very distinct perspective 
- between two very different visions of the world.”  [Eduardo Mendoza Martelo 03/23/2012] 
 
There are indeed two distinct visions of the country, but they are not those that the 
court alleges.  One vision is shared by the Four Pueblos, by the fishermen of the coast, by 
the peasants, by the Afro-Colombians, by the vast majority of all Colombians who want to 
live well and in peace.  Only a few Colombians share the other vision.  They are the small 
minority who benefit from the coal-mining infrastructure.  Only with a belabored 
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separation of indigenous peoples based on their fundamental understandings of the world 
does their political position appear separate from Colombian society, and only with this 
separation can they represent the “other,” the group that is not Modern or progressive.  
The Colombian state officially refers to the FPIC process as an “intercultural 
exchange of ideas,” meaning that there is equal exchange of cultural information between 
the state and the indigenous group.  How a mutual understanding can help to resolve the 
economic and cultural tension of clearly opposing positions on development is not 
outlined.  There are a number of questions that are imperative for the state to resolve: who 
is benefiting directly and indirectly and who is suffering directly or indirectly from the 
port?  What type of action is being taken to protect the victims and right the wrongs? And 
who is undertaking amelioration of discord?  Instead of addressing any of these questions, 
however, the state has developed a space where opposing sides talk past each other, which 
has the effect of ignoring any of these questions and creating the illusion of a 
miscommunication since they were never really meant to communicate anyway.   
Assuming that the state is already pro-industrial development forgoes the 
possibility that indigenous people could make any contribution to development policy, or, 
for that matter, that any other Colombians could either.  This scenario exemplifies what 
Charles Hale calls neoliberal multiculturalism (2002); the industrial capitalist state is 
reinforced by the multicultural thesis – indigenous people belong in an exceptional space 
within the state, where they can be indigenous as long as it doesn’t interfere with the 
dominant economic position.  Non-indigenous people are, in contradiction, subsumed as 
nationalist, industrial capitalist and modern. 
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The Colonial Outcome of FPIC 
FPIC weakens indigenous sovereignty by reducing the larger political struggle 
over what development will look like to what one specific group believes about one 
specific piece of land.  If each project has its own FPIC, each and every project is 
presented as a single unattached port, dam or road.  This obscures the much larger picture 
of what is happening politically, economically, environmentally and procedurally.  It is 
easy to brush off one mine, less so 100. 
The context of the FPIC as potentially problematic, even colonizing, for 
indigenous peoples is not lost on the Iku, especially on the mamos.  To understand the 
distrust of the FPIC, one must reference the context of the Iku-state relationship on a 
broader level.  From the point of view of the CIT and the CTC, FPIC is just one more state 
mechanism to navigate.  The Four Pueblos have rejected the FPIC in the past because the 
final decision always rests with the state; therefore, entering into the negotiation submits 
indigenous groups to the state’s sovereignty and relinquishes their claims to autonomy.  
However, whether or not to participate in the FPIC is an ongoing internal political 
discussion within each of the Four Pueblos and with the unifying CTC. 
An often-repeated phrase in internal CIT and CTC meetings is “ We will do the 
FPIC, and then we will tell them ‘No.’” They believe they have power to a veto and the 
FPIC is their opportunity to exercise it.  In reality, a veto is only possible in three 
scenarios: the storage of radioactive materials, the physical displacement of people and 
damages severe enough to cause irreparable harm to the community.  No single case of 
development in the Black Line will have these effects because indigenous people inhabit 
few of the lands in the lower SNSM.  However, the composite effect of the entire mining 
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infrastructure in the region is producing effects that register the third of these scenarios, 
“irreparable harm to the group.” (See Figure 1)  Due to the nature of the FPIC, this will 
never grant the pueblos a veto.  The FPIC calls for participation – it does not grant power. 
The cumulative, negative effects of development are diluted by increasingly 
regulated procedures under the guise of allowing more participation in development 
policy.  Just as territory is reduced to parcels of land, “the continuation of cultural 
practices” is “guaranteed” by the state, thus, reducing culture down to specific units from 
a complex whole.  Segregating and compartmentalizing each study or analysis forgoes the 
possibility of an indigenous contribution to what development or resource management 
should look like for the state.  FPIC reinforces the separation of indigenous people from 
the rest of Colombians because of their culture.  The separation of mines from mining, 
cultural acts from relational worldviews, people from culture-territory are all ontologically 
Modern objectifications.  
What presuppositions are established within the politics of special rights and 
FPIC?  Is multiculturalism being pushed in order to manifest a developing state that can 
lay claim to an exhaustive understanding of the natural world; an understanding that is 
validated by elaborate public consultations on environmental matters with the indigenous 
peoples it has sanctioned to survive in political and social isolation?  Or is interculturalism 
being pushed to forge a state that negotiates its claims to development and power with a 
broad range of political and social actors, including those with epistemologies far different 
from the dominant?  Is Colombia multicultural or intercultural?  Perhaps neither. 
 The mamos’ cultural practices fortify the world they live in; their world is not 
formed through the legal recognition of their rights.  They do not derive their connection 
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to the Earth from the state, but in spite of it.  Missing from the intercultural exchange is all 
of the meaningful essences of life that were shared by the mamos, and how the state is in 
no way willing to listen to these ideas or interpretations of the world.  Particularities of 
their cosmovision are recorded by the state as “beliefs” held by certain peoples.  No one is 
attending any of these procedural meetings to re-evaluate the consistency of the universe.  
All the state needs to do to be “multicultural” is to have procedures that include 
indigenous peoples in development – the state is not obliged to understand or heed the 
indigenous position, just recognize that there is a position. 
 
Divide and Conquer in Colombia 
The corporate position within FPIC procedures is also strong and simple.  They 
want to build the port.  Their discourse, too, can become softened, or spun, to be about 
many other things in order to align them with power, the law, and the perceived values of 
the Colombian nation.  In 2007, a tutela9 was filed against the indigenous opposition to 
Brisa under the “right to work” of those seeking employment at the port.  Bolstering the 
cries of “the indigenous stall, while we go hungry” was the claim that the port would bring 
3,500 direct jobs and 15,000 indirect jobs10.  This legal document is the only place I ever 
saw numbers close to this high.  According to the Brisa Corporation in 2006 the 
construction of the port would provide 350 direct jobs and 1,400 indirect ones and the 
operation of the port would bring 150 direct jobs and 600 indirect ones. Interestingly, 
according to the independent investigation done by the development consultation firm 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 A tutela is a legal mechanism for bringing a case to Colombia’s constitutional court 
10 Tutela #44-001-23-001 of 2007	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Colombia Punto Medio, the most common indirect job created within the mining 
boomtowns is prostitution.  This is omitted from all government assessments.  
The tutela went on to claim that besides the right to work, granting special rights to 
the indigenous people also revoked the right to “equality” and due process.  This tutela 
was filed as a political move by the Brisa Corporation, but it is still important to address 
the claims presented because they outline the exact critique that can, will, and is being 
used against indigenous land claims.  The claim is that development, like ports and mines, 
is good for non-indigenous, hard working Colombians and that the elite alliance of land-
holding indigenous people and legal scholars are trying to deny these rights and defy the 
economic growth of the Colombian nation by presenting lengthy legal and technical hoops 
for developers to jump through instead of creating jobs.  The former assertion is 
erroneous, and I provide evidence for this below, but I think that the latter argument is 
absolutely true.  The special rights paradigm generates political positions based on cultural 
distinction from modernity and generates legal arguments based on procedural 
technicalities.  Development politics based on opposition to mining operations and 
alternative strategies for development never enter into political discourse.  This hurts 
everyone: those with special rights are silenced through meager gains, and especially those 
without access to special rights, who are silenced and landless 
 The constitutional court’s recognition of special rights based on culture is rooted in 
the 1991 Colombian constitution.  Article 7 elevates diversity as more important than all 
other politically motivated interests, except for life itself (Vasquez-Luna 2007). Legal 
scholars have argued that the indigenous position should carry more weight than economic 
interests.  In the case of mining, the constitution upholds a cultural rejection over an 
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economic claim. This does not only apply to indigenous people; Law 70 grants the right to 
diversity of culture.  This law insists diversity means diverse, not merely deviant from a 
perceived singular, unified national culture.  However, the corporate position often 
presents indigenous culture in opposition to an assumed norm – a norm that carries the 
values of extractive capitalism. 
Non-indigenous peoples have culture too, but this is denied under the current 
paradigm. The cultural position of the non-indigenous communities affected by the mining 
infrastructure is entirely erased from the equation because the cultural position is 
associated with the unique culture of the Four Pueblos.  In other words, this case 
demonstrates a scenario where the right to culture is inaccessible to the majority of people 
who suffer under the proposed development policy, and sets a precedent to maintain this 
right as inaccessible.  
 Gaining more rights does not necessarily help subaltern peoples, because these 
”rights” limit neither development, nor elite access and ownership of land and resources 
(Engle 2010). The Human Rights framework is constantly giving rights, but rarely 
enforcing consequences for those who violate said rights.  Karen Engle stresses how 
discussions of structural inequality are often left out of strategies for economic justice.  
FPIC doesn’t respect the positions of the indigenous people or the non-indigenous poor.  
Only the corporate position is carried through, while it bears no recognized special rights 
status at all.  Corporations don’t need special rights – they have power instead.  In fact, 
keeping corporate extractivist development as “not special” helps to mask power and, 
thus, sustain it.  
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 If we use Engle’s critique to interrogate the combined effects of MGE on 
Colombia’s rural population, we find a more useful variable to measure the imbalance of 
power.  According to the national mining union (Sintramecotrol 2011), 80% of displaced 
persons in Colombia come from a mining region.  People are not displaced because they 
do or do not have a specific culture.  People are displaced because mining companies are 
usurping their land.  The percentage of the displaced is not overwhelmingly indigenous; in 
fact, the numbers of indigenous peoples displaced is consistent with the indigenous 
percentage of the national population.  The fate of those displaced, however, does serve to 
flatten differences between peoples.  Many displaced peoples leave the countryside to 
inhabit the slums around large cities.  Internally displaced migrants, indigenous or not, 
then begin new lives of dependence on the meager developmental infrastructure of water 
and sanitation offered by the state. 
 
Part 3 - War of Position Revisited 
	  
During FPIC processes throughout the world, it is common that the modern 
position is automatically accepted and validated as a “benefit” without being subjected to 
the same rigorous process of verifying authenticity as the indigenous position (Povinelli 
2002).  Some scholars have suggested this is due to cultural differences between 
indigenous peoples and modern states being too great to overcome (Blaser 2010; De la 
Cadena 2010; Rappaport 2006). I argue that it is because the indigenous position 
challenges development and the state’s agenda, not because it challenges an 
epistemological or ontological set of precepts.  In the instance of Brisa, for example, their 
assertion of the Black Line was never directly contested by the state.  But the logical point 
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that follows from establishing the Black Line, which determines the Four Pueblos’ 
sovereignty is ignored through the implementation of the procedure. 
A key theme in resolving issues of difference and governance deal with the 
inability for the dominant or colonial worldview to translate and dialogue with the 
subaltern or indigenous worldview.  Mediating a resolution between interests based on 
translating their “worldviews” to one another is the foundation for a significant amount of 
state, legal and international advocacy procedures and processes (Garavito-Rodriguez 
2011).  This is certainly the case in Colombia, which hosts an impressive record on FPIC 
and the mediation of conflict through procedure and participation in comparison with 
other Latin American countries (for more statistic see Amparo 2010; Garavito-Rodriguez 
2011; Engle 2010). The overbearing dominance of the extractive industry and its 
epistemological ties to modernity and ideological ties to progress, capitalism and “Free 
Trade,” however, suggest that the problem is not miscommunication and the solution is 
not translation or the lengthy legal process that it entails.  
 Well-meaning anthropologists and lawyers who work alongside indigenous people 
heavily support the paradigm of translation.  The theoretical impetus for elaborating 
miscommunication places emphasis on the internal manifestations of culture or isolated 
precepts about community and land.  These ideas have been adopted fully by the state 
apparatus and legal systems for remedying conflicts between groups. For example the idea 
that “indigenous people have connection with the land” will be followed by a detailed 
explanation – usually written by an anthropologist and not an indigenous person – on why 
this is so.  A flaw in this argument is that theoretical frameworks obscure material 
consequences.  For example, the cases presented here would lead us to believe that it’s all 
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about categorical ideas and not about material effects.  The reality of indigenous, and non-
indigenous, people being displaced from their lands, productive lands being turned into 
unproductive lands, foreign capital altering local economies, and other effects are replaced 
with “development” and all of its associations; meanwhile people and their ways of life 
are turned into “culture” and all of its theoretical explanations.   
 Any potential conflict between people could be brought to such theoretical levels 
of belief and custom.  A murderer does not await trial based upon the beliefs of his 
victim’s family.  To argue the victim is in a better place would be absurd, or that her death 
will create jobs, or for the state to record why the family of the victim values life in order 
to celebrate inclusiveness.  In the case of capitalist expansion into indigenous territory, 
however, this logic is becoming the norm.   
To obscure the nature of development policy, the state implements an intercultural 
dialogue, based on preconceived notions of difference between groups.  However, this 
notion imposes a division between the state and the indigenous people, which assumes 
cultural mistranslation rather than disagreement underlying the division.  The idea that 
cannot be translated is different from the idea that is not intended for translation.  The 
disagreement is not misunderstood; it is simply mistranslated.  Miscommunication does 
not mean misunderstanding in this context, as it is not based on any genuine confusion 
between parties, but is instead a reinforcement of the colonial premise that there is an 
inherent difference between indigenous and Modern peoples.  
Ontological politics as a paradigm that accepts industrial capitalism and modernity 
as a distinct “world” from the indigenocentric cosmovision, acknowledges the war of 
position taking place between modern and relational ontologies.  One cosmovision denies 
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the other as a valid practice, the other describes the world as a non-commodity-based 
relational complex.  The pluriverse as described by Marisol De la Cadena affirms that 
political ontology, the “disagreement on the definition of nature itself,” is an important 
political space that challenges the foundations of modern power (De la Cadena 2010).  De 
la Cadena demonstrates that relational ideas are not allowed to contest dominant ideas; 
they do not enter politics and so are relegated to another universe or realm within the 
pluriverse.   
De la Cadena (2010) describes the cosmopolitical model for understanding 
different worlds as “partially connected” and filled with ontological equivocation.  In 
other words, she accepts that certain ideas about the truth will not be reconciled; and in 
order to understand the variety of ontological positions, we must slow down enough to 
address all positions politically.  My second chapter is an example of what this might look 
like, a discursive elucidation of modern and indigenous ideas about reality. 
Different worlds may make it yet harder to transcend political dissonance, not 
easier.  From the state’s position, communication between worlds is no different than 
communication between cultures.  Both are rendered abstract as long as the capitalist state 
sets the parameters of the translation. Under the state system, capitalism triumphs in most 
cases through access to the monopoly of state power (Gramsci 1992).  The capitalist state 
will always have the ultimate power to deny relational ontologies – the expansion of 
mining infrastructure throughout the world, reinforced by the violence of the state, is a 
direct result of this political ontology. 
The discourse of different worlds speaks to the same political impasse generated 
by the FPIC in the case of Brisa, an impasse in desperate need of transcendence.  
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Ontological politics towards power sharing between objectifying and relational ontologies 
will not topple modern coloniality.  If we accept the simultaneous existence of different 
worlds, then we are forced to accept the world of industrial capitalism as one viable view 
of nature.  This is the world that the mamos of the SNSM refuse to accept. The mamos 
reject the type of separation implied by the dichotomy of Indian and modern, and they 
certainly reject the idea of different worlds. What the mamos maintain is that different 
types of people and different types of knowledge can and do co-exist.  Relationality is 
precisely the connectedness of all things.  Making room for things to be only “partially 
connected” reinforces a Modern separation between man and nature and those who live 
within it - Indians.  The mamos respond to binary modes of thinking by asserting: “its not 
about indigenous people – its about all people.  It’s not about our land – it’s about all 
land.”  Indeed, it’s not about their world either – it’s about all worlds.  In all worlds there 
is still unjustifiable colonial violence against the Earth and her beings. 
Intercultural processes such as FPIC obscure the lived reality of the Iku.  The 
“partially connected” nature of these worlds is in one’s domination and obfuscation of the 
other.  However, an abstract theory about different worlds written in a Western language 
in a Western academic journal fails to connect with a relational worldview as much as a 
state procedure designed to include another culture.  Lots of people are against mines.  
The idea that you have to be in another world or universe to disagree with capitalism 
negates the coalition potential of these groups. Transcendence of the different claims to 
ontology must challenge the sovereign power of the state and all western colonial 
categories.  
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The Four Pueblos and their allies demonstrate precise connections between rights, 
culture and development, among them the idea that if indigenous culture is respected then 
their way of interpreting development on their land should be accepted.  Theirs is the 
logical point that should follow from the constitution, but does not – not because the 
ontological politics are too great to overcome, but because their political position is 
oppositional to those in power.  When ideas are presented as incommensurable with each 
other, the resolution of the competing ideas will belong to the established dominant order. 
Thus, intercultural politics should hold possibilities for challenging power, which in this 
case would mean granting decision-making power to the Iku.  The special rights paradigm 
forgoes this possibility, because all power remains with the state.  Ontological politics 
likewise upholds state power, because it justifies the position that while capitalism may 
not be for some (indigenous people), it is for others, therefore, necessitating a capitalist 
state.  
 Within coloniality, the values of capitalism are presented as the dominant, 
unmarked culture of the state.  Within a multicultural system, deviations from the 
dominant hegemony are removed from a place of political and ideological discourse. 
Alternate political positions are kept from forming counter-hegemony by the notion that 
they come from another culture or epistemology or ontology.  What we are left with is the 
idea that anyone who doesn’t adhere to state policy, in this case, those who don’t want to 
be displaced, must live in a completely different world, because the one we live in is 
obviously a capitalist one.  
 
Expanding Culture-Territory 
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The special indigenous rights regime is misguided, at best, in meeting peoples 
needs.  This was exemplified in 2010 when HR special rapporteur on Indigenous rights, 
James Anaya visited Colombia. “It is necessary”, James Anaya emphasizes in his report 
"to harmonize public policy for economic development, especially in regard to so-called 
“mega projects” related to resource extraction, infrastructure, agribusiness and tourism, 
with the rights of indigenous peoples." 
   According to Anaya, the worlds leading voice on special indigenous rights, 
extraction of resources must be taken up as a singular project along with protecting 
indigenous peoples.  Industrial capitalism is a given.  This illustrates well, not only the 
hegemonic nature of special indigenous rights, but also the potential tool that we lose 
when we cannot imagine confronting the exploitation of the Earth. 
 The response to Anaya and the international push for special indigenous rights 
should challenge power more directly.  Colombia is a country that cannot afford to put 
their faith in a system that expands industrial extraction and indigenous rights in parallel.  
A move to halt foreign owned companies from developing projects could be used to 
address needs that many Colombians have.  Not the need for “work” or “jobs”, but for 
access to land to develop culture-territories, regardless of their colonial subjectivity.  A 
lawsuit filed against MGE and all of the mining in the country as an affront against the 
cultural right to land of all peoples would be a first step in reversing the mining laws and 
the process of land distribution in the countryside.  Indigenous people may have a large 
part to play here. 
 There is important work of engendering a national decolonial political movement.  
The role of indigenous organizations and the movement that indigenous peoples have 
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made in terms of securing rights, lands, international allies, legal, political and media 
savvy cannot simply revert to local organizing.  Rather, these tools and openings must be 
expanded to other subjugated peoples along with values and principles that are tied to 
indigenocentric knowledges.  Leadership, and visibility, of indigenous movements for the 
larger population, then, has two valuable attributes – structure and knowledge.  This is 
critical decolonial practice – critical of structures of power, decolonial in its cosmovision 
and rooted in practices of building economies that are tied to the local production of 
culture-territory.   
 Potential alliances have arisen over the years for the Iku and for the larger national 
indigenous movements.  I mentioned the fishermen of Dibulla earlier, but these are but 
one small example.   Part of my work with the CIT was to educate the Iku leadership 
about other movements and how they were enacting similar politics.  So much discourse 
and political alliance among Colombians is about protecting their lands and water against 
foreign multinationals, many even have a savvy critique of neoliberalism.  What’s more is 
that many of these groups are using images and words of indigenous peoples (in some 
cases the Iku) in their promotional materials without the knowledge of the people they are 
appropriating.  My message has been that the Iku are being incorporated into these 
struggles, whether they like it or not.  If the Iku are willing to get on board, they will find 
their allies waiting.   
 Of course, things are not so simple.  One of the main problems keeping a larger 
movement from forming is the divisive politics with spaces like the SNSM.    Because, as 
I have demonstrated, the special indigenous rights paradigm is augmenting the divisions 
internal to the SNSM and the divisions between the indigenous and non-indigenous 
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peoples, I understand a reimagining of identity is crucial for confronting the political 
situation.  I also understand the decolonial usage of the identity to emanate from the 
cultural logics embedded within indigenocentric cosmovision.  This makes the internal 
politics and the political discourses of peoples like the Iku so important, which also 
highlights the importance for appropriate space for these ideas to be heard and utilized.   
 If we are to take the mamos at their word, the rights regime is not legitimate, but 
laws should be based upon listening to the land.  This ties in with other Latin American 
countries’ usage of granting rights to the Earth, so this we can imagine.  There is the more 
pressing issue of identity.  Remember the racist language that the mamos use to describe 
the elder and younger brothers, also the distrust of bunachi and their system of knowledge.  
The mamos ask the world to take seriously the attachment that people can have with the 
culture-territory.  Liberal rights do not take this into account; neither does modern 
understandings of race or culture.  If we are to put the land first, there will be room for 
local peoples to establish appropriate connections upon it.   This needs not be a war of 
maneuver, but will be better suited to an ontological war of position – a revisiting of our 
core understanding of how we exist in this world.  
 
Conclusions  
 This chapter has demonstrated conceptual problems with the concept of 
development, and how it differs form Iku-centric culture-territory.  The top-down 
development regimes that have been critiqued and subverted through much of 
multiculturalism’s efforts, have not stopped the expansion of industrial mining. I critique 
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the FPIC and the special indigenous rights paradigm as a continuation of colonial 
modernity and use the case of the Brisa port as an example.   
 The FPIC serves to objectify and categorize the land, people and projects 
associated with industrial capitalist expansion in the SNSM.  The whole of the culture-
territory is obscured in this process, as is the totality of the effects of industrial coal 
mining.  As long as the parameters for understanding the world are confined to the 
Modern ontological codification of these categories, colonialism will be reproduced.  The 
mamos reject the FPIC on the basis of its ontological misinterpretation of their culture-
territory.    
An amalgamation of neoliberal capital, access to increased government 
participation, benefits for individuals and allyship with international NGOs have all 
enticed the Iku to accept neoliberal development. The political spaces that stretch to 
international and First World influence trickle down to the internal Iku level and shape the 
way the Four Pueblos interact with each other. 
 In the next chapter I will provide evidence for how the change in the relationships 
between the Iku, the State and relationships to land has led to divisions among the Iku and 
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Chapter 5 
Inside Iku Politics: Change, Maneuver and Sabotage  
 
Part 1 - A Study of Terror and Kneeling 
 
“I would rather die on my feet than live on my knees.” 
 
If and when somebody actually said the above quote, what did it mean?  We might 
imagine a very literal stance of a warrior willing to fight to the death in order not to be 
subjugated by a foreign tyrant.  Perhaps it was more about ideals, or culture, or land.  Who 
knows? 
 The mamos say something similar.  I’m not sure what the exact translation would 
be.  There is an echo of this sentiment in the words of other indigenous people, who for 
centuries have had to contemplate a short and quick death or a slow and painful one for 
their people. 
 Concerning the Iku – what does their death on their feet look like?  And what 
about their life on their knees? They aren’t warriors in the traditional sense.  They use 
“only thought” to fight.  So what does this battle look like? 
To enter the Modern world is to live on your knees.  To commit mass suicide as 
the Uwa threatened to do (but never actually did) is to die on your feet.  Or perhaps dying 
on your feet is to be massacred in your sleep because of your resistance to multinational 
development on your lands, like what happened to the Wiwa were in the build up to the 
Rancheria dam project.  We have lost many warriors who never picked up a gun.  They 
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just prayed to be saved while their people were displaced, and soon followed suit, when 
they where engulfed in violence, fear, and eventually death. 
 What would you rather be, a sell-out or a cadaver?  Would the pain of your loved 
ones be worth the potential survival of your people or their spirit?  When the chasm 
between the increasingly macabre and painful consequences of resistance and the 
increasingly more comfortable kneepads handed out by the neoliberal state becomes so 
deep that even for native peoples death is a radical option, then we all begin to kneel. 
We are all offered access to the modern state.  Some of us are enticed.   Some of us 
are coerced.  One tool that has been foundational to the construction of modernity has 
been nationalist identity.  While indigenous people have been kept form this identity in the 
colonial era, they are now welcomed as national subjects who retain the designation 
indigenous.  However, the welcoming of the indigenous subject into the nation comes 
along with a regulation of that identity. There is a way to be indigenous in the eyes of the 
state, and the characteristics of this subjectivity are regulated by the state.  To stand apart, 
to refuse the subjectivity allotted is a resistance to becoming part of the myth of 
modernity.  It is to refuse that we can all become Modern, liberal subjects.  I do not intend 
to assert that the Iku who adopt modern ways are not Iku anymore, but that for some, Iku 
is beginning to mean something else. For others, to change the nature of Iku culture in 
order to become something else is to live on their knees.  
This chapter explores the politics of subject making under neoliberal 
multiculturalism.  There are increasingly different ways to be Iku. However, some of these 
ways do not follow the Law of Origin and subvert mamo knowledge.  The Iku who 
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interact with the state on matters of development are also negotiating their identity.  The 
effects are profound for development, identity and the intersection between the two. 
 
The Development of Discourse and the Discourse of Development  
In 2006 the Four Pueblos gathered at a public meeting to discuss the proposal for 
Brisa.  In this preliminary meeting there were two divergent positions from members of 
the Iku pueblo.  One position is best described by the direct quote: “All land is sacred.  We 
are against the project.” The contrasting position is best summed up with the quoted, “We 
are not against the project.  We just want to protect our sacred sites.”11  The first position is 
in favor of using the Black Line to mark an impenetrable wall against development, the 
second position is in favor of turning the area porous, where only certain specific sites are 
truly considered “sacred.”  The state favors the latter position because it protects fewer 
acres of land, and, thus, leaves more land open to development.  The quoted speaker for 
the sacred sites position is Danillo Villafañe, the Iku man who has worked for the 
government for many years, and who is the foremost internal advocate of the FPIC. 
The idea that the principal aim of the struggle was to protect the sacred sites tells 
only part of the story.  The politics of the “sacred sites” is a contested political idea that 
has gained traction over the years and is a weaker variation of the unifying political stance 
of the four pueblos – to protect all lands within the Black Line. Villafañe’s position sees 
sacred sites as the truly untouchable places within the Black Line and everything else 
potentially up for grabs.  The word “sacred” has no translation in any of the languages of 
the SNSM.  Everything is sacred because it is part of the Law of Origin.  The Western 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Ministerio de Ambiente, Acta de Concertacion 11/15/2006 
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notion of sacredness misrepresents this principle, and Villafañe’s position appears 
modern-centric. 
To discuss internal divisions among the Four Pueblos is taboo.  Working with CIT, 
I saw that it was difficult for the Four Pueblos to engage with the inconsistencies among 
their internal positions, even behind closed doors. A great deal of effort is put into the 
propaganda of unity in the SNSM and giving power to the unified political entity, the 
CTC.   What I initially assumed to be misunderstandings among factions or individuals 
was really a politically divided landscape.  Indigenous people are forced to choose 
between defending their cultural beliefs, which will remain outside of politics, and 
capitulating to state paradigms, which do not correlate with their beliefs, but appeal to 
powerful interests. 
It is in the interests of the pueblo to demonstrate that they are united by a common 
culture.  However, I find this position inadequate.  Mamos, the traditional authorities who 
are authorized to elaborate on the cultural interpretations of development and resistance, 
have been united for centuries.  They oppose any disruptive development practices within 
the Black Line and they oppose mining and dams anywhere in the world.  This strong 
discourse is rarely spoken publicly, however, because those who do speak publicly and 
claim to speak for the mamos, and the pueblos at large, are forced to use the language of 
the state. The competing discourses illuminate how the state affects the two opposing 
political indigenous positions: special indigenous rights, rooted in a subjugated colonial 
subject position within a modern, multicultural state – and global ecological equilibrium, a 
cultural politics rooted in relational cosmovision.   
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During my fieldwork I worked alongside many people, both indigenous and non-
indigenous, who shared politics of global ecological equilibrium.  I also have encountered 
a subset of indigenous actors who favor rights, specifically “special indigenous rights” 
instead of ecological and collective wellbeing for the world.  Those favoring rights share a 
lot in common with what Kaushik Ghosh refers to as the transnational indigenous subject 
(Ghosh 2006); trained in Geneva, raised in the city, and strategically able to use identity 
for personal gain.  The shift in the privilege associated with being indigenous in the 
international sense has removed many subjects from local cultural practices, and towards 
greater political and economic status (Padilla 1996; De La Cadena 1999) 
Many of the transnational indigenous subjects support and vie for special rights 
because of the benefits associated with them.  In these cases, they are granted an elite 
cultural status by the state as “indios permitidos” who permit the state to maintain 
economic hegemony by appeasing certain high profile groups with cultural benefits (Hale 
2006).  While this position is gaining ground because of some material gains it provides, it 
opposes a central cultural belief of the Four Pueblos, which promotes equilibrium beyond 
their territory. 
  The political division about rights is crucial to understanding politics in the 
SNSM.  I work alongside indigenous groups to oppose the mining – that is not to say that 
all indigenous people are unified against mines, or that it is inherently indigenous of 
anyone to be against them.  The politics of the mamos of the SNSM favor an ecological 
and collective equilibrium over individual and corporate rights.  More importantly, the 
mamos favor an ecological equilibrium over collective group rights, including Special 
Indigenous Rights because their cosmovision is centered on the laws that the Earth 
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dictates to its inhabitants, not on rights that those inhabitants are granted by the state.  The 
notion of man putting laws on the Earth is profane to Iku culture.  The notions that they 
are allowed to live in the land because of the state, or that they derive rights from the 
government, are ludicrous.  The Iku cultural perspective rejects both extractive 
development and modern positivist agency. 
However, because the wholesale rejection of development in favor of a sustainable 
ecological world is so threatening to the hegemonic extraction paradigm, the special rights 
paradigm is favored by the state.  In the case of Brisa, these internal political divisions 
have repercussions both externally and internally.   The indigenous actors who promote 
negotiation (FPIC) based on their preferred status as “special,” commit their people to 
state recognition and state power, while those who reject the special status because it 
infringes on the sovereignty of the land, risk isolating themselves from politics.  This is 
the outcome of the Trojan Horse of indigenous rights (Padilla 1996).  While 
multiculturalism should attend to the variation within culture by tailoring governance to 
the politics of the mamos, it is instead tailored to the transnational indigenous subject.   
This chapter explores the subjects that are being produced in the neoliberal 
multicultural moment in Colombia.  They are indigenous.  They are Iku.  But they are not 
traditional.  They do not follow the Law of Origin.  They push the Iku culture to change 
for the better or for the worse depending on whom you ask.  They also illuminate the 
differences that emerge in the spaces of belief, culture and colonization. 
 
Two Different Iku 
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In 2012 Guillermo, who was traveling with a Danish filmmaker named Peter, 
visited me in the SNSM.  Peter had made several documentaries in the SNSM.  After his 
first effort, when he returned to the SNSM to screen his work, the Iku were unimpressed.  
“We can make a better movie than that,” they told him.  And so Peter handed out some 
cameras and let them film.  It was this trip when he was collecting the footage and 
beginning the editing process.  While in the region, he was meeting with old friends and 
making new ones.  One person he wanted to meet was Julio Alberto, the ex-cabildo, 
whom I lived with in the mountain.  He asked me to arrange a meeting and so I did.  When 
Guillermo and Peter came to pick me up the next day, they brought along a guide that I 
had not expected – Javier, a political opponent of Julio and his family. 
 I didn’t alert Guillermo and Peter to their unintended faux pas.  We traveled to 
Julio’s house together.  Dionysia greeted us, and informed us that Julio was working in the 
fields and would soon be in.  We sat down on the bench.  Guillermo asked Javier if he had 
ever been there.  He said no.  Dionysia brought out juice made from oranges and river 
water.  Javier warned the two other bunachi not to drink what could make them sick.  He 
too refrained.  This is what I drank everyday and so was more immune to the bacteria in 
the water.  The locals drink it always. 
When Julio arrived, he was gracious and totally cool about the situation with 
Javier.  He agreed to do an interview, and so he and Dionysia went to bathe in the river.  
When Julio and Dionysia returned, Peter first asked them about their age.  Julio is near 
seventy and Dionysia is in her mid sixties.  We toured the others around the farm.  Peter 
was curious about several things.  The large loom in the middle of the clearing where the 
men make their clothes impressed him.   
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“Do you still make your own clothes, Julio?” he asked.   
“Not anymore.  My sons now make my clothes, and all of them still make their 
own.”      
“Is this necessary to be an Iku?” Peter asked.   
“Well it depends who you ask,” Julio responded.  “Some people just buy their 
clothes from others, but we don’t really consider them indigenous.”   
Guillermo then turned to Javier, “Where did you get your manta Javi?”  
“Oh, um, I bought it.” Was his timid response. 
“Does Julio still work the fields everyday?” Peter then asked to Dionysia.  “Of 
course I do,” Julio responded.   “I fish my breakfast every morning, eat and then work the 
yucca fields until dusk.  Then I do spiritual work with the mamo until its nighttime.  That’s 
what we all do.  It is our way of life.”   
“Wow,” responded Peter, “you must be in amazing shape.”  We all admired the 
strength and physique of Julio and couldn’t help but to notice Javier’s fat, bloated and 
weak body, sticking out from his store-bought clothes.   
There is an obvious distinction between the life-ways of Javier and Julio.  The 
difference made itself clearer when one day in Valledupar I ran into Javier at a store.  We 
greeted each other and he mentioned that he was with his family.  I looked in the store for 
his children, but didn’t see them.  When I asked where his children were, he pointed them 
out to me.  There were two girls in western dress, with short-shorts, pink tank tops, 
sandals, make-up and big earrings.  They looked between eight and eleven.  This was an 
even more distinguishing factor than the daily life of the two men.  That Javier was not 
even raising his children in the culture is a red flag.  It was not the only one raised.  
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Belief, Knowledge and Culture-loss 
Within the Modern ontology, to evaluate significance objectifies the evaluated.  To 
inscribe characteristics upon things, actions, or processes that give them “meaning” is to 
frame them within an objectifying worldview because it separates towards a hierarchy of 
knowledge.  A relational worldview assesses how something is in equilibrium with a 
larger reality – things are not isolated from other things (objectified), they are connected to 
them (relational).   
 When we look at larger systems or the guiding principles in Western systems of 
dogma, morals or ethics, we find that they are rooted in “meaning”, “purpose” and 
“function.”  So much antiquated Western philosophy, and later Science, is directed at 
fitting the world into isolated objectified positions.  At the most simple, these are the 
dichotomies that structure the modern constitution: nature/culture, man/woman, good/evil 
etc.  The limiting and confining potential of such categorization is not solely Western in 
its use of duality.  Many other cultures use dichotomy to analyze the world.    
 I used to always ask the Iku “what does this mean?”  “What do you say about this 
bird?” or  “that tree?” or whatever, and I couldn’t get a straight answer to save my life.  
This was not to protect their cultural secrets as I had initially interpreted.  Whenever I 
asked what was the significance of something, they couldn’t conceive of that thing as a 
“thing.”  The Iku would always laugh and tell me some weird story that often seemed 
unrelated.  After years of working with them, I became able to ask the right kinds of 
questions.  
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In Iku cosmovision there is less need for an adaptive cultural system.  The mamos 
keep things pretty simple.  To change all the time is to be out of sync with larger cycles, 
and forces people to connect with smaller and smaller ones.  Modern industrial technology 
creates increasingly more complex machines in order to simplify life.  Through producing 
culture based on the advancement of technology, modern society expands the 
objectification process of the material world, into the social and spiritual realms also. 
Everything produced in the traditional Iku way is in balance with the universe.12  
Nothing produced has individual meaning or function.  Under a relational cosmology, the 
more connections that can be layered upon things the better.  For example, a Haida club 
for killing halibut is not only made from orca bone, it is also carved into an orca shape 
(orca kill halibut). I could go on for hundreds of pages of Iku examples of this, if I could 
truly trace all the connections, but I will use a few connected examples. 
A tutusoma, the traditional Iku man’s hat, has no “function” in terms of providing 
warmth or protection from the sun.  It is a microcosm of the snow peaked mountain, 
which every Iku man is a representation of.  Just as the mountain forms the snow, so the 
Iku man must make his tutusoma to connect himself, through creation, with the world that 
made him.  The man also makes his clothing by weaving a pattern that is part of the 
weaving of the world that creates all life and, thus, covering his body with the fibers that 
are produced by the world and produce the man.  There is relational synthesis in 
producing cultural materials on innumerable levels. 
When I ask Julio Alberto about Iku men who use the traditional manta but do not 
weave it, he says, “Those men are fake.  Wearing the manta is part of our culture, but 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 The universe - not the world.  The world assumes other worlds are not connected to this one.  In the 
relational cosmovision, all worlds are connected, and there are cycles large enough to account for 
everything. 
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making it is much more important.” Anyone could conceivably buy and wear a manta.  
The same goes for the traditional tutusoma.  The poporo, the most sacred of cultural tools 
is traditionally given out by mamos.  It is a gourd filled with ashes of burnt shells.  The 
ashes are mixed in the mouth with the coca leaf, producing physiological stimulation, 
which the Iku identify as thought/creation13.  Anyone could fill a gourd with ashes.  
Keeping tradition is not keeping markers, however, but in maintaining their relational 
significance and connection with culture-territory. 
A Charruan activist from Uruguay had recently visited me in the SNSM.  He was 
commenting on the similarities between the poporo and his culture’s mate.  With poporo, 
the gourd represents the Earth, the ashes fire, the saliva water and the thought produced, 
the creative forces of the world.  With mate, the difference is that water is supplied.  He 
lamented that the symbolism that remained intact with the Iku had disappeared among 
Charruans, and that now it is associated with the national culture of Uruguay and 
sometimes the city of Buenos Aries, Argentina.  I brought this up with Julio.  “What 
would you rather have happen,” I asked, “for no one to use the poporo, for it to disappear; 
or for the practice to continue, but without connection to the meaning.”  His response was 
unequivocal: 
  
“We, as Iku, would rather no one take up what they do not understand.   It is like 
digging up the dead, or excavating old cities where nobody lives any more.  That is not 
our business.  Our cultures are not respected when bunachi want to take things from us.” 
 
 When asking the above question, I pry for answers that I already know.  Relational 
cultural production is obvious and written into all aspects of daily life.  Iku houses, for 
example, are relationally constructed.  When a couple gets married, they build a house 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 I write extensively on this cultural concept in my undergraduate thesis (Ward 2008) 
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together.  All of the materials used come from the mountain and the construction itself 
resembles the SNSM.  The fibers woven from different kinds of tree bark fasten together 
the crossbeams.  Each material used is collected from a specific place on the mountain and 
each phase of construction is combined with specific spiritual work with the mamos.  
When completed, the couples use the space for the production of their family, and 
simultaneously work the land around the home to produce their economic survival.  
Everything done is tied to everything else.  To remove any aspect would change the entire 
process.  For this reason, not even a single nail is permitted in aiding construction.   
 When coloniality severs people from their culture-territory, it also severs the 
relational ontology; practices that are rooted in connections between people and the Earth, 
people and people, and people and knowledge.  Coloniality places an epistemological 
conflict among people.  This can be a conflict of industrialization upon indigenous-centric 
cultures.  When economies are dependent upon external forces their culture is likely to 
shift and adopt a modern-centric epistemology.  
 Culture is power’s adaptability.  How society will stratify itself politically (who 
gets what, when and how) and how society will interact with the non-human systems in 
nature are dependent on culture.  Culture is, the amassed collection of adaptations to 
collective pressures, the collective responses to any situation, change, event, technology, 
encounter.  These traits are structural in their social construction, in their (re)-production 
through habitus, and because of the hegemonic blocs of power that sustain them. 
 Culture is practice.  Culture is an amalgam of beliefs and ideas about the world of 
a particular people written into their actions, language, dress, beliefs, and other things.  
For indigeno-centric people, this way of life is best represented by culture-territory 
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(Escobar 2001).  Environment is the primary factor in why and how people respond to 
change.  Peoples’ neighbors (both friend and foe) will also inevitably inform what this 
process looks like – nothing exists in a vacuum. 
 When a way of life is threatened, it is never exclusively because of a complete 
break from the internal patterns or systems that produce culture-territory.  Colonization 
keeps a culture from reproducing itself and forces people to produce the dominant culture 
and beliefs and economy instead.  We tend to acknowledge the conquest of the Americas 
as a shift in the economy so forceful that it forced a cultural change and an ethnocide 
against indigenous Americans.  The current shift in subject positions is more subtle.  
While neoliberal multiculturalism still signals an economic shift, it is not ethnocidal, but 
instead dependent on governing cultures as unique parts of global society. 
 
Part 2: Winning Battles, Losing Wars: Indigenous Culture and Subjectivity 
 Powerful people exploit openings in the system to subjugate others.  Men oppress 
women, and capitalists oppress their workers, because they can and because they benefit 
from doing so.  No one has to be bad or evil.  Cultural taboos are made to protect people 
from an excess of power.  Liberalism is made to remove taboos and allow power to move 
freely.  Neoliberalism has a similar function.  It is designed specifically to free capital, but 
also allows for the liberation of colonial categories from their specific rung on the 
hegemonic hierarchy.  Culture, then, is removed from a colonial confine where it is 
commoditized as “belonging” to peoples, where they are in danger of “losing” this 
possession.   
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 Iku cultural markers such as their clothing, houses or food production are all 
rooted in their cosmovision and connect them with their ancestral territory.  What the 
examples in this chapter show is how cultural meaning is reproduced anew.  This 
remaking under the neoliberal multicultural hegemony marks people as indigenous/not-
modern and fits people into the appropriate governmental subjectivities.  It does not 
connect them to the Earth or their local ancestral traditions.   
 Engle explores this phenomenon in her discussion of “culture as heritage” where 
the visible markers of heritage become celebrated by the state and touted as “culture” in 
the abstract, no longer tied to a particular set of practices.  It is the connection between the 
practice and the value system that makes culture a system (Bordieu 1977).  Culture 
erosion is disconnection between value system and practice. 
 Colonization works two ways: it removes the tangible cultural elements from 
peoples’ daily lives and removes meaning from tangible cultural practices, or replaces it.  
Both of these processes are often economic.  For example, people who have to work all 
day to feed their children may not have the resources to make their own clothing.  When 
people do not have the knowledge of how to weave their traditional clothing, (perhaps 
because they have studied in the city) they lose an important part of their culture.  
However, if they get a job, it is easy to buy a traje, so while they have lost part of their 
culture (the practice) they have purchased the illusion that it is still in tact.  Purchasing 
one’s lost cultural markers also reinforces the value of capitalism. 
 Only those with the Iku blood or family connections have access to purchase 
certain cultural markers; they are racially identified as Iku.  The racialized indigenous 
subject does not threaten the hegemonic system like an Iku-centric subjectivity might.  
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While being racially “Indian” may be a source of repression for those who carry the 
phenotypic appearance, it is benign to the state.  Accepting racially Indian subjects into 
the state upholds multicultural governance.  But the essentialist idea that being racially 
native equals a different ontological subject – some sort of noble savage –does not 
recognize culture-territory as the basis for diversity.  Disconnection from territory and 
acceptance of racialized Indian subjects, are mutually constitutive processes of 
colonization.  The idea that race is essential makes culture-territory seem less important 
and less tied to identity.  These same essentialist ideas allow for capitalism, the state and 
the modern gaze to all enter into the indigenous way of life and go unnoticed (at least in 
discourse).  Those who have access to capital – the Western-educated, purchased-traje, 
capitalists – are often the most well versed in using the essentialist argument in their own 
favor to mask their personal loss of culture.  Their shame is shrouded by their own hyper-
real Indian façade.  
Capitalism, and the state come from outside of the indigenous culture.  They are all 
invasive.  In order to maintain a strong Iku-centric position, modernity is rejected in favor 
of culture/territory, community, connection to the Earth, and the indigenous gaze upon the 
rest of the world.  Capitalism does not enter into cosmovision.  Among the Iku, money is 
sought, made, spent and integrated into hierarchy and various forms of exploitation.  
Capital is also used as a means for local development, to escape from poverty and for 
cultural and territorial recuperation.  However, money is rarely discussed in Iku discourse. 
Neoliberalism is an economic and a cultural project; the economic is industrial 
capitalist, and the “culture” is liberal modernity.    The political side of neoliberalism can 
be faulted for pushing an economic agenda that advances the expansion of elite interests.  
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The traditional and very conservative Iku political position cannot address the state and 
the demands it puts upon them.  To conceptualize the world in this manner – to stand 
outside of their worldview – would be to self-colonize.  The Iku-centric subject who is 
reliant on knowledge that is not modern, and does not seek modernity’s council, 
development, or governance, is muted by the conditions established by the state.  It is for 
this reason that others who are willing to enter the state discursively, physically, 
economically, politically and epistemologically are replacing these organic intellectuals.  
There, they are welcomed and privileged on the basis of their special ethnic and cultural 
identity.  There they are re-inscribed as indigenous in a new way and the state is inscribed 
as multicultural.  
 
Iku Political Subjects 
 The emerging political leadership in the SNSM is young and formally educated in 
Western schools.  They rarely work the fields, often don’t live on the mountain and have a 
different “way of life” from the majority of the Iku.  The old leaders grew up on the 
mountain and developed as leaders through local political struggle.  They all work the land 
with their own hands and understand why this is an important part of guarding the culture.  
The culture that they represent is no longer being guarded, but eroded and replaced by a 
neoliberal multicultural indigenous subjectivity.  
 I would like to problematize the subjectivity that has formed specifically to fill the 
role of interlocutor between the indigenous organic intellectuals (the mamos, the elders 
and the Iku who still live high in the Mountain) and the Modern state and capitalist world 
in the valley, in the capital and in the international sphere. 
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 The essentialism invoked by professional Indians (Churchill 1994; Graham 2002) 
marks the alliance between the neoliberal multicultural state and the new elite power 
holders of indigenous groups.  Colombia’s multicultural constitution established local 
elites as representatives in control of culture, development, government and interaction 
with the state.   Therefore, the platform for discussing culture is relegated to a framework 
constructed by and for those who benefit from the state/indigenous alliance.   Local 
indigenous elites may pursue a cultural economy based on indigenous cosmovision, or 
they may push to appease state policy and bolster their political position, or they may end 
up somewhere in between. 
 In the process of assuming the subjectivities laid out for them by the state, the 
neoliberal indigenous subject also gains the power to say what their local indigenous 
group is and does.  A newer form of indigenous “culture” is wiping out an older form.  
The neoliberal indigenous subjects are not less indigenous in an essentialist or racist way.  
They do have a different attachment to knowledge, however, as well as a different 
connection to culture-territory.  Cultural production is a political process, as is cultural 
change.  The influxes of economic interests that have been successful in corrupting some 
cultural areas, however, have been kept out of the SNSM.  Neoliberal Indigeneity has 
brought in power that has had collectively valuable results.  In some sectors of Iku society, 
it is becoming accepted.   
Asdrubal, Javier, Moises and Danillo and others all use the neoliberal strategic 
identity to allow them access to international spaces.  They study in Geneva, travel around 
Europe and America.  I know an Iku man who cheats on his wife constantly while 
speaking to international audiences on the virtues of culture.  Meanwhile his wife stays at 
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home ill with the children and farm.  The ally crowd, however, seldom questions his 
representation, because his position has been sanctioned by power. 
 The “real” Iku-centric subject of the Iku never comes into neoliberal spaces.  The 
Iku neither accept the cheating nor the international jet-setting.  The Iku-centric if 
anything, seeks to hold accountable the neoliberal indigenous subject, and have a right to 
do so as well.  It is the neoliberal indigenous individuals who are using strategic 
essentialism in favor of special indigenous rights (both those explicitly designed by the 
state and the organic benefits associated with being Indian). 
 Engle reminds us that strategic essentialism doesn’t really help people anyway – so 
why use it (2010)?  It’s true.  Strategic essentialism doesn’t help indigenous peoples, and 
they rarely do use it.  It does help indigenous individuals, however, and they do use it to 
their own advantage.  
There are some Iku with large tracks of farmland.  They produce coffee, cacao, and 
avocados for export.  Some have up to a hundred head of cattle grazing on the mountain.  
Many more have very little at all.  There are hundreds of malnourished children 
throughout the SNSM and a small but growing population of beer-bellied, land owning 
Iku men whose children go to school in Valledupar, or in larger cities like Santa Marta, 
Barranquilla or even Bogota.   
 The Iku are so bent on the preservation and survival of their culture that I always 
thought that taking care of each other would be part of their politics.  I was wrong.  
Hierarchy, in the case of the Iku, is cultural.  It’s just usually not so severe.  The idea that 
one has little while another has much is not due to social injustice, nor is it to be dealt with 
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though government processes or administration.  Like all things in the Iku cosmovision 
there are spiritual causes and responses to these problems.  
 If someone does not have enough, they have probably done something wrong or 
neglected their spiritual duties.  The cabildo governor even said in a personal conversation 
that the children who are starving come from families who haven’t made the proper 
spiritual payments to the Earth or done sufficient work with mamos. 
 The upper classes have more time and access to mamos and payments and spiritual 
duties, while struggling laborers, orphans and widows and the lower classes in general 
have less access.  Therefore, there is a spiritual hierarchy in the Iku cosmovision that is 
intersecting with capitalism in a way that creates a greater disparity between rich and poor 
than fits in their cosmovision.  A liberal critique of their hierarchy in favor of justice, such 
as those offered by leftist guerillas over the years, are misplaced Western ideas that do not 
jibe well with a worldview in which there is no justice.  The subjects produced through 
collusion with modernity gain the power-knowledge of the state, but subvert the power-
knowledge of the mamos.  Internal Iku politics are, therefore, affected by multiculturalism 
even to level of ontology.  Iku politics, however, still must contend with the constant 
barrage of industrial capitalism.  Protecting Iku culture, I fought on two fronts, one 
internal and one external.  
 
Part 3 - Procedural Sabotage: Clogging the State’s Gears 
As it stands, the largest proposed mining development in Colombia since Cerrejon 
has been stalled through a procedural sabotage of the environmental licensing process.  
Two open pit mines, a subterranean mine, a coal carrying train, an industrial port and a 
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system of roads, all designed to expand coal production in Northern Colombia by the 
Brazilian company MPX was halted through the activist work of the indigenous people of 
the SNSM and their allies.  I played a key role in this procedural sabotage.  I was also 
enmeshed in the fight to move against the project in the years leading up to the present 
temporary stoppage.  This story is one of the hardest to tell.   
 There are three important aspects to this story: how mining in Northern Colombia 
operates and the method of activism developed to confront it, including what I call 
“procedural sabotage”; the story of the internal struggle within the Four Pueblos, the CTC 
and the Iku around the mine; and the tactics of personal navigation of the politicized 
spaces uncovered.   
Organizing against the mine began when there was a team assembled to respond to 
the courts decision on Brisa.  This is common practice and it lends insight into the 
workings of indigenous politics in Colombia. The team allegedly represented the Four 
Pueblos.  It consisted of three bunachi anthropologists, two Kankuamo bureaucrats and 
one Kogui layperson.  We sat in a dark room for days on end hashing out a document 
almost as long as the state decree 0218 that we responded to, at around 200 pages.  The 
bulk of the letter took pieces of already existing documents referring to the words of the 
mamos; the cultural analyses of the damage done to the land; legal justifications for 
certain aspects of the Brisa port being illegal; ecological and economic studies; and all 
manner of reports published by the various organizations and agencies contributing to the 
bloated governmental process.    Seeing the bulk of what is produced around a single 
project is overwhelming.  What was worse, however, was that I found almost all of the 
information useless.   
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I was somewhat of an outsider.  There was another American in the room, one with 
lengthy experience working with the Kogui and the Four Pueblos, with an impressive 
record for developing language and written statements contesting the development on 
indigenous lands.  He was in charge of the group by default.  He displayed the best use of 
the Spanish language, and an in depth analysis of how the government processes work.  I 
learned a lot form him and admire his work immensely.  However, I thought that he was 
misguided in his analysis.  Furthermore, I understood that everything that he was saying 
was bound up in an already-existing framework that he helped to create.  He was fitting 
the Brisa project into the same framework that the state had fit it – fair enough; we were 
working through the state.  What bothered me was that the state paradigm refused to work 
within the paradigm that the mamos were working in, and that even though the mamos 
allegedly stood behind our work, there were none in the room, just a few anthropologists 
using ideas we associated with mamos to counter arguments made by anthropologists that 
were working for mining companies.  I decided to take the work in another direction. 
So much of the work that I, and others doing the same kind of work, do is to clog 
up the states gears, creating as much red tape as possible for the multinationals to navigate 
through.  The more difficult that we can make it, the more likely a project gets stalled for a 
few years, and the corporations lose money and potentially leave.  Of course, this method 
is unable to grant lands to indigenous people.    However, stalling can be part of a larger 
indigenous-centric strategy for recuperating territory by ensuring lands are protected while 
other channels are employed to this end.  This fits within the state model and does not 
challenge it at it structural level, because we are responding to each project and each phase 
in the project as the development moves forward. We are clogging the gears; however, we 
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are not creating new gears to work for economies that protect the land.  We are not 
challenging the entire system, which is much more destructive than any single mine or 
port.  This was evidenced in the next big project to move in – MPX. 
My analysis as it has been presented in the previous chapter – critical of 
multicultural rights, FPIC and the politics of state interculturality – stemmed from this 
work, and formed the basis for carrying it out.  I implemented this critique in the practice 
of working against the Brisa and MPX megaprojects.  
I began going to work on this project with Stephanie.  We worked together.  I did 
most of the research and built arguments about the legal and political strategy for resisting 
projects outside of the FPIC framework.  Stephanie made phone calls, translated materials 
and networked with the Kogui.  Brisa had caused enough problems to open the FPIC 
procedure to a widespread general critique – that it was corrupt.  We worked to show 
exactly how it was corrupting, and what to do about it.  
Each development project that was proposed in the SNSM was to be granted its 
own FPIC.  In many cases, each phase of each project would get it’s own consultation.  
Seeing the amount of time and resources and problems that went into the Brisa FPIC, it 
was clear that this was not helping to unite the pueblos or to create a political situation to 
address the larger issue of development.   
 I watched as political favor was increasingly granted to those most willing to 
concede to neoliberal capitalism, who are those now in power in the CIT.  Even 
capitulating to the local authorities or the Besotes dam would have made more sense to 
me.  But I was, and am, against the alliance between the elite, neoliberal Iku and 
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international capital.  The spaces where this alliance formed were dispersed throughout the 
political landscape of the SNSM.   
Many members of the political authority are helping to usher in the neoliberal 
multicultural indigenous subject by hybridizing in order to survive.  This ongoing process 
of self-colonization is tied to a long process of people falling into their assigned 
subjectivities in order to gain favor from power.  However, in this case, the knowledge 
system of the Iku makes it harder for the hybrid Iku not to disrupt the relational society.  
Different Iku subjects have, therefore, developed alternate ways of interacting with the 
state. 
The mamos speak in very black and white terms about the indigenous/bunachi 
divide; they reject wholesale the invading culture and the political concessions that it 
offers them.  In Valledupar, the technical advisors of the pueblo cannot afford to speak so 
clearly, nor can they afford to pursue policy along these lines.  Instead, they mediate a 
more tempered position on land and difference. 
 What is often considered a cultural position or “the” cultural position of the Four 
Pueblos has an interesting way of entering into political discourse; it is both celebrated 
and subverted in the same breath.  Because the mamos are both recognized as being the 
true keepers of the culture and unwilling to enter into bunachi spaces, they are always 
spoken for by a third party.  It is rare, even unthinkable, to hear an Iku official speak, or to 
read an official CIT document without the ideas expressed being what the mamos have 
allegedly said.  This practice has its positive and negative attributes. 
 One way that the Iku manage to produce their local culture is the maintenance of 
the traditional leadership.  When the Cabildo office first developed in the 1980’s under the 
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rule of Luis Napoleon Torres, the mamos were brought into the political sphere in a more 
meaningful way than they had been in years.  Often in Colombia traditional leaders have 
been pitted against the state sponsored cabildos (Jackson 2006), but this has not been the 
case in the SNSM until recently.  A common point of contention in contemporary SNSM 
politics is the idea that the mamos are losing power.  The mamos have become such a 
staple in the internal and external discourse that if one didn’t know any better he would 
think that the mamos were more powerful than ever. 
 Regardless of the issue, all political leaders are supposed to consult with mamos.  
If there is any small procedural task to be completed it is supposed to be consulted by the 
mamos.  And any official decision on anything comes from the mamos.  The political 
hierarchy of the Iku has the mamos at the top, who represent local positions from around 
the mountain, but unite in a council to consult on important matters about twice a year.  As 
the political landscape has shifted over recent years these councils have become less 
frequent, and under the current cabildo, there hasn’t been a single council in a period of 
over three years.  Instead, a handful of particular mamos are consulted whenever the 
cabildo needs.  This has opened new political territory between the political leaders of the 
pueblo and among the mamos.  The shifts are only moving further in this direction. 
 Because mamos are so present in the internal political space but absent in the 
external political space, there is a serious disconnect between the messages broadcast in 
these spaces.  The most obvious reason for disconnect is the cultural translation that 
occurs when cultural ideas are forced to speak the language of the dominant power.  
However, as I have pointed out, the perceived spaces of translation are often spaces where 
political ideas are formed around colonial power-knowledge.  These spaces are also 
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increasingly used to produce neoliberal indigenous subjects and to maintain their power, 
while simultaneously upholding state power and multiculturalism. 
 I compiled a complete list of all of the proposed development projects in the 
region.  I grafted them onto maps of the ancestral territory of the Four Pueblos.  I 
demonstrated which projects were connected with other projects.  I collected maps of all 
mines in the country as well as solicited mines.  I found photos of existing projects similar 
to the ones being proposed.  I connected the proper legal arguments for resisting mining 
projects.  I compiled all of this into presentations and began showing them to members of 
the CIT, leaders of regional authorities, and the Wiwa’s OGYT. 
 One day, I was researching other projects in the region and discovered that the 
parent company for MPX, EBX, had gained licenses to drill for oil in the same region.  
This information was compiled along with a detailed synopsis of the gold mining that was 
also being done by the same company and state maps that outlined where there was gold 
in the SNSM.  When this information got out, the mamos all became furious.  People 




Within the colonial state position that pushed the Besotes dam, there was ample 
room for the Four Pueblos to unite around a common enemy.  Under MPX, the neoliberal 
capital position divided the pueblos and turned them against each other.  The multicultural 
system that designates procedures, such as FPIC, is shifting the nature of power for the 
Iku.   
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Importantly here, I must reiterate that a combination of special rights and my 
critique of the state process, worked to stop the mine.  The presentation that I created 
which highlighted all of MPX’s other connections was used to deny their environmental 
license.  MPX withdrew from the project, saying that there was too much red tape and that 
they would take their business elsewhere.  We can only hope that they follow through with 
their threat.  There is hope for reshaping the political openings for resisting the immediate 
threats of industrial capitalism.  We are slowing down colonization as an external force as 
a collective Iku/bunachi alliance.  The colonization that is more menacing comes from the 
neoliberal indigenous subject and the shifting values and politics that they carry. 
The two Iku explored in this chapter are illustrative of the politics re-shaping Iku 
political society and the reproduction of their culture-territory.  It is not an ideological 
political difference between the men, nor is it adherence to a cultural set of beliefs or 
symbols that establish the dissonance between them as subjects.  It is the practices 
embedded within their daily lives: how they raise their children, how they work the land, 
how they produce the cultural markers of their world, that make Julio an Iku according to 
his culture-territory and Javier an Iku based on a colonial and transnational designation.   
The corruption in the case of MPX is also illustrative of how internal Iku politics 
are shifting under neoliberal multiculturalism.  The more that the Iku culture is understood 
by the neoliberal capitalists who are interested in exploiting the SNSM, the more 
appropriately they can tailor their attack.  The infiltration of high-ranking members of the 
Iku political class as agents of multinational interests has resulted in an expertise in the Iku 
language and mamo-knowledge utilized by transnational proponents of development, who 
happen to be Iku.   
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The painful collusion between some Iku and the exploitative capitalists is not 
merely due to low moral character of individuals, but is better understood as a 
manipulation of people and ideas by power.  When it becomes clear to all members of the 
pueblo that they have been lied to by MPX, they feel guilty about having supported the 
project.  In this sense, a unified pueblo is key to maintaining a strong culture-territory.  
 The Trojan Horse is an apt metaphor for the political process that I describe here.  
The sacred fortress that denies the industrial exploitation of land and peoples will always 
be rejected when it comes dressed in western battle regalia.  Only hidden in Iku clothing 
does modernity stand a chance of turning Iku culture-territory into a parcel of land and a 
conflicted people who stand to lose their sovereignty. 
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Interlude - Shifting Subjects, Individual Lives 
 
 Shifting cultural values play out in the microcosm of Iku personal and family life.  
The intergenerational variations, the geographical disconnection between areas, and the 
political disagreements have all left it more uncertain whether personal and political 
choices are following the cultural values of the Iku.  Once again, it is the mamos who are 
tasked with making the decisions about all peoples lives, but as this knowledge becomes 
subverted and the factors that affect Iku lives alter, a greater cultural shift can be seen. 
 I explore in this interlude the looming difficulties and problems that are faced by 
the people of the SNSM.  Like most of the world, those who suffer the most are women 
and children, and those who cause the most suffering are men.  My project never had a 
firm gender analysis, but that is because none of the political spaces that I work in SNSM 
attend to gender as a political space.  However, in my personal life among the Iku, the 
most pressing and difficult challenges that I saw and felt were gender politics.  I therefore, 
must attend to this space, before culminating a de-colonial response. 
Asdrubal is a difficult character to write about, because I know him so well.  We 
have been good friends for years, as he is the first Iku person I ever met, was my initial 
guide to the Iku region and culture.  He stayed with me in Texas for a few months in 2007, 
and we lived together for a large portion of my fieldwork.  We have had fits and fights and 
disagreements and many cultural misunderstandings.  We have also made up and 
reconciled and learned from one another.  In our common space, I have learned more 
about myself than about he, or the culture from where he comes.   
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 There is no individual who can stand in as a representation for any culture or 
ethnic group.  The Iku have a greater variation in personalities than I have witnessed 
anywhere.  It is important, however, to discuss Asdrubal, because his unique space within 
the Iku pueblo says much about them as a group and the choices that they face in terms of 
preserving their culture. 
 Asdrubal is the fourth eldest of the 10 children of Dionysia and Julio Alberto 
Torres Torres.  Julio’s children have followed different models for how to live their lives, 
and to what degree they represent their people on and off the mountain.   
Dionysia fought for cultural revitalization and land recuperation her whole life, yet 
she still insists that her daughter study the Christian religion in school – the same religion 
that her generation banned from entering the mountain. “You have to learn about these 
things, to know about the world,” she tells me.  Most of her children live on the mountain, 
but about half of them attended Western schools and universities.  They can build houses 
and write essays, speak Iku and Spanish, harvest corn or practice law, travel to Europe as 
an ambassador or remain on the mountain.  This is an ideal that marks an important time 
for the Iku pueblo as a whole, because they are staking a claim to be subject makers in 
their own right.  They don’t want to fit a mold.  They want to create their culture as they 
see fit, and have the cultural, economic and political openings to do so.  A problem arises 
when we look to who will make the important decisions about what an Iku subject of 
tomorrow may look like. 
 Asdrubal straddles both worlds in a unique way.  He is a transnational indigenous 
subject.  He has been to the US and to Europe, uses the language of Human Rights and 
owns a farm where he grows commercial coffee. He is also Iku-centric, however, and not 
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strategically essentialist in his navigation of his cultural connections and expressions.  His 
children are being raised to speak Iku only.  He does spiritual work with the mamos 
whenever possible.  There is a struggle however, in his values and his lifestyle that 
illuminate the larger issue of indigenous subjectivity.   
 To the average colono, Asdrubal and Javier are the same.  To an untrained eye, 
they are both Iku living part time in Valledupar.  They both also come from influential Iku 
families.  They both wear bleached white trajes in public and play up their identity.  
However, the division in their subjectivities runs deep.  While Asdrubal built his house, 
makes his clothes and tends his farm, Javier pays bunachi workers to harvest his land. 
There is also the question of negotiation and the acceptance of the state.  Javier is pro-
negotiation on mega-projects.  Asdrubal does not trust the state, but has worked with 
foreigners (ahem), something that other Iku may frown upon. 
 With all of this in mind, someone like Asdrubal must perform both Iku masculinity 
as the head of the household and local leader, as well as a neoliberal multicultural Iku, in 
order to remain visible and engaged in the national and international political arenas.  In 
many ways, he is an interlocutor between people like his father and those more like Javier.   
If he disengages from political life off of the mountain, he loses his ability to challenge 
people within the new leadership.  Asdrubal is divided in many ways.  His time is split 
between the mountain doing difficult manual labor, and in the city, where he is forced to 
represent his people in a hostile internal political climate, and in a friendly international 
scene that he does not trust.  Most Iku, do not have the privilege to ever make these 
choices however – one half of the population in particular. 
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“Struggles of freedom instead of struggles for freedom”: Gender Politics in SNSM 
We sat around chewing coca in the shack behind Dr. Juan’s house in Manaure.  
Guillermo had planned to bring Peter out to meet him and then travel on to the coast to 
relax.  He invited me, Rockie and the Nizz to join them so that we could meet the Dr. and 
his wife.  We arrived late, but quickly fell into excellent conversations.  It was fantastic to 
finally have people to talk with about all the things I was thinking about writing about for 
my dissertation.  I had been living in the SNSM for eight months already and had only my 
wife and one other anthropologist friend to bounce ideas off of.  Here, I was with Peter, 
who had spent time in the SNSM since the seventies and produced three documentary 
films about the SNSM, Guillermo, who had worked extensively in the SNSM in the 
eighties and one of the most trusted bunachi, and Dr. Juan and his wife Anna, who lived 
for sixteen years in Nabusimake teaching math and philosophy to the high-school aged Iku 
kids.  Added to the company, the fantastic atmosphere of the laid-back patio, and the lack 
of Indians and screaming children were great.  We talked about everything, but especially 
we talked about the Sierra. 
 At one moment the subject of gender came up, a topic that my wife and I were 
only too eager to talk about, because the gender politics in the SNSM are so visible and 
problematic.  The atmosphere altered, becoming wearisome, and the progressive nature of 
the conversation began to regress instead of moving along smoothly.  We soon noticed 
that not only were we not agreeing, but also we began not getting along.  The calm and 
jovial voices became contentious and frustrated.  Gender politics among the Iku was 
dividing us. 
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 I mention this anecdote before entering into the details of the conversation itself or 
the ethnographic material that was brought into the conversation for a reason.  All of us 
had the same types of experiences and saw similar problems, and thought about the 
solutions and pondered culture and colonialism and we are all feminists and progressive 
and cool, but it wasn’t simple enough for any of us to really wrap our minds around.  The 
subject caused us discord, even those of us who are so close to the Iku, not because gender 
roles are distinct from those in our own culture.  There are many things that are different 
in their culture, and many things to be critiqued.  But the gender relationships in the 
SNSM offer a more intense conundrum for the activist, the anthropologist and the ally to 
contend with.  Gender politics among the Iku speak to the enduring gender politics all 
over the world, the deep shaping of human culture that rests on the basest root of power. 
  
 
“Men are the computer, women are the electricity” 
 “What do you think of” Guillermo asked us to ponder, “when you are walking in 
the Sierra and you come across an Iku family, the man riding a mule, and behind him, 
walking on foot are his wife and children?”  My wife elaborates; “the woman is weaving 
too.  Remember that women are required to weave as they walk, so that their eyes are on 
their work.”  This has been explained as a woman having her back covered by a baby and 
her front covered by her weaving as not to be a sex object to men.   
 “It’s not machismo,” Anna answered, “It is duality.”  We have all heard this 
before; that indigenous gender dualities are harmonious.  “If you go to a meeting, all of 
the men will be speaking in the public space, while the women cook.” Anna explained 
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something that we had all experienced many times.  “The men are the computer, but the 
women are the electricity” she continued.  “None of the work of the men could happen if 
not for the work of the women.” 
“What about the privilege though” Guillermo intervened.  “The man on the mule, 
and the men who are speaking in public are exercising privilege.” 
“It’s not just that,” my wife added, “Men are basically allowed to do what they 
want.  They can visit the city, travel, and do what they please.  Women are still 
second-class citizens.  They do not enjoy those privileges.” 
 
 This offended our friends from Manaure.  They had lived for years in Nabusimake, 
where there is less travel to the city, where there is a larger Iku population living in close 
quarters, where the Iku are less traditional, and where they had learned to accept gender as 
a duality.  Fair enough.  But there was one more point to make, something that Julio had 
long spoken to me about with difficulty and sorrow.  Many Iku girls leave the culture.  
They get married to Western men.  They do not return.  This is what the men fear most – 
losing their daughters and wives.  “Why” I asked, “do the young women leave in such 
greater numbers than the young men?”  Clearly, I implied, it is because they are repressed 
by their culture and have more reason to rebuke it.  My friends answered that the only 
reason that this was so was because of colonization preying on the young girls, seducing 
them with corruption, while at the same time colonizing the Iku men, making them more 
Western and more macho. 
 This is not inaccurate.  And herein lies the point.  We will not be able to address 
the cultural shifts taking place at the micro level in Iku society, in any society, if we do not 
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address the gender politics.   Perhaps we will also not be able to attend to gender politics 
at large without assessing our attachments to colonialism. 
You can tell the story of Iku men and it sounds pretty good: “elder brothers”, 
mamos, resistance, culture – it’s all there, and seems pretty cool.  My politics, for the most 
part align with what I feel are the values that the Iku hold.  But there is another face of the 
mountain, and a much more difficult story to tell – a sadder one, that is told less often and 
often less well.  Women hold a lower position in the Iku social world.  This is no tragedy 
on it’s own.  I am familiar with the prevalence of patriarchy in the world (and certainty in 
the Caribbean region).  The stories that follow, however, show a particular formation of 
gender that is caught between multiple cultures.  As the Iku are becoming divided by how 
different families, regions of the mountain, and individuals decide to incorporate the 
outside world into their lives, men and women and children are divided too, and their 
wants and needs are dividing many families.  What the mamos refer to as an “epidemic” is 
the eroding sanctity of marriage, the dissolution of families, and the exodus of young 
women away from the mountain to seek a better life in the city.  
 The young Iku girls who live in the city never went through the same type of 
subjugation and resistance as their parents and grandparents.  For them, being Iku means 
different things.  While they are often proud to be Iku, and sometimes wear their traje out 
proudly in the city, they usually dress bunachi and don’t signify their indigeneity in 
public.  When I ask them about their futures, their candid answers are not what their 
parents would want to hear.  “I don’t want to live like my sisters”, says a fourteen-year-old 
Iku girl from a traditional family who studies full time in the city.  “They are always sick, 
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and their kids are sick, and their husbands are always working and gone and never give 
them any money.  The women on the mountain are lonely.”   
 For many young Iku, their culture is associated with poverty, malnutrition, and not 
having the things that they want.  Juxtaposed to the traditional way of life is the Vallenato 
culture in the city of Valledupar.  This isolated costeño culture is plagued with poverty, 
alcoholism and violence.  It is not an ideal space for these women to escape to.  However, 
as many of the young men are drawn to the Vallenato culture, alcohol and spousal abuse 
are increasingly finding a quiet home in the Iku domestic sphere, leaving the young 
women even less to look forward to in their traditional way of life. 
 Valledupar is the Western world to the majority of Iku (to others it is also the 
internet).  Embedded within the Modern is a patriarchy that is open and violent, fuelled by 
alcohol addiction, poverty and industrialization. The city, however, also offers a sexual 
capital that young women possess and an agency in finding a husband linked to a number 
of stratified economic positions.  Young girls dress up and walk the streets looking for 
what they can find.  You might get lucky and marry a rich guy.  You might get AIDS 
working as a prostitute.  There are lots of things being traded in the unofficial economy in 
the streets of Valledupar.   
 To stay in the mountain offers no variety.  The economy is rooted in raising a 
family and working the land.  Your ties are those you are born with.  Marriages are 
arranged by the mamos. Personal expression is shown by the pattern on the bag you weave 
or the colors of the beads on your necklace.  While there is happiness and beauty, there is 
also hardship: disease, malnutrition and loneliness.  And these things are getting worse. 
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 The tragedy of this reality – young women leaving the culture – comes from the 
fact that their parents did things right.  They guarded and revitalized their culture.  They 
taught their children their language and the importance of the cosmovision, while still 
allowing them time to study and experience the modern world.   
The mamos are supposed to make life decisions for the young women navigating 
their cultural position.  When Iku youth seek to realize their future, they consult with the 
local mamo.  Often the mamos will encourage study, travel or other opportunities, but are 
also careful that the young people remain grounded in the home, in the culture and to not 
marry, or have sex with, anyone outside of the culture.  Young Iku in the city go to the 
mamos for this, but some have decided not to go anymore.  “I don’t like to go.” Says my 
young incolutor.  “He’s creepy, and besides I don’t want to tell him everything that I am 
doing and thinking.  I’d rather just figure things out myself.”  This outright Western 
individualism is misplaced for an Iku youth.  I had never heard an Iku badmouth mamos in 
that way before, but the more I spoke to young Iku women in the city, the more common 
the theme became. 
 
Mujer Libre: two more Iku  
“Do you go to the mamo?” I ask a 19-year-old Iku woman studying in Valledupar.  
“What for?” she replies with a loud and troubled dismay “I have no reason to go to them.” 
This girl attended night classes in Valledupar, living with her sisters’ family in a 
two-bedroom house in the slums.  She wears her traje when she goes to school as part of 
her obligation to receive free education.  Otherwise she wears Western dress (mini-skirts, 
revealing tops, and make-up).  She feels that the mountain has little to offer her.  Most of 
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the women in her family have been mistreated or gotten sick.  Her fifty year-old mother 
was recently hospitalized with complications from a miscarried pregnancy.  Her 15 year-
old sister recently gave birth to the child of her sister’s husband and was driven away from 
the family.  Poverty, patriarchy and isolation do not tempt young women to embrace their 
culture.  And yet, when she goes to school, she is proud to put on her traje.  It gives her 
status; makes her special.   While many other young women in Valledupar have similar 
problems to her, few are Iku and they do not have the skills and benefits associated. 
In the family dynamic, this girl is essentially a maid.  She has no privacy, earns no 
respect or money and is bound by her desire to live in the city.  There is social pressure on 
her to return to the mountain and marry an Iku man, but there is also family pressure to 
perform her duties to take care of her sister’s children whom she loves.  Her niece and 
nephew speak no Spanish.  They spend time between the city and the mountain.  But there 
is a complication here too.  She is a low caste Iku and her mother is Kankuamo.  She was 
never properly baptized by the mamos because her mother was an evangelical when she 
was younger.  Therefore, despite that this woman was raised on the mountain as a primary 
Iku speaker, of full indigenous blood (although between two pueblos) and performs Iku 
cultural practices, many Iku do not consider her indigenous.  She has less reason to 
connect with her culture for this reason. 
Before we leave for the US, She cries to my wife, begging us not to leave, but we 
go.  Afterwards, so does she.  She leaves the repressive household of her brother-in-law 
for the big city.  Now she lives in Barranquilla, and she feels “free”.  She lives in a slum, 
using her domestic skills from being raised on the mountain.  She posts Facebook pictures 
of herself in scandalous clothes on her way out for the evening with the caption “Mujer 
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Libre.”  There is much that she has gained in her transition; clearly an adoption of bunachi 
life and values to its fullest.  But there is a more complex story for understanding what she 
lost.  I compare her to another Iku woman the same age. 
I met Maribel when she was 12.  She was smart and curious and the perfect age to 
be a translator and guide.  We spent much time together, and we learned a lot from our 
relationship.  When I next saw her two years later, I was surprised to learn that she was 
pregnant and about to give birth.  She asked me to be the godfather.  I was honored and 
agreed, but this was difficult for me.  She was so young and to me only a child.  That she 
had married and gotten pregnant and was beginning a life as a woman at the age of 
fourteen affected me.  It was not just coming from me, and my cultural positioning either.  
I could tell by her eyes that she was unhappy; that she thought her life would be different.   
The man she married is an excellent person and a model Iku.  Yuge is a hard 
worker who has a primary school education.  He can read and build a farm by himself.  He 
is kind and gentle and has allowed his wife to prosper on Iku terms.  They have a house 
and cows and a farm and three children.  But the kids are sick often, and Yuge cannot take 
time off to care for them.  Maribel has been making trips to see the mamos about her 
children’s illnesses for years.  More recently, she has gotten sick and has a hard time 
caring for them.  She has made periodic trips to Valledupar to the health center to see a 
doctor.   When she is told to come back in a few days, she does not return.  Her husband 
wants her home. 
I ask Maribel how it’s going and the glimpse of sadness I remember from years 
ago has consumed her.  She is depressed.  Her husband’s good nature is being tried by his 
wife’s depression and illness, too.  People know that Maribel has become difficult.  She 
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misses her family, but they do not want her around.  They see her as sick and ornery.    
She has a bad attitude is unhelpful and is more trouble than she is worth.  She makes more 
trips to see the doctor.  She has Hepatitis, affecting her mood and energy level.  Her 
depression is tied to her failing health.  Her three children are becoming malnourished on 
the mountainside.  Her house is becoming neglected.  She doesn’t want to see the doctor.  
She looks tired of life.  She want’s out.  She is nineteen.  Her eldest sister’s life is 
basically the same as hers; only she has seven more children.   
 
Conclusion 
 Women are disempowered through the increasing presence of the Western 
economy in the SNSM.  Iku Patriarchy is served in many ways by integrating itself with 
the distinct patriarchy of the valley.  My friends in Manaure are right.  When we see Iku 
male privilege, its not “machismo” – it’s something distinct.  But the subjugation of 
women is not bound by the cultural distinctions between the Iku and the West.  Increased 
hybridity among the Iku has transferred patriarchal elements to the Iku, such as 
prostitution, alcohol imbued domestic violence and the allure of the city leading to neglect 
of family and farm.  
 In a similar fashion, the liberation of women has also come in the form of 
colonization and in equally patriarchal as feminist parts.  While women may be more 
“free” if they leave their culture, they are still bound to Vallenato patriarchy.  Modernity is 
less liberating in this sense for women.  Paradoxically, Iku culture is increasingly harder 
on women.  Colonization has found an ally in the gender relations in isolated rural 
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communities.  Resistance seems ever more distant when gender becomes visible (Abu 
Lughod 1991). 
Resistance becomes such a dirty word when you are resisting against the 
movement. But when the movement is the indigenous culture that has resisted the 
capitalist state and its destruction of their lands and inhabitants, then the movement is also 
a productive space of power relations; and the deepest petal in our lotus of oppression is 
always the sex-gender system.   There is no dichotomy of Feminist West and oppressive 
primitive culture (Okin 1999).  The Iku are caught between cultural systems that 
disempower women to survive.  From an Iku perspective, the Modern ontology denies the 
productive space of women as reproducers of Iku land.  From a feminist perspective, 
patriarchy among the Iku is linked to their antagonism with capitalism, lack of resources 
and their forced isolation.   This is not a negation of the relational understanding of the Iku 
position.  It is yet another “yes and”.  Colonialism is patriarchal and resistance to both 
patriarchy and colonialism is stronger when the two are seen as relationally connected 
The resistance to modernity that is being utilized in defense of Iku territory has a 
lot to teach Western feminism.  This dialogue will have to address the needs of Iku women 
as they attend to the needs of their families and also attend to their cultural role as keepers 
of culture and physical representations of the creative elements of the mountain.  
According to the mamos, there is a direct link between the damming of rivers and melting 
of glacial ice caps and the exodus of young women from the culture.  The feminine fresh 
water is being neglected.  The river cannot flow in its natural way, it cannot comply with 
its duty, and it cannot carry what it is meant to carry.  These are not metaphors for women, 
but are other feminine aspects in a greater sense.  Therefore, an Iku-centric response to 
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patriarchy is as much about the well being of the river as it is about women.  It is equally 
as critical of development policy as it is of alcoholism and domestic abuse.   
Iku-centric politics also has potential for expanding Western feminism beyond a 
grafting of Western gender divisions upon what is relational in its complexity.  This is 
undertaken by a number of Iku women who struggle for power within their own pueblo.  
The patriarchal system of denying women space in politics has augmented gender 
inequality.  Mamos are all men.  Their wives are their helpers.  However, there used to be 
women mamos called sagas.  I have been given oral accounts of family lines with sagas, 
especially from families with strong women.  However, some Iku men, especially young 
men from the area where I work, deny that sagas ever existed at all.  Colonization and 
patriarchy make easy bedfellows. 
 Gender is the best way to see inequity among the Iku.  The problems faced by 
women in the SNSM are important to explore, because they show political problems that 
cannot be dismissed as simply colonial.  Mamos, for all of their wisdom, have reproduced 
unfavorable gender politics for women.  This has contributed to women leaving the 
culture and the material inability for the culture-territory to reproduce itself.  The Iku need 
to embrace the growth and changes within their culture-territory and respond to them 
according to the Law of Origin.  Perhaps a positive relationship with other culture-
territories outside of the SNSM that are matriarchal, and also not threatening to the Iku, 
that is that follow the law of origin, will encourage growth in this area. 
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Chapter 6 
Transcending Paradoxes: Critical decolonial Practice 
 
“As to boundaries, the Great Spirit above knows no boundaries, nor will his red people accept 
any.”        
-Tecumseh, 1807 
 
“The land belongs to those that work it with their own hands.” 
-Emiliano Zapata, 1906 
 
Part 1: Bringing it all back home 
 
“I have lived in the beast, and I know its entrails.  My sling is that of David.” 
-Jose Marti 
 
 When I consider the message of the mamos, there is something striking beyond a 
critique of rights.  There is also a decolonial option presented to the West in terms of an 
alternative way of living.  This alternate way of being is economic in its rejection of 
capitalist industrial production, it is also productive in another way – but this is far less 
clear.  For the Modern West follow the Law of Origin would entail a radical shift in the 
way that we perceive our place in the world.  This is the task that the mamos have asked 
me to carry back to the US.  I have to understand how we, as a society, can create 
ourselves in a different way, and the Iku are to serve as a model. 
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From the Iku standpoint, they are always creating themselves in connection to their 
culture-territory.   I have demonstrated how they are interpolated and the politics 
associated with this, including how national and global development policy has affected 
their internal process for self-making.  Global development policy and multiculturalism 
shift too, however.  And these state and international processes change in relation to the 
subjects whom they classify.  This chapter connects the politics of the Iku back to the rest 
of the world and assesses the political agency of cultural production.  My activist project 
and the nature of solidarity and cross movement politics also rely on how we perceive 
identity, knowledge, culture and power.  How global society perceives indigeneity is 
crucial to how all peoples make their culture, and this colonial term of naming difference 
is continuing to shift in overlapping and disparate locations within the world, and within 
my life. 
The theoretical lens that this chapter develops brings together scholars from the 
global North and South.  Decolonial scholars from the South, including Quijano (1988), 
Escobar (2001) and Mignolo (2004) have developed theory for rejecting coloniality in 
Latin America as an ongoing political, social, economic and cultural project predicated 
upon a binary of knowledge and subjects as either indigenous or colonial.  Their moves to 
border-thinking has allowed for resistant discourses to emerge that eschew the rigid 
classification of indigenous.  However, some of the models explored by these theorists do 
not travel to North America, which has a more rigid classification for Natives.  Within 
North American Decolonial theory, Settler-Colonial and Critical intersectional studies 
have all contributed to understanding how colonialism works in Canada and the US.  
However, it is clear that these models do not always speak below the 28th parallel.   
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I bring these discourses together with Iku knowledge to open possibilities for Pan-
American decolonial work.  Power is structured differently by coloniality in different 
places.  Terms such as “land” and “Indigenous” are vastly different throughout the 
Americas and have produced different subjectivities that will remain divided unless the 
categories that confine them alter. I complicate the discussion of knowledge by 
incorporating Black Feminist scholars, illustrating that while alternative knowledge is 
central to building decolonial projects, it need not be confined by a colonial binary.  
Transcending coloniality therefore necessitates two separate political moves. I use this 
chapter to broaden my critique of coloniality to encapsulate the global system., and the 
power emanating from the US.  The first is to confront power in the forms that contribute 
to ongoing exploitative relationships of modernity: patriarchy, white supremacy, 
positivism and capitalism.  The second is to develop alternative political economies rooted 
in subaltern epistemologies based in cultural connections to territory. 
 
Refusal and What the Future May Hold  
 What options for agency exist for indigenous people under the paradigm of the 
Trojan Horse and the neoliberal indigenous subject?  Simply being the Indian that the state 
wants you to be is not sufficient.  Understanding that the colonial dichotomy also 
disempowers non-indigenous peoples also begs what type of agency can indigenous 
peoples enact that will be beneficial to alleviating class inequalities and racist stratification 
in Latin America.  When indigenous people attach themselves to the celebrated 
subjectivity of transnational indigeneity, it may still allow for the neoliberal multicultural 
apparatus to function without confronting power in its strongest forms, the state, 
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capitalism, neoliberal development and structuralized racism.  Therefore, collective 
identities of difference are not always resistant to power. 
 Multiculturalism is meant to keep indigenous people in a particular place and 
outside of the production of the dominant hegemony.  Indigenous people thus have a 
choice to reject this space that has been opened up for them and work to alter the whole, or 
to make the space given to them as livable as possible and hope to expand this position to 
others.  Either example will have to rely on a cultural element that refuses their subject 
positioning and the constructs that uphold it. 
 In his essay, “beyond structural hermeneutics” (1982), Michel Foucault goes 
against his often-characterized position of denying human agency and offers what he calls 
“refusal”.   To move beyond the subject positions we have been assigned is to refuse them.  
It is within these moments of extreme political agency that we have the opportunity to 
change the structures that dictate to us our place in society.  When neoliberalism arose, 
indigenous subjectivity altered and indigenous people consented to adapt to their 
transnational position full of increased rights and autonomy.  And who would blame 
them?  The unintended consequences of this union not only hurt others internal and 
external to the group, however, but shields power from any reprisals it could face if seen 
as directly attacking subjugated (read indigenous) people. 
 Indigenous peoples’ messages are often not just about saving their own skins, but 
are about protecting all living things, as is certainly the case with the messages from the 
mamos within this text.  In practice, though, this might mean that indigenous people can 
no longer be privileged subjects.  If their refusal of special rights meant that those rights 
would be expanded to all, and states would have to get special permission from whoever 
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was living anywhere before drilling for oil or putting in a power plant, we would be 
moving away from individual rights and citizenship.  This is where collective identities 
retain power – they mark the sanctioned limits of movement and agency, and thus the 
possibilities to transcend them.   
In places like Bolivia, movement away from liberal individualism seems like a 
reality.  With over 60% indigenous population, an indigenous president and a new 
constitution that moves rights out of modern conceptual frameworks and into those of 
indigenous worldview – they do not need multiculturalism (Postero 2007).  Interestingly 
enough, the recent FPIC done in Bolovia for the Tipnis highway had all of the trappings of 
a classically colonial state-indigenous conflict, regardless of leftist, indigenous president.  
It seems like the project there, and in other majority indigenous countries, is to reestablish 
national identity according to everyone becoming indigenous.  However, this alone may 
not reformulate the workings of power.   
 Colombia still remains less than 2% indigenous.  As indigenous rights continue to 
open, people outside of the colonial indigenous subjectivity are claiming and utilizing 
indigeneity to their own ends.  Rich, white urbanites take Ayahuasca and sell indigenous 
handicrafts.  Mestizo Bogotanos claim their Muisca ancestry despite this being declared a 
dead culture for hundreds of years.  Problematically, it is those who benefit from the 
modern capitalist state who are able to make this shift, while still ignoring rural poverty, 
racism and unequal relations of power.  This is the same process by which the neoliberal 
indigenous subject has risen to power in the SNSM – and with the same critique attached.  
It is in the privileging of difference, where multiculturalism and indigeneity continue to 
produce the problems of inequality and power. 
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 Shannon Speed (2008) warns that multiculturalism cannot be disentangled from 
neoliberal forms of governance, and more importantly multiculturalism cannot disentangle 
itself from indigeneity.  In order to really challenge neoliberalism, to reject the dominant 
capitalist hegemony, we must produce alternative forms of culture that are rooted in 
culture-territory.  In other words, we must all become indigenous.  However, this type of 
indigenous will be a formation of a subject not bound to the limits of coloniality of 
capitalism.   The creation of the subject must be rooted in earth-based practices and be 
critical of the hierarchies carried by the state logic of capitalism and objectification. 
 
Harvesting Power versus Cultivating Humanity 
Before we can begin to reconstruct the world as decolonial, we must tend to the 
initial problems at hand, and the case that drives my work is the industrial extraction of 
power and the subjugation of land based-cultures.  As an activist, however, there is a 
common error that I want to avoid – the idea that if people are conscious of a problem 
they will work to mitigate it.  The desire for activists to educate people of what is going on 
in the world in hopes that “if they only knew, surely they would act” is misguided.  For 
example, many US citizens oppose the war in Iraq, but enjoy the exploits of cheap energy.  
The no-bid contracts that transfer wealth from the hands of the Iraqi citizenry to US 
corporations is entirely subsidized by the US state and the taxpayer funded war-machine, 
but people who are politically opposed to the exploitation are not less complicit with 
harvesting the spoils of war.  Despite the widespread rejection of colonialism in Iraq by 
liberals and the few existing leftists, few people boycott oil.  The average day of any anti-
war liberal and pro-war conservative, in fact, are likely no different in terms of how they 
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engage with occupation and exploitation of foreign lands.  Liberals believe that war is 
wrong and unnecessary.  If they truly want to end war, however, they need to change more 
than foreign policy – they need to change domestic policy.   
The United States is powerful; as a nation the US uses 101,554 BTU of energy per 
year.  In contrast, the Afghanistan uses 18 (US EIA).  I choose to highlight these two 
countries because they represent, in some measure, the richest and poorest nations on the 
planet.  They are also at “war” – a colonial power exploiting a foreign land and natives 
resisting.  Presenting the situation in Afghanistan as both a colonial occupation and a war 
illustrates an important question – what is one group trying to protect that is being 
harvested by the other?  The answer is power.  Power, in many forms is being transferred 
directly from one place to another, from one group of people to another, and we can 
measure this transfer by the statistic that opened this paragraph.  Americans have 
approximately 5,000 times the power of Afghanis, and this power takes many forms. 
Power is diffuse in our world.  It is not merely holding someone down physically, 
taking something from someone, or a king on a throne (though it is often these things too).  
Power has been abstracted throughout the world as the concept of freedom – the power to 
do ones will.  But this is not an abstract concept.  Power is material in many forms that 
scholars in the West are used to making invisible (this is also a type of power).  Power 
comes out of our walls.  We have the power to communicate with our loved ones across 
the world on our cellphones.  We have the power-knowledge of the internet and its all-
encompassing depths of knowledge, and each of these spaces of power is one end of an 
exploitative relationship actively shaping an equally disempowered subject elsewhere – 
the underprivileged subjects in the Third world who produce the raw materials.  
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But I am only a part-time anti-war activist.  I am a full time land & resource justice 
activist.  In Northern Colombia, coal is pulled from the earth, sent to China to manufacture 
steel that is then sent to the industrialized West, along with the profits.  What is left for the 
indigenous Colombians is a hole in the ground and contaminated air and water.  A similar 
process takes place in the Navajo reservation in the US.  There, coal is harvested to power 
the major cities of the Southwest, but the areas where the coal is extracted lack even basic 
electricity services.  In either case, people who live in similar conditions, regardless of 
their geographic distance, suffer a similar fate of disempowerment, while the same people 
benefit. 
Domestically, political reactions fall on less identifiable ideological lines.  Few 
Americans celebrate the destruction of Appalachia, but most of them have electricity.  Of 
course, not all Americans use the same amount of energy.  The outlying Americans who 
use the least are Native Americans, many of whom live in conditions not dissimilar to 
Afghanis.  The colonial situation at home disrupts the initial parameters of 
neocolonialism.  On US soil, something is also being harvested.  “Land was stolen”, we 
are told.  But this is a Western view, albeit enlightened at least to the reality of the theft.  
From a decolonial perspective; land is being stolen right now.  Land in the US is in a 
constant state of being harvested for power – the power to live and propagate settler 
colonial existence.  This is not dissimilar to the overtly violent colono discussed in 
Chapter 3.  The need for disruption of peoples understanding of their complicity in foreign 
wars is the same need for people to understand settler-colonialism.  From this uncovering, 
we will reexamine politics. 
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From both the Third and the Fourth World14, power is transferred to the First 
World.  This is both warfare and colonialism and although few would claim adherence to 
the politics of colonization as a dominating harvest of power, there are few politics for 
addressing this political reality.  Almost everyone is complicit with the harvest of power.  
The objectification of land by capitalism drives both franchise and settler colonial 
projects.  The ongoing war and colonial occupation of lands and peoples is therefore 
waged by Modern, industrial peoples merely existing.  We cannot look only to the 
domestic sphere of Colombia to realize the ongoing colonial process, because we are 
equally enmeshed within the same processes. 
 In the SNSM, I have shown how the colono subject is produced through this 
process, but it is also important to connect the production of this subject with the powerful 
Modern industrial subjectivity in the United States.  These ways of being are relationally 
connected through both the harvest of power and the idealization of the global North as a 
prosperous capitalist and industrial sanctuary.  Many Colombians are seduced by the idea 
of power associated with America, without considering the material subjugation of their 
own cultural potential that is reproduced through their emulation of colonial modernity.  It 
is important to acknowledge that for people to reproduce the subject position they 
associate with power reproduces internalized violence. 
 
The Forest and the Trees 
In Seeing Like a State (1999), James C Scott describes how states seek to control 
natural and social worlds through measurement, codification and exploitation; through 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 The Fourth World is indigenous territory within the First World, which often have standards of 
living similar to the Third World. 
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which process, specific types of social realities are created along with certain types of 
subjects.  The social world created is not based in the natural relationships between people 
and people, or land and people; it is merely based on specific hierarchies of power.  Scott 
gives examples of forest management and agriculture by where specific types of trees are 
considered timber and others useless, some plants are crops, while others are weeds, some 
animals game while others vermin – thus a new social reality is grafted onto society based 
on the needs that are created and managed by states. 
The Modern state has assigned certain types of people very different social value 
and created human subjects either as desirable or undesirable.  There are vermin and 
game, trophy and pest, crop and weed in our social world.  In understanding who has been 
chosen as the desirable crops in our state managed societies and why, and who have been 
designated the status of weeds to be uprooted, it’s easy to look directly at economic 
structures.  The genealogy I have used in this work demonstrates the manner in which this 
type of subject-making occurred in colonial Latin America.  
The problem with a merely anti-capitalist framework for assessing subjects is that 
while it gives us something to begin critiquing the system, it seldom leaves a way out.  
Why are Americans so content with sweatshops in China, with Congolese amputees, with 
undocumented laborers being paid so little?  An easy answer is that someone profits from 
the labor, the sale of arms or the control of debt.  We can and often should, point to the 
holders of power and their manipulation of the world.  We can find our timber in these 
places.  However, this does not tell us how or why Mexicans and their difference from 
White Americans are significant in their exploitation.  It does not tell us why it is 
considered acceptable for Americans to kill Arabs, but not the other way around.  
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Capitalism should work as a broad economic model without interference from other social 
realities, but it does not (Hall 1996).  The subaltern groups are subaltern because of who 
they are, not just because they are exploited. 
Identity then enters an often-useful conversation about power. White Americans 
wants certain laborers to do certain types of labor in certain ways according to how, why 
and when they need them.  Just like the Elm tree was used as a stock of timber, so too did 
the Mexican and Central American adult male become the object of low-wage labor.  The 
difficulty is that there is never a comprehensive way out of the system as long as we focus 
on specific groups.  A group can, an often do, seek liberation from their subject position, 
but this seldom accounts for the need of that subjectivity to be filled.  The liberation of the 
Elm makes way for the Pine – so too its decimation, which is the other side of the coin.  
When people use all available fertile land, they find new land to conquer.  The same is 
true with people.  Liberation is the elimination of the subjugation of a specific group by 
another.  Decolonization is the elimination of objectifying power as subjugation. 
Whatever the status quo is, someone will defend it with force.  The state is always 
backed up by violence.  The subjugation of some people by others, and their classification 
as subhuman, becomes a resource to be defended.  It is the possessive investment in 
dominance that allows for subjugation of others from the specific cores of Eurocentric 
power.  However, the racial classification is arbitrary – it could just as well be another 
combination of phenotypes that allow for subjugation of one group over another, and in 
many places this is the case (Asia is a good example).  What is consistent in these models 
is that subject formation and knowledge mutually constitute power. 
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The invention of the “Indian” subjectivity as a tool of coloniality takes various 
forms throughout the Americas.  Clear differences between the US and Canada and Latin 
America in their colonial histories account for the different political subjectivities of 
native peoples.  Natives were constructed in the North specifically to be exterminated.  In 
the South, they were slated to be slaves.  This has led to different forms of native 
subjectivities. Indigenous peoples are those who resisted the economic and cultural project 
of their subjugation.   
Being Indian has for centuries meant being denied power.  This is the first of the 
paradoxes driving Modern coloniality.  In Latin America, the status as indigenous has 
traditionally meant rural and poor regardless of whether people have native heritage.  In 
the global North, Indians have specifically been denied access to urban industry because 
of their lineage.  In either scenario, the status as indigenous is tied to not having power.  
Power is derived from the state to citizens, who are by definition not Indians.  The enemy 
of the state, the non-citizen, is by definition an Indian.15  This has, of course, shifted in it’s 
use of race and culture, as I discussed in chapter 3.  However, global subject formation 
currently underway must still find its way in the stratified and politically divided world. 
In Latin America offering indigenous peoples entry into the dominant society 
allowed those who gave up their cultures to become mestizos (Diaz Polanco 1982).  
Mestizos are indigenous people who are colonized, that is to say they no longer orient 
themselves around an indigenous knowledge system, but around a modern one. Thus 
mestizos rejected their indigenousness, which allowed indigeneity (people and 
epistemologies) to remain outside of the dominant society.  This continued into the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 For example, Osama bin Laden’s codename was Geronimo. 	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modern era, and still continues today. Mestizos are still racially Indian to American 
standards, however. 
In Latin America, indigenous people have been granted special status, but this 
recognition keeps them isolated from the national majority of mestizos (who are regulated 
as unable to access indigeneity).  In the US, Indians were already regulated as outside of 
the national imaginary, regulated by genealogical blood ties.  Therefore the closed kinship 
systems (which keep non-Indians from becoming Indians) in the US, are unaffected by the 
shift to recognize indigenous rights.  In neither space is the indigenous subject granted the 
power to contest their own position in creating the social division between them and 
power. The contemporary move towards multiculturalism and indigenous rights 
internationally therefore has different effects in these areas.  There is also power 
embedded between these two spaces, as capital and resources often flow from the Global 
North to development projects in the Global South, as do resources directed towards 
indigenous peoples. 
 
Part II: Contemporary Coloniality 
 
Subjects are still created through their relationship with power – including access 
to technology and the state.  Neoliberalism has allowed Indian identities to be irrelevant 
enough to orient knowledge away from local production.  This opens possibilities for 
Natives to break free of the confining limitation of state power that their subjectivity has 
been denied.  However, the risk is much greater that state access will be limited because of 
the already closed system of power embedded within state structures.  The exploitative 
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end of capitalism is only more rife with potential to disrupt people’s connections to their 
communities and culture-territory under neoliberalism.  
Multiculturalism confines indigenous knowledge to indigenous peoples, and limits 
the potential for transformative change that it could have on society.  While knowledge as 
applied to internal group identities and practices is sanctioned and even encouraged 
through multicultural projects, the elements of subjugated and resistant forms of 
knowledge that oppose capitalism and the state fail to take their potential place in national 
discourse.  
Language, dress, religion and local political systems can all diverge from the 
dominant culture.  Multiculturalism correlates these markers with Native epistemology, 
and thus a position outside of civil society.  The material production of the knowledge is 
thus confined to the political space reserved for indigenous peoples.  So, making your own 
clothes is an “indigenous thing,” not an anti-capitalist thing.  Practicing Earth based 
religions is an “Indian thing”, not a decolonial thing.  Productive challenges to the 
dominant system that have endured for many years and that have transformative potential 
at a deep level, are kept from entering civil society and influencing settler society. 
Pre-Columbian epistemology and the ideologies that sustained the various forms of 
power that existed in the Americas before 1492 are not the focus of decolonial inquiry. 
Decolonial Scholars study how indigenous cosmology meshed with the dominant 
hegemony of the colonizers to create a historic bloc of coloniality.  More specifically, 
what knowledge, and what producers of this knowledge have remained central to 
maintaining an indigenous identity?  And further, how have this knowledge and its 
production helped to sustain the dominant hegemony?   
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Sometimes when we use a framework of coloniality to understand a cultural social 
and economic exchange we see only the domination and subjugation of one group over 
another (Spanish conquers Indian, neoliberal global capitalism conquers Indian).  This 
model can miss the adaptation and survival of the subjugated culture and the relevance for 
certain types of cultural continuity that are resistant to (or supporting of) subjugation.  It 
can also miss the subtle exchange that takes place between dominant and subjugated.  As 
colonial subjects, we are all hybrid.  To designate the dominant subjectivity to all who are 
outside of the idealized native subject is a reinforcement of Modern Western subjects as 
the default subject.  It is also the limiting of the native as statically disassociated with 
power.  The isolation of indigenous populations from the dominant society has been 
central to maintaining the status quo.  
Walter Mignolo (2000) recognizes that the border between the colonizer and 
colonized holds the dichotomy in place.  Knowledge that comes from the border holds 
potential for transcending the binary.  Border thinking is decolonial, because it resists all 
of the structuring binaries associated with the colonial project.  It has potential for 
resisting patriarchy, positivism and colonial land appropriation, as well as racist 
classifications.   Hybridization, as a rejection of the colonial dichotomy of 
indigenous/modern, holds resistant potential but is not its end. 
There are many more Indigenous revivalist movements rising in the world today 
than ever before.  They challenge the subjectivities that have been laid before us – modern 
and indigenous, and even earlier classifications of ladino or mestizo.  In the US, the 
Xicano movement identifies as Native, but not tribal Indian.  The Native American Church 
has an increasing number of non-Indian adherents, as does the various rising Sundance 
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movements throughout North America.  In Latin America there are even more movements 
and coming from a more mixed populace: Danzantes, neo-Maya, Yageceros, and even 
indigenous nations rising where they were before said to be extinct.  Power is not 
challenged in these movements, however, because while they may extend certain aspects 
of the indigenous subjectivities they mimic, they are inevitably those aspects of culture 
that resemble the Permitted Indian, not the insurrectionary Indian. 
Some previously assigned Indigenous places, too, have reverted back to being 
indigenous under neoliberal multiculturalism.  Chiapas has in the last twenty years 
become “indigenous,” so has highland Peru.  Even if only legal changes in the peoples’ 
lives, these strategic adoptions of the transnational subjectivity were undertaken for 
specific political reasons.  Of course, these groups have always had the rights to claim 
indigeneity because of their lineage.   This is the essential nugget denied the Northern 
New Ager.  They are isolated as outside of the possibility of ever being Native, more than 
Mestizos, Metis, Mixed or Urban Indians anywhere.  Whites are too close to power to be 
allowed to take anything without colonizing.  The minute they touch anything they are 
appropriating it.   
 
Northern Decolonial Theory 
In the Global North, Indian identity – racial, ethnic, cultural and political –is 
specifically tied to having an Earth based epistemology.  Modern people have different 
knowledge, one of power, one of positivist patriarchal hierarchy. Because of the 
impossibility assigned to Natives existing on the land in the North, their cultures have 
been abstracted by the dominant society.  The fetishization of native culture by White 
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settler-colonials, therefore, discursively separates natives from the land and is an 
abstraction of knowledge and an objectification of land. 
Because White Americans have inherited a culture based on the impossibility of 
any thriving Natives on their lands, the dominant acquisition of both Indian land and 
Indian culture (acts and objects) have become part of the single process of genocide 
(Churchill 1998).  Indian culture is fetishized, because of its impossibility.  In the North, 
the disappearing Indian must always be created by a population that is predicated on the 
vanishing, defined by the absence, and rooted in the genocide.  Northern Scholars employ 
the colonial difference of a state-defined indigenous subject that is always already violated 
by Modern subjects, thus reinforcing the colonial dichotomy.  While this may appear to be 
ripe for critique by the Decolonial scholars from the South, there is a deeper critique of the 
colonial project implied by Northern decolonial theory, which makes the crucial 
connection between appropriation and genocide.   
People are mistaken, when they think that Indians posses culture.  Culture is not a 
commodity – it is a practice.  This becomes apparent when either people or their practices 
are isolated from the entire system that they come from, like the Iku store-bought manta. 
Appropriation exists when people take objects or acts from other cultures without 
acknowledging the practices embodied in the objects or acts.  If people recognize the 
natural world and interact with it genuinely, they will recreate many practices that appear 
to be appropriating indigenous practices – but we should be careful not to confuse them.  
Churchill in “notes on the men’s movement” criticizes settler appropriation of 
indigenous cultural practices, mostly ceremony.  He argues the project of genocide takes 
land and culture from a group of people and transfers it to another group of people.  The 
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taking of native land is therefore followed by the taking of their culture, which the settler 
has objectified enough to posses.  Andrea Smith expands this argument to argue that 
settler appropriation of indigenous land and culture is rape and cannot be understood as 
separate from the project of genocide, rape and sexual objectification of native women 
(and men) (2005).  Scott Morgensen, speaking to radical Whites, uses this argument to 
encompass desire, and the feelings that settlers have to want to connect with native culture 
through associating queerness or social transgression as “native” (2011).  This connecting 
is also the disconnecting of Natives – it is genocide.  Men feel entitled to take land and 
women and culture.  The intersectional analysis provided by Smith and Morgensen 
illuminate the privilege of patriarchal objectification of land and peoples driving the 
colonial project  
According to Wazyawatin, all non-natives benefit from colonization, and even 
oppressed groups are part of this process.  She states that “anyone who occupies that land 
and benefits from our resources is experiencing colonial privilege. Every non-Indigenous 
person in the country continues to benefit from Indigenous loss” (2011).  Decolonial 
Scholars, Eve Tuck and Wayne Yang’s “decolonization is not a metaphor” takes this 
argument even further, informing us all that decolonization is “incommensurable”, and 
that moves towards “settler-innocence” undergird decolonial projects that look to a 
common future.  This idea is present in Waziyatawin and Churchill as well, the idea that if 
settlers ally with Indians, then they just want to be close to Natives and that makes them 
genocidal.  Also, those natives who are willing to ally are likely “hang around the fort” 
Indians anyway, who are illegitimate and therefore self-colonizing, and the Whites 
associated are committing even more genocide.  Therefore, settler desire to want to be like 
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Indians, to have Indian friends, lovers, or cultural artifacts, or to be close to the Earth or to 
be non-colonial, to be anything less than settler-colonizer, is genocidal. 
To assume the one group is benefiting from the other is missing a complicated 
history and a complex set of subjects.  This leaves us with no scenario for decolonization 
and an inability for people to re-connect to anything.  That is to say, colonization is an 
ongoing process of separating people from the land; both settlers and colonized peoples 
are disconnected from the land, and forced onto a modern system of objectifying land and 
other peoples.  The decolonial framework offered from the Northern scholars reconstitutes 
this framework.  It objectifies the settler and the colonized, within a dichotomy of 
Native/Non-Native that leaves few options for decolonial politics.   
The response to cultural appropriation as genocide in Northern decolonial texts is 
about discourse.  Its about telling the truth, telling stories, acknowledging what the real 
situation is for indigenous peoples today, and the effects that colonialism has continued to 
have over the course of the years.  But there is something missing from the type of stories 
being told in these spaces – they focus on a binary narrative of one single historical 
experience that exists only in very few spaces.  Those who have been fortunate to remain 
on their ancestral homelands are very rare.  Everyone else has been swept up into another 
form of colonialism.  Eastern tribes forced into Oklahoma are occupying land not their 
own as part of a colonial project, just like descendants of slaves are.  Do they get a pass 
because they are technically from the same continent?  Do they need to retain a certain 
amount of cultural continuity with their community in order to not be colonizing subjects?  
Would we say the same thing about Tlaxcalan descendants occupying Texas?   These 
people have had to relearn their connections to cultural territory on foreign lands.  This is 
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an important part of the story, because it shows us a possibility.  If we pretend that they 
were always just Indians, we lose a potential for healing and re-connection.  This line of 
thinking also trivializes the contemporary colonial situation. 
If we are to take, for example, Black descendants of slaves held by the Eastern US 
tribes living in poverty in urban slums and their white, native counterparts living 
elsewhere in society, what are we to make of this relationship?  Blacks have been 
colonized, separated from their lands, their culture stripped, no sovereignty or land and 
part of this legacy is tied to being chattel owned by Natives.  Meanwhile, the White 
natives benefit form their status as White, and sometimes also from their status as Natives, 
in ways that Blacks will never experience (Sturm 1998).   
Genocide is totalizing as a theoretical frame, and to view colonization through a 
similar lens erases the complexity.  The refocus on local histories in favor of the 
globalizing discourse associated with colonization has difficulty taking hold while the 
term “indigenous” stands in opposition to a political will to action.  When indigenous 
people become objectified through a process of always being a reaction to European 
conquest, it becomes impossible to recognize their agency in either history or in the 
present political atmosphere.  Gerald Vizenor (2011) has argued that the impossibility of 
moving away from genocide, as suggested by Tuck and Yang and Waziyatawin, is not 
native philosophy; it is colonial pessimist discourse, which if followed to its logical 
conclusion moves decolonization to an elsewhere that will never be known. Vizenor has 
argued that there is no Tragedy in the Native American tradition.  The tragic disappearing 
Native was constructed by the dominant society in order to forward a genocidal project.  
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Natives have continually built a legacy of survivance alongside the propagation of modern 
state power. 
Moving away from the colonial mindset involves understanding that we are 
beyond modern/colonial binaries of colonizer and colonized, modern and indigenous, 
violator and victim. The subjects driving colonialism: Whites, settler colonials, state 
bureaucrats, and anthropologists have had various motivations and philosophies guiding 
their actions and often providing internal justification for their acts.  Demonizing the 
dominant group, while potentially subversive, misses crucial insight into the way that the 
group behaves and why, and this is precisely the knowledge that is likely to be useful in 
preventing and fighting against the same atrocities these groups still commit in the 
present.  To demonize them (to represent them as entirely negative) is to objectify them.  
 I am not trying to defend those who have committed genocide, but I am trying to 
understand them.  I am trying to notice the genocidal tendencies in us all, and work 
towards healing for all sides of the colonial legacy.  People are more than the products of 
colonialism – they are its manifestation.  Indigenous, colonial, mestizo – White, Indian, 
Black are all hybrid identities born out of many years of many actions.  Decolonization 
will require understanding these people as the complex subjects that they are.  
To return to the colonial moment of 1492 to distinguish between natives and 
colonizers ignores an important history.  It is a difficult history to stomach for us 
decolonial activists.  The mixing of blood, the mixing of political allegiances to either 
colonizing or resistant forces, the mixing of nations, of families and of knowledges has 
always created subjects that fall less into ideal types.  Depending on the colonial contexts, 
there has been different ways of classifying those in-between, those less than ideal types.   
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Mignolo, in his description of the colonial difference, rejects the colonial binary of 
native and colonial in favor of border subjectivities created through the ongoing process of 
coloniality.  While he gives some mention of the pre-conquest difference inherited by the 
Moor killing Spaniards, we must also consider the pre-colonial difference inherited by the 
Tlaxcaltecans, which led them to ally with the Spanish, the pre-colonial difference 
inherited by the Cherokee, which led them to hold Africans as slaves, the pre-colonial 
difference inherited by any indigenous peoples that led them into their particular 
relationship with their colonizers.  And these relationships between Natives and Settlers 
have always been complex and rarely embedded in absolute material binaries.  New 
subjectivities must form. 
It is not uncommon to come across historic situations of natives spreading the 
message that the whites should adopt their ways, otherwise face destruction at their own 
hands – Black Elk and the Hopi prophecy come to mind.  This is still the message that the 
Iku spread.  In the words of the spiritual leader that opened this dissertation, “people must 
change the way they live and relate to the Earth.”  But just as before, there is a problem 
with this argument: as soon as whites or colonials begin to act like Natives, they 
appropriate native culture.  Whether it is New Agers, wannabes or their Latin American 
counterparts, these groups are ignoring the power relationships embedded into their use of 
native knowledge.  In order to avoid this, politics must contest power. 
 
Subjugated Epistemology 
It is important to analyze in what conditions subjugated knowledges contest power.  
The rise of indigenous political movements in Latin America, the widespread adoption of 
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multicultural forms of citizenship, and the use of indigenous concepts in state constitutions 
serve as a contemporary example of subjugated knowledge entering into civil society.  
However, the incorporation of indigenous epistemological concepts into the dominant 
hegemony does not always contest power.  As parts of indigenous epistemology are 
incorporated into the dominant hegemony, the subjugated forms of knowledge that 
critique dominant forms of power are often left out in favor of aspects of indigenous 
thought that mark indigenous people as not modern. Indigenous peoples’ resistance to the 
cultural project of colonialism has been rooted in maintaining their traditions and cultures.  
However, because the production of indigenous culture fits into the dominant hegemony 
of a modern/primitive dichotomy, non-western epistemology is only sometimes counter-
hegemonic or resistant to colonization. It is important to reject the dichotomy, which 
is also a move against much anthropology. 
 Within traditional anthropology, Modern Western culture and epistemology is 
looked at with a critical eye and outside of the normalized position of “truth”.  When we 
de-privilege our own assumptions they become what Bourdieu refers to as the “synoptic 
illusion” of “our own rationalizing cosmology posing as science, our culture parading as 
historical causality” (Bourdieu in Comaroff & Comaroff 1997).  The argument that I wish 
to make here is not a relativity argument, where modern ideas are just one set of many, but 
that these ideas are structured in power in ways that drive ongoing projects of capitalist 
exploitation.  De-essentialization of the “other”, in this case the indigenous, has not served 
to de-essentialize the Modern.  If we shift our focus to this project, we can isolate the ideas 
within modern epistemology as serving of the ruling class, and not congruent with the 
worldview of all who are subsumed within this category – namely industrial capitalism. 
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 Producers of subaltern knowledges are organic intellectuals, producing counter-
hegemonic ways of knowing and understanding the world.  Subjugated knowledges offer 
transformative potential, because they see the world with a lens that speaks directly 
against the excesses of power.  Knowledge is rooted in practice, and different practices 
produce different types of politics.  If we are to work against the negative aspects of 
capitalism and patriarchy, we must privilege subjugated knowledges, not just indigenous 
ones. 
Patricia Hill Collins locates subjugated epistemology not within a colonial 
dichotomy, but within a history of power.  “Because elite White men control Western 
structures of knowledge validation, their interests pervade the themes, paradigms and 
epistemologies of traditional scholarship” (Collins 1990).   White men and their 
experiences are associated with truth and thus advantaged. Positivist knowledge schemes 
benefit the dominant ideology of the times, thus they benefit the conservative and the 
powerful – namely White men (Collins 1990).  I would extend this to encapsulate 
capitalism, violence and militarism as practices that are used to subjugate women and 
people of color.  Knowledge claims based on normalized hierarchies uphold modern 
projects of racism and hetero-patriarchy.  De-centering White male knowledge is therefore 
a move towards truth. 
 Collins argues that Black women privilege knowledge based on lived experience, 
and not on normalized hierarchies.  Systems of values that are rooted in survival, feeling, 
nurturing and spirituality guide the Black female experience.  These values differ from 
those of the dominant society that is based on control, and are thus subjugated 
knowledges.  Because of this divergence there are two valuable contributions that Black 
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feminist thought has to my work.  First, it allows for subjugated knowledges speak back to 
the power of dominant discourse.  Second, it helps to de-essentialize the dominant 
epistemology from a position outside of the indigenous/Modern dichotomy. 
 Knowledge located in personal experience is different than knowledge that is 
taught in discourse. Collins explains that knowledge paradigms encompass interpretive 
frameworks to explain social phenomenon.  This allows for knowledge that upholds power 
claims, such as white supremacy and patriarchy, to be easily dismissed by those whose 
lived experience contradicts this knowledge.  For example, the colonial framework 
outlined above interprets the colonizers as innocent of wrong, despite their committing of 
atrocities.  Truth, in this framework, is closer to subjugated knowledge than to the 
dominant knowledge or common sense.  The most exploited people will have the harshest 
critique of power, and it is only these critiques that can truly dismantle power, because 
they invalidate its justification at the level of epistemology.  
 Because subjugated peoples produce knowledge in different ways to the dominant, 
they have different systems of validating knowledge.  Collins lists feelings and emotions 
as essential to Black feminist knowledge, even though they are not valued as positions of 
knowledge by dominant society.  Other Black feminist have echoed these sentiments, even 
adding that collective historic experiences can be sites of learning and memory that impart 
knowledge on those who inhabit particular subjectivities (Alexander 2000, Perry 2006).  
The mid-Atlantic Passage, slavery, and the long history of the West de-valuing Black 
women have all had profound effects on how Black women see the world.   
 What Jacqui Alexander calls “sacred memory” shapes peoples’ subjectivities 
through collectivizing experience and creating a reality around which certain people orient 
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themselves.  This shift from the secular understanding of history as separate from 
experience to the sacred view of experience as spiritual, speaks to the destabilizing effects 
of alternate epistemologies when they emerge from a Modern space.  Dominant positivist 
epistemology works to make invisible the advantages of the powerful and the subjugation 
of others.  Knowledge that is rooted in the sacred makes “the invisible tangible” 
(Alexander 2000). 
 According to Alexander excising the spiritual from the political serves to alienate 
us from our communities and ourselves.  The positivist knowledge schemes devalue 
knowledge based on spirit and in this respect echo the science/culture dichotomy 
associated with modernity.  Respect for peoples’ way of life, honoring peoples’ 
connections with the land, and allowing people spiritual associations, have all been 
associated with indigenous peoples.  However, these are the same claims against power 
that are being made by non-indigenous Black women.  The outlier, in terms of 
epistemology here is modernity, or – if we are to deny the essentialization of this term – 
the dominant hegemony of developmentalist capitalism, white supremacy and hetero-
patriarchy.  The dominant epistemology denies the sacred, creating an epistemological 
precept of objective secularism in order to further a political ideology of control. 
  
Transcending the Paradoxes 
Decolonial questions are political and economic questions.  Decolonization is not a 
metaphor – it is a material alternative to the process of colonization – itself both an 
ideological and material process.  Overly discursive decolonial frameworks, such as those 
offered by Waziyatawin and Tuck and Yang, depoliticize the act of decolonization by 
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focusing on the ideological solidarity between colonized and colonizer and not the 
material colonization taking place through the continuation of industrial state capitalism.  
A refusal of the colonial project is a refusal of the discursive binary that separates 
knowledge systems, types of politics and identities.  The material project of 
decolonization will begin with reforming peoples’ relationships with culture-territory. 
Land, and peoples’ connection to it, underlies all politics.  Who gets to live where 
and how is currently decided by the capitalist state.  The underlying separation of people 
from their homelands either to make way for others or for others to usurp resources is 
embedded into both settler-colonialism and exploitative resource extraction.  Each of these 
systems is bound in paradoxes that are desperate need of transcendence.  One part of 
decolonization is material – base all Human Rights on peoples’ ability to live on their 
ancestral lands and cultivate ways of living that reconnect people to territory that they can 
use in non-exploitative economies. This production must be material, sustainable, and not 
based in the nation-state, industrial capital or patriarchy.  I believe this project will take a 
century at least to realize.  The timeline is not disheartening, if we understand the scope of 
the politics as both necessary and inevitable. 
The other side of decolonial politics is complicated, because it requires assessing 
power differentials among groups and mediating justice among them.  It also requires 
assessing the cultural structures that drive the patriarchal mentality of objectifying peoples 
and land, and replacing them with new values.  This requires a refusal of the subject 
positions assigned under coloniality.  It is embracing the border-thinking of the global 
South and not losing the critique of liberal privilege linked to the complicit subjects 
formed though their connection to industrial technologies and the state.  
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To merely occupy a subaltern position, such as Indian, is not resisting the 
dominant hegemony – it is upholding it.  To refuse this construct, would be to refuse the 
dichotomy.  It would be to refuse modernity as a reality, to challenge it not only within 
ones daily life, but also at the heart of its power.  Resisting modernity-coloniality 
necessitates a material restructuring of practice.  We need to do different things.  
Decolonizing the mind is an afterthought.  It will be a byproduct of decolonizing the 
material production of modernity.  
The extermination of the indigenous peoples of this world is neither an 
exaggeration nor a metaphor.  It is the war waged against everything through the industrial 
capitalist state’s exploitation of land and peoples in foreign and domestic spheres.  It must 
stop. If our task is the destruction of the capitalist state, this destruction is also a 
constructive project.  We must build an alternative society that rejects the colonial 
categories of who is marked for life and death, and also rejects the formation of these 
types of categories in the future.   There is also the practical move towards challenging the 
mass complicity with industrial capitalism practiced by so many leftist and indigenous 
peoples. 
Any Native can find themself holding a cell phone, like some settler colonial, just 
holding a piece of land – complicit with the exploitation.  It’s not about consciousness.  
It’s not about identity.  It’s not about subject formation.  It’s about practice.  Of course, the 
political struggle against the oppression of the Earth and local economies is not just for 
Natives.  To assume that only subjugated people will resist, misses the point.   
To move against industrial capitalism and the state are decolonial moves that we 
can all make – natives and non-natives.  However, because of the different political 
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subjectivities people find themselves in, these options look different.  While non-natives 
can never become Indians, they can begin to form relational ontologies through 
privileging subjugated knowledges and begin to build counter hegemonic economies 
rooted in culture-territory.  The North American decolonial scholars’ critique of settler 
privilege is useful for establishing guidelines towards this end.  Wherever possible, natives 
can build alliances among themselves; this will aid in the conversion of the settler society.  
Settlers must respect the inhabitants of the land and work to liberate land from private 
ownership and build local economies rooted in restoring native connections and settler 
connections rooted in solidarity. 
Knowledge is too within a paradox of coloniality.  If we reject the dominant claim 
to knowledge and simply start paying attention to this world, we are likely to experience 
the truth.  If people adopt practices based on their connections to the Earth, they can no 
longer be asked for their credentials.  The idea that only Indians are allowed to experience 
a connection to the Earth, and others are deemed appropriators can be refused.  Many 
people want to develop practices that allow them to connect to the Earth.  They are unable, 
however, because of the material practices of coloniality, which affects colonizers and 
Natives.  This is because it’s not about whom, it’s about how we build a decolonial world.  
This does not mean that colonials should usurp the lifeways of their countries’ indigenous 
peoples.  It means that everyone reconcile their standing to the place they live and assess 
their role in the production of that space as a creative entity connected to the rest of the 
world.  There is a great deal of sacrifice associated with honoring the earth.  I suggest for 
people to start there – to sacrifice to the Earth; sacrifice power in all its forms.   
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The Iku live with the land, the Navajo do too, and so do many Afghanis.  
Americans live off of these people.  More specifically, they live off of denying these 
people to continue their local relationships with the land.  So much of the neoliberal global 
policy being enacted contemporarily disrupts local economies.  This is because it 
promotes a Western “freedom” without critiquing the power involved.  Power written into 
identities, knowledge systems and politics are brought to light in the empirical separation 
between indigenous peoples and urban elites.   
 In order for subaltern epistemologies to be subversive, they need to critique power.  
The creation of indigenous subjects as outside of modernity and civilization was precisely 
to disavow alternate epistemologies and not let them threaten power.  Thus indigenous 
epistemology only confronts power when it ceases being “indigenous”.  Whenever these 
ideas enter into the dominant hegemony however, they risk being appropriated by power – 
thus the ideas must remain fluid.  Just as dominant ideas are constantly recreated and 
distributed through state and civil society apparatuses, so too must resistant philosophies 
keep growing and changing to contest power in its various forms. 
 Neoliberal multiculturalism is an especially potent form of power in this regard, 
because it allows for alternate epistemologies to exist in their own sanctioned spaces.  
People remain divided with their own values only governing their small spaces, while the 
default land and people must conform to the capitalist exploitative economy.  However, 
within this model of governance, power becomes narrower – tied intrinsically to the flow 
of capitalist development.  This power must be the target of the alternative ideologies.  
They need to be anti-capitalist and post-liberal.  These ideas have made history in Latin 
America of the last few years. 
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 The incorporation of “indigenous concepts” in the Ecuadorean and Bolivian 
constitutions are important for this reason.  They go outside of modern ideas.  They give 
rights to the Earth, not just people or capital.  Appropriation threatens these gains, 
however, when they are pre-maturely celebrated.  Again – these ideas must move.  
Pachamama is a good start, but easily incorporated into monotheist and New Age 
worldviews.  Deepening peoples’ understandings of the wisdom within this type of 
concept will move them away from fitting indigenous concepts into modern ones. 
 When indigenous concepts are incorporated into fundamentally Western 
documents that underpin state power they do not become dominant, they enter into a war 
of position.  While they do not act to confront the state but uphold it, they begin the 
groundwork for the eventual dismantling of the state through attacking capitalist 
development.  Coloniality has been an ongoing process for over five hundred years.  To 
expect these things to be overturned within one generation is unlikely.  I foresee no war of 
maneuver that will successfully overthrow the capitalist state.  However, within 
indigenous epistemology’s entry into state discourse, I do see a position staked, one that 
will enter into a war of position that will eventually supplant the current hegemony. 
At the most fundamental level a matriarchal project is key to a decolonial project.  
Taking Smith and Collins together, there is a robust critique of the colonial system as 
patriarchal.  The same logic that forms the masculine as subject and the female as object 
(Rubin 1975) also forms the modern subject and Indian object and the Human subject and 
the land object.  A critical feminist rejection of patriarchy goes beyond gender 
relationships to encompass all relationships.  Patriarchy is embedded into coloniality 
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(Lugones 2006) and the inability for transcendence of colonial identity categories stems 
from the deeper structuring of gendered relationships within them.  
Whether any particular native society has been traditionally matriarchal or not, is 
not the point.  Indigenous peoples will be wise to utilize feminist politics as decolonial.  
Settlers too, are wise to utilize feminist politics.  With feminist subjects at either end of the 
divide, we are likely to build a robust decolonial alliance towards defeating colonial 
patriarchy.  This alliance will be based on creating relationships that are based in 
relational, feminist ontology.  This alliance will be decolonization. 
 
Conclusions 
 Now, I intend to implement the project, right here in Texas.  I can only trust the 
mamos to know what is right.  I look generations ahead to see the decolonial project 
realized.  It will take time.  It will take a rethinking of our politics to accommodate the 
long duree.  The Iku serve as a useful example in this regard.  And their initial critique of 
development is useful too.  We must assess our development in terms of the impact it will 
have for future generations.  Build cultural practices that will become the new normal a 
hundred years from now.  It will be worth the sacrifice, because it will mean our lives. 
 This chapter re-assessed the formation of subjects to account for the global 
relationship between the First and Third Worlds and elaborates the de-colonial response to 
inequity.  De-colonization will take into account the materially productive spaces of the 
global North and South.  The political disengagement from imperial harvesting of power 
will force a reformation of First World subjects.  Imperial subjectivities outside of culture-
territory reproduce colonization indefinitely.  When people are rooted to culture-territory 
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they can stop reproducing colonialism.  When the historical internalized colonization is 
attended to, healing will commence. 
 The decolonial project fuses anticapitalism, antistate politics with relational 
connection to the Earth.  Therefore certain types of knowledge are to be refuted, while 
other types of knowledge are privileged. The relationship between power and knowledge 
in this process is key because of how identity is produced in this matrix.  The state cannot 
be challenged by power rooted in colonial knowledge, because it will reproduce the same 
hierarchy of difference rooted in the modern ontology.  Capitalism cannot be replaced 
with another modern economic system (communism for example), because it will 
reproduce inequalities based on peoples’ subjectivities.  Alternatives to colonial power 
must be rooted in subjugated knowledge systems that are connected to both subaltern 
discourse and identity.  Currently, the leftist movements are rooted in only the alternate 
discourse, not the subaltern identity.  Similarly, the Neoliberal system has allowed the 
subaltern subject to hold power, but not the subaltern knowledge system.  To move 
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Conclusion 
 “Changing the way that people live and relate to the Earth” 
 
 
Ongoing proposals for development projects continue to flood the SNSM, 
threatening the displacement of townships, fishing communities and indigenous peoples.  
A coalition of resistance to these megaprojects is one model of resistance that necessitates 
a unified Iku pueblo, a unified Four Pueblos and a unified Colombia outside of the 
segregating effects of special indigenous rights.   As long as the state perceives the public 
as unified by industrial capitalism, segregated as ethnic groups and holding rights derived 
from the state, any legal, political or governmental injunction against megaprojects will be 
dismissed.  
If special rights do not grant the power to make decisions regarding development 
on peoples’ (indigenous or otherwise) lands, then other political measures must be taken 
to protect land.  Far from signaling a shift in the way that development policy can be 
challenged or openly discussed, FPIC reinforces the Human Rights paradigm, liberal 
hegemony, and the colonial modern/indigenous dichotomy.  To resist these structures the 
FPIC would have to make a simple modification: reject the exceptional language of 
indigenous cultural rights as a justification for FPIC, and replace it with an 
acknowledgement of a diverse system in which ideas about land, rights and development 
are all challenged and explored by whoever is affected by development policy regardless 
of ethnicity.  This intercultural exchange would be consistent with the constitution’s 
interpretation of rights to cultural diversity and would give more power to indigenous 
groups and non-indigenous agrarian communities.  It would also remove power from 
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foreign developers and reduce the ongoing effects of colonialism.  As long as FPIC is 
based in colonial modernity, it will not challenge power, only obscure it. 
Despite the polarizing framing of the mamos of the SNSM, some indigenous 
peoples have willingly entered into the state and capitalist economies.  The affirmation 
and reproduction of colonialism, therefore, is partially due to consent by certain sectors of 
the indigenous populous.  Also, contestation of the development paradigm emanates from 
a wide array of political actors, both indigenous and non-indigenous.  The dichotomies 
asserted by the state and the FPIC process therefore plays into a false colonial paradigm 
and obscures the real politics that are taking place between the state and indigenous 
peoples, and within internal indigenous politics.  Dividing various groups into ethnic, 
political subjectivities hurts the potential for a robust political alliance that opposes 
destructive extraction based development. 
There is a disassociation between peoples’ needs at the local level and inequalities 
produced by global and national configurations of power.  Confronting neoliberalism and 
industrial capitalism as unifying values gives power to local peoples; not the power to 
have what is being offered by the state, but the power to imagine the world they want to 
live in and the ability to produce it.  Local and indigenous politics may not always be 
resistant to global capitalism.  However, resistant potential should not be ignored in the 
light of conformities.  Development policy is designed to improve peoples’ quality of life 
as a means of sustaining the current world system.  The call to subvert the current world 
system must also leave alternatives to improve peoples’ quality of life. 
The basis for evaluating Iku cultural politics is not in their expressed ideas in 
discourse or in the legal state procedures that identify them according to a colonial 
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categorization as indigenous.  As I have made clear, establishing indigenous groups as 
indigenous and therefore outside of the dominant society, ignores the variation of practice-
based connection to territory that exist among non-indigenous people.  While the Iku 
articulate a rejection of modernity, it doesn’t really matter what they say.  Their resistance 
is not discursive, but based in their practices, or what I call culture-territory.  Abstracting 
the culture-territory into cultural referents that can be measured and objectified by the 
state and modern ontology has the effect of disallowing the political potential of culture-
territory to challenge the hegemonic norm of extractive capitalism.  Philosophical theories 
that call for multiple worlds have the same effect.  The culture-territory is accepted as a 
“world” or a holistic ontological reality; however, the potential for challenging the 
hegemonic norm of industrial capitalism is equally wasted by categorically denying a 
shared social and ecological universe.    
 
Dissertation Breakdown 
My introduction served as an introduction to the people of the SNSM, the state 
procedures intended to govern them, and the theoretical arguments intended to understand 
these processes.  Here, I took the time to elaborate my main thesis, that the traditional 
authorities of the Iku, the mamos, reject the industrial development of Colombia and of the 
entire world at an ontological level.  Moreover, the mamos reject the system of rights and 
liberal governance, including special indigenous rights and FPIC, as colonial tools of 
repression.  I posit here, that a rejection of colonial categories of difference can allow a re-
evaluation of the alternate forms of knowledge and practice that the Iku employ in their 
daily life, which hold transformative potential for the dominant society.  I make the claim 
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that the dominant society establishes a separate space for indigenous peoples and 
knowledges through coloniality, and that multiculturalism at a fundamental level, re-
establishes these divisions.    
The first chapter, Spiritual Materialism established the Iku Law of Origin as the 
basis for Iku politics.  The elaborate engagement of Western philosophical referents and 
the description of the material world, established the Western and Iku belief systems as 
not bound in a colonial dichotomy of modern and indigenous.  Instead, I showed that key 
differences within Iku cosmovision and state policy are similar to questions that have been 
elaborated by Western philosophers for centuries about human agency.  Displacing 
knowledge from the human ego and onto the Earth and collective consciousness of her 
inhabitants – human and non-human – alters the dominant view of belief and action as a 
cultural process.  I did not produce a Western examination of Iku culture.  I produced a 
relational view of Western reality.  An important aspect of this chapter is that it also 
challenges the foundational concept of relativism within anthropology, because the 
relational ontology is universal>>>>> 
 In departing from the decolonial dichotomy of Modern and indigenous, Chapter 3 
explored the nature of identity and self-making from both the colonial and the Iku 
standpoints.  Similar to the question of epistemology, my assessment of identity eschews 
the colonial dichotomy and is instead an evaluation of land-based practices.  It is the 
connection to culture-territory that is the basis for difference among the Iku, which 
underlies their identity as a basis for interpolating bunachi as violent and disassociated 
from both land and knowledge.  I use a Hallian understanding of cultural identity that is 
produced through interpolating others and processes of self-making.  Gramsci is also 
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useful for evaluating how the dominant society forms historic blocs of power, which can 
be altered through political action and alliance.  The political space of culture making is 
elaborated in the second part of the dissertation.   
 Culture-territory serves as a much clearer way to establish groups as rooted in 
place with a cultural systems of knowledge.  Culture-territory is ontologically relational. 
State capitalism is ontologically modern.  These opposition worldviews are not abstractly 
oppositional, but ontologically produce subjectivities that are oppositional.  The politics of 
the world is ontological at its core.  The second part of the dissertation uses the established 
ontological politics to assess the intercultural politics of the state.   
Keeping in mind the ontological interpretation of knowledge and identity within 
Iku politics, I challenge the understanding of what it means to be indigenous in both the 
colonial and transnational forms.  The distinctions that I elaborate are not intended to 
serve as a new definition of indigeneity.  Instead, I problematize the identity of indigeneity 
as a tool in liberal governance.  Because similar critiques of special rights (Kuper 2003) 
have problematized indigeneity as an affront to the dominant culture of capitalist 
modernity, I reiterate that my critique is essentially the opposite.  It is in establishing 
industrial capitalism as the outlier in need of dismissal that will allow all people to 
develop culture-territories, ways of life that look like what has been called “indigenous”.  I 
do not challenge the claims for sovereignty by indigenous activists around the world – I 
support them on the condition that they do not stop at the borders of their culture-territory, 
but move towards becoming the dominant paradigm of governance.     
Part II of the dissertation deals directly with the implementation of development 
politics in the SNSM.  In Chapter 4, I deconstruct development as a term that is rooted in 
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modernity, and posit culture-territory as an alternative to development.  When I confront 
the extractive development emanating from the state, I show that it violates the culture-
territory of all people, indigenous or not.  The FPIC and special indigenous rights 
paradigm are implicated in the expansion of extraction, because they isolate certain groups 
of indigenous peoples and parcels of land.  While certain projects can be stalled using 
FPIC, the overall extractive economy is shielded from critique, because it is assumed to be 
the norm.  Likewise, the Modern ontology is shielded from an indigenous critique, 
because the ideas that confront it are relegated to an isolated and bound discursive space 
intended for non-dominant indigenous people.  I propose building coalitions among 
indigenous and non-indigenous actors in Colombia and dismantling the mining sector as 
responses to the violent nature of megaprojects and the widespread poverty. 
Chapter 5 investigates how multiculturalism has altered the internal politics of the 
Iku.  The Trojan Horse of multicultural rights encourages some Iku to enter into the state 
and capitalist driven economic and social structures of power.  Once inside these spaces, 
the Iku come to represent a divergent political position from the organic intellectuals 
within the pueblo – the mamos.  This chapter, too, adds a level of human agency in what 
the production or erosion of culture-territory looks like.  There is nothing inherent about 
the reproduction of culture-territory that is within the blood of the Iku.  It is within the 
practices of living on the land that the knowledge is produced.  This knowledge is 
competing with modernity in a war of position within the Iku pueblo, which plays out in 
the negotiation of the state development projects.  The knowledge systems are also in a 
war of position within the modern state.  However, while multiculturalism has promised to 
open space for indigenous peoples to alter the dominant worldview, the examples I 
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illustrate show that it does the opposite through state regulation and procedural control of 
intercultural dialogue. 
Internal problems within the Iku pueblo and the tenuous position that they navigate 
with the Modern West, is best understood in the context of gender.  It is difficult to be an 
Iku woman, and patriarchy takes a unique, albeit non-modern, form.  It is important to 
show a critique of Iku society, because it establishes the work that lays ahead for the Iku, 
and how it is tied to the rest of the world.  There are many ways that the Iku are not 
liberated.  There are structural inequalities and hierarchies, which we cannot dismiss as 
colonial in their making.  We cannot simply become mamoists.    The political philosophy 
of the Iku is not impervious to flaws – it is a decolonial alternative to industrial capitalism 
at an ontological level.  The Iku remind us that the Modern ontology that structures 
society can be transcended.  This political transformation will carry the possibilities for 
confronting the oppressive regimes within all societies, including the problematic 
elements of Iku culture.  Because of the manner which patriarchy serves coloniality, the 
solidarity that we construct is most useful as a matriarchal project. 
In Chapter 6, I write to establish a possibility for decolonial politics.  The 
objectification of the world is visible in all of our struggles for social justice and politics 
of self-making.  I believe that the message of the mamos, that we can “change the way that 
we live and relate to the Earth” should be taken seriously as a political philosophy.  The 
ongoing production of coloniality through the technological and military industries that 
drive the modern West are the productive cultural elements that displace modern 
Americans from culture-territory and displace other peoples from their own.  The principal 
critique of the mamos is most useful here – in the ability to challenge the dominant 
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structural agents of repression at their core.  Instead of fretting about what Indians are 
doing, we in the First World are better suited to the practical dismantling of industrial 
capitalism and militarization.  Establishing a matriarchal project that values the subjugated 
knowledge of women over that of the dominant and objectifying masculinity that currently 
serves as the default dominant position of knowledge will be a useful tool in reconfiguring 
power to these ends. 
 
Back to Windiwa 
“The road up, is the road back.” 
-Heraclitus 
 
For the state to grant special rights to the Four Pueblos assumes many things.  It 
assumes that the Colombian state has sovereign power over the territory of the SNSM and 
has granted special rights to their citizens who live there.  By claiming their special rights, 
the Four Pueblos are tacitly assenting to state power, and agreeing that their rights derive 
solely from the state.  This opposes the foundations of the Law of Origin: that everything 
comes from the Earth, that the land belongs to no one; that the cycles of the Earth are to be 
complied with, not subverted; that everything has its place, that a mutual respect between 
all things should guide our politics towards a global ecological equilibrium.  For the Iku to 
comply with the state assumption that they are its subjects would betray their worldview.  
To accept that the mountain that is their place of creation is not a sovereign spirit that gave 
birth to them all, but a parcel of land that they are “allowed” to live on, because someone 
else has granted them permission reproduces the same logic of the Spanish inquisition 
insisting that natives reject their gods and submit themselves to the power of the church 
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and the crown. It is a way to bring people under a rule of ideas.  It is a way of establishing 
an order of the world that people cannot accept without losing a part of themselves.  It is 
colonization. 
State sovereignty is challenged by the discourse of the mamos.  However, it is 
defended in the multicultural paradigm that serves as their translator.  The sovereignty of 
the state is extended over non-state peoples and areas through the special indigenous rights 
paradigm and the procedures of the international bodies of the UN and NGO’s.  The 
policy is being advanced as a normative historical process of: the subjugation of the 
Native, the resistance of the native, and finally the acceptance of the Native.  This leaves 
untold alternate histories of peoples (indigenous or otherwise) who resist acceptance into 
the state.     
Under multiculturalism, the dominant liberal subject exists in harmony with the 
indigenous subject based on a mutual understanding of nation-state sovereignty, global 
capital and liberal Human Rights.  When Natives enter into the co-production of the state, 
they reinforce the state as the sovereign power of the land.  Mamos are unwilling to do this 
because it directly opposes their cosmovision – it is profane.  Therefore, the move towards 
peace that is advanced with multiculturalism’s efforts to bring indigenous peoples into the 
state is met with reality of the state of war that existed throughout the colonial era.  The 
mamos practice a politics that recognizes the war that has always raged against them.  
They intend to continue fighting.  If indigenous peoples, and their colonial differences, are 
accepted as part of the modern state, then, the position of the mamos enters into a paradox.  
While they may be considered “insurrectionary Indians” in a political context, they may 
also represent a rejection altogether of the colonial binary implicitly guiding the formation 
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of indigenous subjectivities.  The mamos’ own view of politics, of land use, of knowledge 
and of identity speak back to both the colonial indigenous subject, and the neoliberal 
indigenous subject. 
 When we argue that modernity is not for some (like indigenous people for 
instance) we further the argument that it is for others (the rest of us for instance), which is 
really what the colonial project has been saying all along.  The difference now is that 
instead of extermination, indigenous peoples are offered partial autonomy. When the 
indigenous groups are encouraged to eat from the trough laid out for them by the state, 
they reinforce the state as the benefactor of us all – even those of us who reject the state.  
When indigenous peoples have special rights to land granted to them by states, their right 
to land thus comes from states and not from the internally productive culture-territory.  
Peoples’ culture-territories become obscured in this process.  The implications for 
decolonization as a form of governance, would open possibilities for all peoples to 
establish their culture-territories as political entities, neither collective nor land-based, but 
encapsulating both people and their land within non-exploitative spaces of production.   
The Iku mamos demonstrate good examples of how clear ideas become complex 
and vague when they enter a state process of translation. The UNHCHR push to 
understand the cultural position under a Human Rights framework demonstrates a good 
example of how cultural ideas are modified in the process of being accepted into state 
policy.  I translate the cultural ideas expressed in order to understand their potential for 
resistance to extractive capitalism and towards liberation from the coloniality of power.  
Indigenocentric culture-territory has possibilities as a political model of 
governance outside of identity based categories.  The state interferes with organic 
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culturally based territories by promoting capitalist driven expansion.  Allowing certain 
people opportunities to resist the effects of this objectification does not challenge the 
objectification.  From an indigenocentric standpoint, state granted rights also serve to 
objectify peoples and land by displacing the relational connection between the two.  Thus 
modernity imposes an unnatural order on what is a sacred relationship, a relationship that 
is perceived as “indigenous” by the state, but perhaps is merely any human/land 
relationship outside of coloniality.    
 And so there it is.  Let’s get to work. 
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List of Acronyms 
	  
 
ANDI – Asociación Nacional de Empresarios de Colombia 
The National Association of Colombian Businesses serves as a chamber of 
commerce for large-scale development projects.  ANDI is the political wing of the 
largest mining companies in Colombia, the MGE. 
 
CIT	  –	  Confederacion	  Indigena	  Tairona	  The	  Indigenous	  Tayrona	  Confederation	  is	  the	  political	  leadership	  organization	  for	  the	  Iku	  pueblo.	  	  I	  worked	  for	  this	  organization	  periodically	  since	  2007.	  	  
CTC	  –	  Consejo	  Territorial	  de	  Cabildos	  The	  Territorial	  Council	  of	  Cabildos	  is	  the	  unified	  political	  organization	  for	  the	  Four	  Pueblos	  of	  the	  SNSM.	  	  
ELN	  –	  Ejercitio	  Libreracion	  Nacional	  	  The	  National	  Liberation	  Army	  is	  a	  Left-­‐wing	  guerilla	  force	  that	  was	  active	  in	  much	  of	  Colombia.	  	  
FARC	  –	  Fuerzas	  Armada	  Revolucionarios	  Colombianos	  The	  Revolutionary	  Armed	  Forces	  of	  Colombia	  is	  a	  Left-­‐Wing	  Guerilla	  force	  that	  was	  active	  in	  the	  SNSM	  from	  the	  70’s	  to	  the	  90’s.	  	  
FPIC	  –	  Free,	  Prior	  and	  Informed	  Consent	  	  
HD	  –	  Human	  Development	  model	  	  
MAVDT	  –	  Ministerio	  de	  Ambiente,	  Viviendo	  y	  Dessarollo	  Territorial	  The	  ministry	  of	  the	  environment,	  Life	  and	  territorial	  Development	  oversees	  the	  process	  of	  FPIC	  	  	  
MGE – Mineria de Gran Escala 
Grand Scale Mining is a conglomerate of the 12 largest mining companies in 
Colombia. 
 
OGYT – Organización Wiwa Yugumaiun Bunkuanarrua Tayrona 
The Wiwa territorial organization is the political organization of the Wiwa Pueblo 
of the SNSM 
 
SNSM – Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta	  






The red squares on the above map represent solicited mining contracts in Northern 
Colombia. 
 
The purple area marks the indigenous resguardos of the Four Pueblos of the SNSM. 
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